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A study of crew appliances for advanced spacecraft is being performed for
NASA JSC by the Boeing Aerospace Company under Contract NAS 9-13965. A
large number of appliance concepts for the galley, personal hygiene,
housekeeping, and other areas have been investigated for application to
the Shuttle Orbiter and Modular Space Station missions. This document
presents the background to and results of trade studies to determine the
optimum appliance systems for these two vehicles.
An index file containing abstracts for 299 appliance-related documents
was developed during the initial literature search for this study. The
original file will be delivered to and retained by NASA.
Due to the large volume of library references and appliance engineering
data used for the trade studies, it was necessary to present the supporting
information to the concept report in separate appendices as follows
APPENDIX A	 In this appendix, the complete bibliography used for the
appliance study is listed in throe forms 	 numbered, alpha-
betized, and sorted by subject matter.
APPENDIX B - This appendix contains the supporting engineering data
used for all appliance concepts considered for Shuttle
Orbiter, including plotted and tabulated trade study





APPENDIX C - This appendix contains the supporting engineering data used
for all appliance concepts considered for Modular Space
Station, including plotted and tabulated trade study results
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A large number of crew appliance concepts have been studies for applicability
to the Modular Space Station and Shuttle Orbiter spacecraft, and detailed
trade studies of the various concepts were conducted to choose the optimum
appliance systems for both vehicles. Due to the volume of data used for
the appliance trade studies, it was necessary to present the supporting
information to the concept report in separate appendices. In this appendix
are included all the engineering data collected for the appliances considered
for Shuttle Orbiter, as well as plotted and tabulated trade study results
for each 'appliance function.
_A crew appliance system organization chart was constructed, Figure B1-1,
to thoroughly and orderly establish an appliance system. The appliance
concepts considered for Shuttle Orbiter were categorized within this system 	 j
as listed in Figure B1-2. The engineering data and trade study results for
the appliance concepts evaluated are presented in this appendix in the
order given in Figure B1-2. All the appliance data apply to a four-man i
mission, with the baseline mission ground rules and assumptions given in
Figure B1-3. The basic mission considered for Shuttle Orbiter was 20.5 days.
The Shuttle Orbiter timeline used is illustrated in Figure B1-4.
The data used for trading alternate appliance concepts are presented in




4	 Top Sheet Description. This data sheet gives a description of the appliancei
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Figure 61-1. Crew Appliance System Organization
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1.1.2	 Refrigerated Food Storage
1.1.2.1 Space Radiator
1.1.2.	 Therm oel ectri c
1.1.2.;; Air Cycle Turbine/Compressor
1.1.3	 frozen Food Storage
1.1.3.1 Space Radiator
1.1.3.2 Thermoelectric






1.2.2.1 Heating Trays (Skylab)
1.2.2.2 Oven	 Hot Air Convention (Electric Heat)
1.2.2.3' Oven - Microwave
1.3	 GALLEY CLEANUP
1.3.1	 Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
1.3.1.1 Hot !later Spray 	 Centrifuge Drying
1.3.1.2 Hot !later Spray	 Air Spray Dry
1.3.1.3 Hot Mater Spray Wash - Force Hot Air
Electric Heat Dry
1.3.1.4 'Hot Water Spray Wash - Forced Cold Air
Desiccant
1.3.1.5 Hot Water Spray Wash
	
Forced Hot Air
Dry - Thermal Storage
-1.3.1.6 Ultrasonic Wash - Centrifuge Drying
1.3.1.7 Ultrasonic Wash - Forced Hot Air
Electric Dry
1.3.1.8 Ultrasonic Mash	 Force Cold Dry Air -
Desiccant, Electrically Desorbed
1.3.1.9 Ultrasonic Wash - Force Hot Air Dry
Thermal Storage
1.3.1.10 Manual Wash - Manual Wipe Dry
1.3.2	 Dishwasher/Dryer with Dishes_
1.3.2.1 Hot Water Spray — Centrifuge Drying
1.3.2.2 Hot Water Spray - Forced Hot Air Electric
Heat Drying
1.3.2.3 Hot Water Spray 	 Forced Air/Desiccant/
Electrically heated
1.3.2.4 Manual Wash - Manual Wipe
1.3.2.5 Disposable Cups - Reusable Metallic
Utensils and Dishes
1.3.2.6 Disposable Cups and Nonmetallic Dishes
Reusable !Metallic Utensils
1.3.2.7 Disposable Cups and Nonmetallic Utensils -
Reusable Metallic Dishes
1.3.2.8 Disposable Cups and Nonmetallic Utensils
and Dishes
1.3.2.9 Reusable Cups and Metallic Utensils
and Dishes
1.3.2.10 Reusable Cups and Metallic Utensils -
Disposable Nonmetallic Dishes
1.3.2.11 Reusable Cups and Metallic Dishes -
Disposable Nonmetallic Utensils













2.1.1.1- Dry John 2.2.2.5 Reusable Washcloths
2.1.1.2 Dry John - Anal Wash 2.2.2.6 Disposable Washcloths (Skylab)
2.1.1.3 Germicide - Wet John
2.2.-3- Partial Body Drying
2.1.1.4 Integrated, Vacuum Decomposition
2.1.1.5 Flush Flow 02 Incineration 2.2.3.1 Reusable Dry Wipes
2.1.1.6 Pyrolysis/Batch Incineration 2.2.3.2 Disposable Dry Wipes
2.1.1.7 Wet Oxidation 2.2.3.3 Electric Dryer
2.1.1.8 Semiautomatic Bag System (Skylab)
2.1.1.9 Dry Bags (Apollo) 2.3 PERSONAL GROOMING
2.1.2 Urine Collection/Transfer 2,3.1 Shaving
2.1.2.1 Standup Urinal
*'




Intimate Male Adapter Urine (Skylab) 2.3.1.2 Dry Shave - Electric Razor/Vacuum
2.1.2.4 Aperture Urinal 2.3.1.3
Collection
Dry Shave - Windup Razor (Skylab)
2.1.2.5 Liquid/Gas Flow Cuff Type (Apollo) 2,3.1.4 Dry Shave - Vacuum Piotor-Driven Razor
2.1.3 Vomitus Collection/Transfer 2.3.1.5 Wet Shave- Safety Razor/Vacuum
a
F;	 2.1.3.1 Disposable Intimate Personal Adapter
Collection
-^ (Mates with Commode) 2.3.2 Hair Cutting
2.1.3.2 Reusable Intimate Personal Adapter, Lined 2,3.2.1 Electric Clipper/Vacuum Collection(l•1ates frith Commode) 2.3.2.2 Razor-Comb/Vacuum Collection
2.1.3.3 Disposable Portable Collector
2.1.3.4 Reusable Portable Collector 2.3.3 Nail Care
2.2 BODY CLEANSING
2.3.3,1 Manual Nail Clipper/Bag Collection
2.3.3.2 Metal Nail File/Vacuum Collection
2.2.1 Whole Body Shower 2.3.4 Dental
2.2,1.1 Vacuum Pickup 2.3.4.1 Toothbrush with Dentifrice
2.2.1.2 Air Drag (Evaporative) 2.3.4.2 Water Pix
2.2.1.3 Mechanical	 (Towel Pickup) 2.3.4.3 Electric Toothbrush with Dentifrice
2.2.1.4 Collapsible
2.2.2 Partial Body Washing
3.0 HOUSEKEEPING
2.2.2.1 Disposable Wet Wipes 3.1 EQUIPMENT CLEANING
2.2.2.2 Reusable Wet !di pe
2.2.2.3 Disposable Wipes (Prepackaged) 3.1.1 Surface Wiping


















3.3.1.4 Cyclic Valve and Pump
3.3.1.5 Diaphragm Actuated - One Directional
Squeeze
3..3.1.6 Diaphragm Actuated Two Directional
Squeeze







3.3.2.1 Forced Hot Air - Electric
3,3.2.2 Forced Hot Air - Heat from Thermal Storage
Unit
3.3.2.3 ,Force Cold Dry Air - Desiccant - Vacuum
Regenerable
3.3.2.4 Force Cold Dry Air - Desiccant - Heat
Regenerable
3.3.2.5 Vacuum Dry
3.3.2.6 Thermal Vacuum Dry 	 Electric Heat
3.3.2.7 Thermal Vacuum Dry - Thermal Storage/
Radiant Heat
3.3.2.8 Clothesline - Forced Convection
3,.3.2.9 Clothesline - Forced Convection plus
Electric Heat- -
3.3.3	 Garment/Linen 4Jasher/Dryer-Disposable Clothes








3.1.1.2 Reusable Wet/Dis usable Dry Wipes
3:1.1.3 Disposahle filet/Dry Wipes (Prepackaged)
3.1.1.4 Automatic Mop'
3.1,1.5 Reusable Cleaning Cloths/ Disposable Dry
Wipes
3.1.1.6 Disposable Cleaning Cloths /Disposable Dry
Wipes
3.1.1.7 Disposable Wet Wipes/Reusable Dry Wipes
3.1.1.8 Reusable Wet/Dry Wipes`
3.1.1.9 Reusable Cleaning Cloths/Dry 1-Jipes
3.1..1.10 Disposable Cleaning Cloths/Reusable Dry
Wipes
3.1.1._11 Sponges
3.1.1.12 Sponges/Skylab Wetting Unit
3.2	 REFUSE''MANAGEMENT
3.2.1	 'Manual Collection
W	 3.2.1.1 Wiaste /Trash Bags
v,	 3.2.1.2 Waste Receptacles/Reusable
3.2.1.3 Waste Receptacles/Disposable
3.2.2	 Vacuum Collection
3.2.2.1 Portable Vacuum/Electric (Skylab)
3.2.2.2 Portable Vacuum/Electric (Commercial)






3.2.4.4 Integrated Vacuum Decomposition





Figure 31-2. 'Crew Habitability and Appliance Functions and Concepts (continued)
K
3.3.3.2 Fluidic Agitation/Forced Hot Air - 4.2..2 viand Exerciser
Ther=mal. Storage Heated
';.3.3.3 Fluidic Agitation/Forced Air Drying - 5.0 MEDICAL
Clothesline
3.3.3.4 - Fl uidic Agitation/Forced Air Drying - 5.1 STERILIZATION
Clothesline
3.3.3,5 Water Spray Agitation/Forced Hot Air - 5.1.1 Autoclaves
3.3.3.6
Electric Heater
=='later Sprays Agitation/Forced Hot Air - 5.1.1.1 t ro^ st Heat
Thermal Storage Heater 5.1.1.2 Dry Heat
3.3.3.7 Water Spray Agitation/Forced Air 5.1.1.3 Ethylene Oxide
3.3.3.8
Drying -Clothesline
-Water Spray Agitation/Electrically 5.2 PHYSICAL MOUTORING
Heated - Clothesline 5.2.1 Ergometer3.3.3.9 Disposable Clothes -















Figure B1 - 2. Crew Habitabili ty and Appliance 'Functions and Concepts (concluded)
tD2-118561-2.
SHUTTLE MISSION BASELINE
o 150 ,000 POUND ORBITER
o BASELINE MISSION
-	
42 MAN-',DAYS (3-6 MALE/FEMALE CRE14 FOR 7 DAYS)
-	 4 MAN NOMINAL MISSION
o VEHICLE SYSTEM CAPABILITY
' -	 42 MAN-'DAYS + 96-HOUR CONTINGENCY FOR UP TO 10 CREWMEN
(40 MAN'-DAYS)
SHUTTLE IMPOSED REQUIREMENTS ON THE APPLIANCE SYSTEM
- o ALL MISSIONS WILL USE SAME HABITABILITY FUNCTIONS
a
o GRAVITY - ZERO TO . ONE EARTH GRAVITY
o 'ATMOSPHERE
-	 PRESSURE	 14.7 PSIA
-	 COMPOSITION	 3.2 PSIA 02
11.5 PSIA N2
CO	 CONCENTRATION	 0-7.6 mm Hg
o TEMPERATURE
RANGE	 (DRY BULK)	 F' '00 -80°F
4 MEN (DESIGN PT.)	 70°F





-	 10 YEARS/100 ORBITAL MISSIONS/REPLACEABLE UNIT CONCEPT
o GENERAL
-	 GAS VENTING ALLOWED/NONPROPULSIVE 	 -
-	
LIQUID VENTING SHALL BE MINIMIZED/NONPROPULSIVE
-	 JETTISON OF SOLIDS/SOLID WASTES SHALL NOT BE ALLOWED.




o NOMINAL CREW TIMELINE (SEE FIGURE B1-4)
WORK (INCLUDING OFF-DUTY) -	 13 HOURS
REFERENCE MSC 07896, "SPACE a
-	 EAT	 -	 3 HOURS	 SHUTTLE SYSTEM BASELINE
REFERENCE MISSIONS-VOLUME II"
SLEEP	 -	 8 HOURS
t
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Figure B1-4.	 Shuttle Orbiter Timeline
11.0 (Continued)
Appliance Function Matrix. This table lists the following engineering data
used for trading each appliance concept for a given appliance function:
`t
o Appliance usage time
o Fluid consumables usage (e.g. amount of air or water lost to space)
o Fluid interface requirements (type of fluid, 'flow rate, temperature,
i
pressure)
o Thermal requirement for maximum heat leak to cabin atmosphere and
directly to the coolant circuit
o Average and peak AC and DC electrical power requirement
o Appliance total weight /volume penalty
o Development cost indicator based on state-of-the-art rating and
concept complexity
The thermal, electrical, weight, and volume requirements listed in the table
represent the total penalties assumed for the appliance and used to trade
against alternate concepts. For example, the weight tabulated for reusable
washcloths for partial body washing includes an appropriate weight charge {
for a clothes washer and dryer assumed to clean the cloths. To see the
detailed itemized breakdown of each of these penalties, the data worksheets,
described later, should be consulted.
s
Alternate Appliance Concept Rating Plots. In this figure is plotted the
rating (based on zero minimum and 100 maximum points) for each appliance	 ru





generated by the TRADE computer program described in the concept report.
Higher ratings indicate a more favorable concept based on the penalties
considered and the weighting factors assumed. A curve is given for each
appliance function.
Appliance Concept Selection Matrix. Four tables are included here giving
the results of the computer trade and sensitivity analysis. These tables
include the following:
o Selection matrix for a 20.5-day mission. This lists the weight,
power, volume, etc. rating and the summed total points for each of
the concepts. The total points are adjusted proportionally to a
scale of zero to 100 maximum points to yield the final comparative
i
rating for each concept.
o Sensitivity analysis for a 20.5-day mission. This table lists the
comparative rating for each appliance concept assuming the weighting
factor for each trade parameter (e.g'., weight, power, volume, etc.)
is increased or decreased individually by 50 percent while holding
all other weighting factors constant. Thus, the sensitivity of the
above trade to any single weighting factor may be seen'. j
Component Reliabi..lity/Maintenance/Safety List. This table itemizes the
types and number of components used for each appli&nce concept and the
number of items considered to be safety critical. Each component is






Table B1-1. This list itemizes the reliability data used for each
component in the computer selection trades.
Appliance Concept Description. Each concept is described verbally and
a drawing presented where available.
Appliance Concept Data Worksheets. Two data sheets are included here
which itemize the weight, volume, power, thermal and consumables penalties

























1 MOTOR 252 3.8 - 0.5+.2=.7
2 PUMP 100 6.0 254 0.2+.25=.45
3 SOLENOID VALVE 100 0.72 254 0.1+.2=.3
4 ACCUMULATOR 100 0.01 - 05+.2=.7
5 ACCUMULATOR/ 251 1.77 - 0:5+.4=.9
BLADDER
6 WATER SEPARATOR 100 1.20 254 0.2+.2=.4
7w TRANSMISSION 251 1.50 - `0.5+.1=.6
8 FLUIDIC SWITCH 251 1.61 - 1.0+.1=1.1
9 FILTER 251 0.16 - 0.1+.2=.3
10 ELECTRIC SWITCH 252 5.74 - 0.2+.1=.3
11 PRESSURE 100 2.94 254 0.1+.1=_.2
REGULATOR
12 VALVE	 (GN 2 ) 100 0.72 254 0.1+.2=.3
13 CONTROLLER 251 2.5 254 0.1+3-..4
14 HIGH FREQUENCY - UNK _ - UNK
CONTROLLER
15 ELECTROA000STIC 252 86.2 254 0.1+.2=.3
TRANSDUCER
16 HEAT EXCHANGER 251 0.23- 254 0.2+.5=.7
17 HEATER-DC 251 1.0 - 0.2+.1=.3
18 BLOWER-AIR 251 10.89 254 0.2+.1=.3
19 CONTROLLER/ 251 2.5 254 0.1+.3=.4
TIMER
20 THERMAL STORAGE 251 0.23 - 0.2+.5=.7
,UNIT (WAX)
21 'DESICCANT 251 0.21 -' 0.2+.5=.7
yCANI STER
22 CHECK VALVE	 ! 251 0.312 - 0.1+.2=.3
23 MANUAL VALVE 251 0.776 - 0.1+.2=.3
24 TEMPERATURE 251 7.183 - 0.1+.2=.3
CONTROL VALVE
25 RELIEF :VALVE 251 0.'%" 12 _ 0.1+.2=.;3
G.h 26 RF GENERATOR UNK UNK
(MAGNETON TUBE)
27 ACTUATOR 252 .024 0.2+.5=,7
28 PRESSURE SWITCH 251 3.57 - 0.1+.2=.3
COMPONENT FAILURE RATE AND REPAIR TIMES
D2-118561-2
D2-118561-2
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM	 1.0 Food Management	 j
APPLIANCE FUNCTIONS CONSIDERED
1.1.1 Ambient Storage
'	 1.1>.2 Refrigerated Storage.








The food management subsystem supplies all of the necessary functions for the
I	
storage and preparation of foods as well as the equipment required for the
galley cleanup. Disposable dishes and utensils -were considered as alternates
to cleanup equipment. The three types of food storage were identified as
ambient (dry or liquid), refrigerated, and frozen. The requirements for the
food mix between these three,categories are discussed later in this description. 	 i
Food preparation functions include rehydration of dry food and warming of
frozen food. No considerations were made for the preparation of food mixes
i	 or cooking of food.
3




for each crewmember for each meal was determined by first identifying the
best mechanical cleaning systems and then comparing them against disposable
dishes and utensils:
A large variety of spacecraft foods are available for crew consumption. These
are typically di vided into two major categories: wet (more than 5% moisture
content) and dry (Less than 5/ moisture content)-. The dry food is considered
j
	
	 to be shelf stable at ambient_ temperatures. The wet food is divided into
three categories: (1) shelf stable at ambient temperature, (2) refrigerated,
j and (3) frozen. Obviously, a large variationin food mix could be chosen from
these basic types	 The Apollo wet/dry food mix was 20/80. For Skylab, it
was 30/70. The crew requirement for drinking water from the potable water










food system was beyond the scope of this study. Many of the decisions
regarding food types depend on crew preference and psychological factors rather
than strict weight/volume/power penalties. Consequently, it was decided to
perform all the trades of food storage appliances based on the food mix used
f
	
	 for Skylab. The weight and volume of frozen, refrigerated, and ambient storage
food for Skylab is given in Table B2-1.
r	 B2-1
Total Food Size Actual Assumed Food Size
Number per ,Unit














Frozen 23.6 0.0583 0.976 1' 23.6 0.0583




















	 1.0 Food Management (Continued)
TABLE B2-1
PLANNED SKYLAB FOOD WEIGHT AND VOLUME
(INCLUDING PACKAGING AND RESTRAINT) FOR 420-MAN-DAYS
Total food Size food Size Per Unit
NumberWeight Volume Weight Volume
kg cum of kg cum
Food Type lb cu ft Units lb cu ft
Frozen' 121 0.299 5 24.1 0.0598
(266) (10.56) (53.2) (2.11)
Refrigerated 24.1 0.0598 1 24.1 0.0598
(53.2) (2.11) (53.2) (2.11)





These are the initial launch values for a planned 420 man-days. These values
	 j
were multiplied by 82/420 to adjust for the 82 man-days for Shuttle assumed in
this study. (Note that no contingency is accounted for in this ratio since
the Skylab food weights already include the actual contingency used for the
Skylab mission.) The resulting size required for Shuttle food storage is
shown in Table B2-2.
TABLE B2-2
REQUIRED SHUTTLE FOOD WEIGHT AND VOLUME




HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM	 1.0	 Food Management (Continued)^^ err
A number of different refrigeration systems were found discussed in the literature
reviewed,_ including dry ice, water sublimation, cryogenic storage, precooled
heat sink, vapor compression, space radiator, thermoelectric, and air-cycle
turbine/compressor.	 These concepts were all reviewed for missions of 84 to
2250 man-days, and only two (space radiator and thermoelectric) were found to
be practical for space missions. 	 Consequently, only the space radiator and
thermoelectric concepts were examined in this study; and also, the air-cycle
turbine/compressor was included for comparison since it represents a typical
comm^;rcial aircraft system. 	 Other types of refrigeration systems are available,
such as Stirling and Brayton cycles. 	 However, no information was found on ?
















HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM	 1.0	 food Management
HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 1.1	 Food Storage
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 1.1.1	 Ambient Food Storage
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONS-IDERED 	 2
ASSUMPTIONS
The ambient food storage ca pacity assumed in this study was as follows	 (see
food management description):
Number of units 2
Individual unit packaged food weight	 93.2 kg 205.5 lbs
Individual unit packaged food volume	 0.253 cu m 8.95	 cu ft
Total packaged food weight 186.4 kg 411.	 lbs













APPLIANCE CONCEP T FUNCTIDN MATRIX
r
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7 __APPLLANCE-----
t
1 CONCEPT (*) co
iV
_ NO a .— — -C- Q. ll_C_E_ ► 	 —N-A-A E
- -	 1 - CABINAIR	 (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT3/MIY) — -- Calt
c,-i C	 111Gt4 2 - CABIN AIR	 (LOST)	 , KG/HP, (LB/HR) ^+
j 2	 FLEXIBLE 3 - OXYGEN	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR) 1
! 4 - COOLING WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR) N
—
^"--- -- - ` 5 - WATER(LOST)
	 , KG/HP. (LB/HR) —
6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (L3/HR))
—	 7 - NITROGEN	 (USED) KG/HR (LB/HR) -- --
- 8 - FREON	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HP,)
9 - WATER	 (PROCESSED) KG/HR (LB/HR)
` (**)AVAILABLE (, INDIICATOR
(1) AVAILABLE 0-25%
-	 — (2) STATE OF THE ART 25-50A
(3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED 50-75. -- --
(4) EXTENSIVE DEV. REQUIRED 75-100%
D
D2-118561-2






















THERMAL PENALTY • DIRECT TO COOLANT
	
(LB/BTUH)--•025D



















- 1.6000_ __-1' 600	 15._x.•00-1.3.46_
f	 VOLUME	 20.30Q
	 27.900	 10_•00	 2972
E	 (	 ____ OEV COST_ . .00000.---10.000 _— 15-_14.0— _.00	 -^
J TOTAL	 PT	 .00000	 40.000	 y0	 15.00	 16.I4
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IIABITABILITY SUL'SYSTE,'•i Food Mana g ement HABITABILITY FUNCTION Food Storage
APPLIANCE FUNCTIO.• J	 Ambient Food S `orage
APP .--JA ,CE COREPT NO. /TITLE	 1/Ric i d Contai nef,
I1-IDEX 1,10.	 1.1.1.1	 ___._____,REF. HO. 	 X177
RESCRIPTION
In this concept, ambient food is contained in a rigid box-Like container
with shelves to retain the food. A structural weight of 26.3 kg per kg
of food capacity was used from Reference 177. Volume was estimated on the basis
of each individual storage locker being cubical in shape with 5.08 cm (2.0 inch)
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MAXIMUM	 TOTAL TOTAL• MAXIMUM
THERMAL
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NEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT
	
ELECTRICAL WEIGHT VOLUME
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` HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM	 Managenent	 HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 Food Storage
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Ambient Food Storage
r






1A In this concept, an elastic Petting material	 is used to retain the ambient
-food within	 retractable guides.	 Structural \sleight is assumed, according to
h Reference 177, to be 10 percent of the weight -for the rigid concept.	 Volume
was estimated on thebasis of each individual storane locker being cubical	 in
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T11ER• t_1AL	 R E Q U I RE14ENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK. TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
TOTAL _ Y
WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/NR)







SOURCE (BTU/IIR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/IlR/CYC'-E)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE) (LB/141SSION) (FT3/141SSION)	 =	 1I
TOTAL ,ji'
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APPLIANLE CUNCLPI RLQUIRkI•'LNIS MU PLIIALTILS -CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM. 1.0 Food Management




APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 1.1.2 Refrigerated Storage
f
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED	 3
ASSUMPTIONS
The Shuttle refrigeration capacity assumed in this study was as follows
(see food mana gement description):
Number of units	 1
Indivi^'.., J unit packaged food weight	 4.71	 kg	 (10.4 lbs)
Individual unit packaged food volume	 0..0116 cu in (0.41 cu ft)
Total packaged food weight	 4,71	 kg	 (10.4 lbs)
Total packaged food volume 	 0.0116 cu m (0.41'cu ft)
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V NO*	 C O N C E P T	 N A M E (*)
1 - CABIN AIR	 (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT3/MIN) N
a I	 -	 SPACE RADIATOR 2 - CABIN AIR	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
f 2	 -	 J MEFL40ELECTRIC 3 - OXYGEN	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 ( LB/HR
3	 -	 AIR CYCLE-TUMSINE/COMPRESSOR 4 - COOLING WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HR 	 (LB/HR^
5 - WATER	 (LOST)	 KG/HR
	 (LB/HR)
t •6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR(LB/HR) !
' 7 - NITROGEN	 (USED)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
8 - FR.EON	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HP,	 (LB/HR)
f 9 - WATER	 (PROCESSED)	 KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
(--)COST
k (:*)AVAILABLE	 INDICATOR
` (1) AVAILABLE	 0-25%
I (2) STATE OF THE ART	 25-50X, I
(3) SOME DEVELOPt7ENT REQUIRED	 50-75%
(4) EXTENSIVE DEV. REQUIRED	 75-100%
Xe^	 9999	 .....ss.xa u
,..., i: . _9999.,	
































C O N C E P T	 N A N E
-	 I «	 SPACE RADIATOR
.,-_,,,,TMERMOELECTRI-C 	 y
3 +	 AIR CYCLE-TURBINE/COMPRESSOR
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- DIRECT	 TO	 COOLANT
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Q 0 0-00-0 , 0
SPACE RADIATOR 1 1 2 2 .1 - 0
THERMOELECTRIC 2 - - - 1 2 1









I	 HABITABILITY SUaSYSTEm Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION Food Storage
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Refrigerated Storage
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 1/Space Radiator
INDEX NO.	 1.1.2.1	 REF. NO.	 184, 255
DESCRIPTION
This concept is simply an insulated food storage box, with_ .coolant from the
spacecraft ECS radiators routed through tubing within the refrigerator




kg	 lb	 cu m	 cu ft
Food capacity' (packaged and restrained)	 24.1	 53.2	 0.0598	 2.11
Total refrigerator (empty)	 45.8	 101	 0.210	 7.41
The Shuttle refrigerator was sized proportional to the above Skylab daca
based on the refrigerator food capacity. The wall insulation was 10.16 cm
(4.0 in) thick. It vias assumed that the radiator coolant would be of







APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS I
CONCEPT	 ^;;; ('r'	 Y^cfi^_^r,r INDEX NUMBER
'' (,Ref " 18 /t	 ^^ ^l. l -• ^l, 5^
E L ECTRICAL	 POWER	 RE^U1REMENTS
AC	 ,	 POWER _i DC POWER!
USE TI ME	 DEMAND G ©	 DEMAND
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEIift/ PEAK	 AVERAGE (CYCLEHR/
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	 U X (WATTS)	 (WATTS) ox
5^D	
r
MAXIMUM ,	TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
r
THE R M A L'	 - R' E g U I R E M E N T S
`	 LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK. TO COOLANT
v	
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HP,)




0	 171 171 D
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B2-23 _
fD2-118561-2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
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HABITABILITY SUCSYSTM Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION Food goranp
r
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 Refrigerated Storage
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 2/Thermoelectric'
INDEX NO 	 1.1.3.2	 REF. NO.	 184, 177
DESCRIPTION• : In this concept, the refrigerator has 'a self-contained cooling unit
operating on the thermoelectric principle. Direct electrical current is passed
through staged semi-conductor junctions arranged such that heat is removed at one
set of junctions (providing the cooling) and rejected at the other. The freezer
engineeri ng data used were taken from Reference 184 and 177, which were obtained
from catalogue data for commercial units. The reference weight and volume were•
given separately for the freezer
	 locker and the thermoelectric devices. 'To
, keep the concepts on a common basis, the weight and volume of the locker were
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONSri	 re-frj oeYajLw INDEX NUMBER_ 1t f. ? .2.
ELECTRIC.AL
	 POWER	 REQUIREM EN TS
AC	 POWER DC POWER









COMPONENT	 (REF) (WATTS)	 (WATTS) Qi X
Lac
1 Q0
.MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM  TOTAL
THERMAL	 REQUIREME`NT5
'i
' LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
o-	
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
1.,r•/ _lenk 0	 -30 -30 0
Q	 gTOTAL	 ^^
WATT (BTU/HR)












'HEATrI.  LEAK	 TO COOLANT WEIGHT VOLUME
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IAPPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)

















SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 'aT/VOL	 REQUIREMENTS
O	 WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/COLE
	 VOL/UNITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF) 	 ( XC2^	 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF) 	 XAn
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CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 ! TOT.VOL/CYCLE	 M' FT
(FT3)
6A5/LIQUIDEXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS
O	 AMT.RECOV ©D/CYCLE	 AMT LOST CYCLE
AMT,IiSED/CYCLE(REF)	 RECOVERY	 Qj X	 ]	 3
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTE14 Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION Food Storage
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Refrigerated Storage
i
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 3/Ai_r-cycle turbine com ressor
INDEX NO.
	
1.1.2.3	 REF. 140.	 184	 ?
DESCRIPTION	 In this concept, air is alternately compressed and expanded in a 	 s!
closed refrigeration cycle. This concept was included for comparison since it 	 1
represents a typical commercial aircraft system. In an aircraft, ram air is used
to cool the heated working fluid, whereas in the spacecraft system a motor and
fan are used.
.+`	 FOOD LOCKER	 h ,
IV
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APV(IANCE CONCLPT REQUIRL14ENTS AND PENALIZES CALCULATIONSn
CON C EPTl1 r C^ ryCle	 111):Lye/compre „or 	 co{r;gerctlor INDEX NUMBER 1`^.
ELECTRICALPOWER	 REQUIR LMENTS
•	 AC	 .	 POWER DC P 0 W E R 
4^d)}
TIUSE	 ME	 f2^	 DF•.MAND U5 ©	 DEMAND
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-HR/













•MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM .	 TOTAL
THERMAL'	 R'EQU'IREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
r	
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)', (BTU/HR)
Box o
E 1	 0	 _	 4aa, :4 36.5-0
TOTAL	 O	 . q :^ ^L_7 #:).°) Gz0
WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR)
(
0'P ER ATI0NAL	 PENALTI-£S 












(PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (.LB/MISSION) (FT'/MISSION)
TOTAL
	
rWATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE 4KG/MISSION 13/MTSSION”
(BTU/Illt/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS. (CONCLUDED)











TOTAL	 l ^^^ 0-11 J
KG (LBS) M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 E X P EN DABLE	 WJVOL	 REgUTREMENTS
_ _ —
©	 WT/UNIT©(REF) 	 kT/CYYCLE VOL/UNIT (REF) VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UN1T)(REF)	 0 X 0 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF) 1 X 4
QFT3)TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB). (LB) (FT3)
r
TOTAL WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
(LB ) (FT3)	 3
TOTAL WT.
^iTSsro^^ - X	 X L_
CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT.WT/CYCLE KG (LB)—
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APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 1.1.3 Frozen Storage




The Shuttle freezer capacit 'assumed in this study was as follows (see
food management description:
Number of Units 1
Individual unit packaged food weight 23.6 kg 52.	 lbs	 '.
Individual unit packaged food volume .058 cu m 2.06 cu ft
Total packaged food weight 23.6 kg 52.	 lbs




APPLIANCE CONCEPT FUNCTI ON MATRIX	 -
I INDEE
.
40.11 .1 _FROZEN__ FOODSTORAGE tSHUTTLE )—__
CONCEPTUSAGE -C_^UMABLES_AND FLO* REQUI R EMENT S 	THERMAL-RE9"TS	 ELEC—!aaR^RE ?NTS RT/V OL`REQMTS—OE Y ELOPMEN T RESUPPLY
NO•	 TIME ----
l AMT• PK PRR AVG PMR S






_AC	 _ WEIGHT VOLUNE	 AVAIL	 I NDE X. •E)GHT t
O MRS/USE (•1'	 .KG/USE• •	 .MMHG. -DEG C-	 -WATTS.	 -WATTS-	 DC DC -KG- •CU(••)	 4000)-M- 1 - -KG- O
f{ tL8/USE:I f.lR tP.S )G )—CDEG F )—(BT U/HR)_IBT U/HR .)`•WAT TS-= ^^TTS^ —tLBS) — tCU FT (LOS]
} O -- ,—_





.000 (	 •0000)( .001	 1	 •0)	 1 . 10.0)	 1	 188.)	 f	 -17.1	 .0 •0	 1 98.71 1	 7.ZS) t	 .D) r
•	 2	 .coo 3e9:	 78.	 .0 •0 96.2 -39	 2	 2S •0
-O ___•000_ 51x_1327.1-..1.268•. -0.0.—.0—.t._2)Z.O1._L13980) ('	 •Ol 
] :--.000_ _2328:_-154o•--_IS200.0. .0-- 328.0 --3.82_-	 3	 70 00a











fv	 Not	 C 0 N C E P , T N A M E	 (*)	 t
	_	 3	 tv
--	 1 - CABIN AIR	 (CIRCULATED). LITERS/SEC (FT /MIN)-.-
1	
-	
5PAcE RAOIATO .R 2 - CABIN AIR	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
2	 -	 THERMOELE C TRIC --_—_ 3 - OXYGEN	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR j
-	 3	 .--	 AIR CYCLE -TURBINE/COMPRESSOR 4 - COOLING WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HR	 (LB/HRjj
5 - WATER(LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR(LB/HR)
7 - NITROGEN	 (USED) KG/HR	 LB/HR
8 -- FREON	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR	 -(LB/HR)




(2) STATE OF THE ART 25-50% 
(3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED 50-75%











































NUMBER OF DAYS .	 20.5 1	 •0 6 YEARS)
_
—
USES MOD SUB ROUTI N E	 0
TMZRMAL PENALTY - DI R ECT TO COOLANT
	
(LB/BTUH)	 •0280





P.O11ER-P:EN ALT Y.,_(LBS/WATT-)..-T.YPE-2___••!13n4^--- —
:! SELECTION_ MATRIX	 ! _•.	 •.	 • FROZEN FOOD STORAGE (SHUTTLE)t
!,	 ^ --	 --	 ---•--._.-(_12/_15%7.4)_-_ ------	 —
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•	 0 •00	 •
POWER	 __.26 . 500.._ 8056.0 	 —_15_-.lv•95 -14.5 +00.
VOLUME	 7.2500	 13S•00	 10	 9.46 8.98 .00
I ! .THERMAL_3.7650_.	 488.05	 15.-14.88 -1 3 .5 3 ._ 1,00
RELIAB-Y	 .98379	 •99304	 5	 2.85 •20 1,00•
r MAINTENC- •99998-	 •99999 -- 5-- 2.65 --- •7 6 -- •00
SAFETY	 .00000	 1.0000	 5	 5.00 •QO 5.00 Nt OEV COST--•00000--70.007-	 15-•15•+JO















RAT	 FOR EACH- CONCEPT AFTER INCREASING
SINGLE.SE L ECTION PAR!. ME?ER .WEIGHTING_FACT.OR-BY	 50_9
(BASED ON	 100 4 MAX POINTS)








HEIGHT ^ 9,1.06	 6 8 00	 5.41
I POWER_ 92.14-70.84_...-5.41VOLUME 91.65
	 69.71
	 5.56
i7 THERMAL-_- 9 2.I0__70.29__.5.41-
	 0^
RELI'AB -Y 90.49	 66 . 69	 5.71	 l^i^n`
MAINTENC`_ 9 0,38.6 7 . 00 --.5.71	 ^
i SAFETY 91.72	 66.57	 8.57
1 _ D EY_S0S T 	 92._17_.6.8:.1°...5,.41
N




RATING FOR EACH CONCEPT AFTER INCREASING
t S INGLE _ SEL ECT-ION. P-ARAMETER- WE-IGHTI-NG_F_A .C_LOR__& lL_iS_O_I I





NORMAL 91 . y8 -68.5`3-'5.88
WEIGHT Y4097	 68.32	 6.45
POWER _90968 - ,6 5 .7 8 -- 6.45
VOLUME 91.28
	
6 7 920	 6925
THERMAL
_ 9 0.7 3 _ 66 .43._ 6.45 ._	
-RELIAB-Y 92;52	 70.49	 6.06
MRINTENC 9.2.6y^709L5_ 6..06
SAFETY 91,22	 70,61	 3903
D9V_CO,ST 90x65_68.94__6.45
N U M B E R O F	 C O M P O N E N T S	 -
:COMPONENT-
NUMBER
W __ OF	 -











o¢N u >< o ^n
ITEMSO O ® ® ® (9
-
Q>. O .0 0 .000N0.
SPACE RADIATOR 1 1 2 2 1 - 0
THERMOELECTRIC 2 - - _ 1 2 1
AIR CYCLE TURBINE/COMPRESSOR 2 2 - 1 1 '1 0
j1
1










Sh ttl	 • 'SPACECRAFT	 u e
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION Food Storage
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Frozen Storage
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 1 /Space Radiator
INDEX NO.	 1.1.3.1	 REF. NO.	 184, 255
DESCRIPTION
This concept is simply an insulated food storage box, with coolant from the
spacecraft ECS radiators routed through tubing within the freezer walls.








Food capacity (packaged and restrained)	 24.1	 53.2	 0.0598	 2.11
Total, freezer (empty) 	 45.8	 101	 0.210	 7.41




thick. It was assumed that the radiator coolant would be of sufficiently






APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
INDEX NUMBER i ,3CONCEPT
' ,pL EL'ECTRICAL	 POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC	 POWER. DC POWER
USE TME	 0	 0	 OEF^ ( ©	 D	 U
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 ( WA'CCEI'R/ PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-t{k/
QI XbCOMPONENT (REF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 UXL3J (WATTS)	 (WATTS)





MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL'	 REgUIREMENTS
' LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK ' TO COOLANT
h	
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
F lec^ r;mi l _	 4	 ;71 1 7 7 0	 q
.
a
TOTAL	 O	 _	 1 ll ,^ fL^
l
WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR) WATT `(BTU/HR)
OPERATIONAL	 PENALTIES
/





(BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LD/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)1 ,
TOTAL
	
—+w WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE	 ~_ kG/MISSION M3/MISSION




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
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	 1QXC2) (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)	 C1^XC4
UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB).	 (LB (FT3)	 FT3
•
O OTO	 WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL%CYCLE
(LB) (FT3)










CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/M1 SIEOh	 TOT.`FT3'YCLE M3-(FTC-'
l
















_T11 SM*OF X	 X •
+CYCLUD7lY	 WYS/PIISSIONfTALL LOST /CYCLE KG (LB)




HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM	 Food Management	 HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 Food Storage
w
ARPLIANCC FUNCTION	 Frozen Food Storage
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0. /TITLE	 2/Thermoelectric
INDEX N0.	 1.1.3.2	 REF.	 NO.	 184,	 177
DESCRIPTION: - In this concept, the freezer has a self-contained cooling unit,
i
-
+	 operating on the thermoelectric principle.	 Direct electrical current is passed
through staged semi-conductor junctions arranged such that heat is removed at
one set of junctions (prviding the cooling) and 'rejected at the other:	 The
freezer engineering data usedwere taken from Reference 184 and 177, which were
obtained from catalogue data for commercial units.	 The reference weight and
volume were given'separately for the freezer locker and the thermoelectric
devices.	 To keep the concepts on a common basis, the weight and volume of the
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT —T^ rr,'Z 0 4j- Le	 ^r!?e A- eY
	
INDEX NUMBER	 ^,
E L E C T R I C•A L
	 P O W E R	 R E g U 1 R E M E N T S
Q	
AC	 •	 POWER	 D 	 POWER:
USE TINE
	 &	 @	 DEM ND	 U	 06	 DEMAND
COMPONENT-	 (REF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 ^1 Xt^3	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 U X^7
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEHR/	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEHR/
-'	 S"7p
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL	 MAXIMUM 	 TOTAL
'i THERMAL' 	 REQUIREMENT S
LATENT	 SENSIBLE	 HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT
y	
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR)
E1er4 .' «
	 j2mver o 	 17	 .3	 ^5 6	 r Sz7__
#	 TOTAL	 D	 r-i	 r}	 2(n	 1sz
r	 WATT (BTU/NR)	 WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/NR)	 WATT .(BTU/HR)
OPERATIONAL	 PENALTIES
THERMAL
	 ELECTRICAL	 WEIGHT	 VOLUMEHEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT
SOURCE.	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)
	




— WATTS/CYCLE	 KG/MISSION	 M3/MISSION	
sr




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPTl3re i_C ire e z e r	 INDEX NUMBER_ 1^ 3






T_/► e rlv ^p %uric. Amic-cs
FELL- _er 10CkL2	 9SI.7	 7. ? S
i
i
TOTAL	 L	 _ ^z.t 2 J ^	 ^ l^ 3 .^
	
KG '(LBS)	 143 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WT/V0L	 REQUIREMENTS
_ -
	 WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/COYCLE
	
VOL/UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLECL
©	 (PKG.WT/UN1T)(REF)	 1QX[2,	 (PKG.VOL/UN1T)(REF)C1^Xf
TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB).	 (L8	 (FT3)	 ^^FT3
a
	
O TOTAL WT/CYCLE	 O TOTAL VOL/CYCLE—
(LB)	 (FT3)
TOTAL WT.
- Kr! S I-b	 X	 X




:MISSION -	 X	 X	
k
CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT.VOL/CYCLE	 M FT
(FT3)
GA^IIQUID	 EXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS 1
©	 O	 AMT.RECOVEORED/CYCLE	 AMT LOST/CYCLE	 j
	
AMT.USED/CYCLE(REF) 	 RECOVERY	 (X G	 Q- 3






+YCL^AIT--	 YS/MI3S ON	 OT LOS^CYC f	 (LB)	








HAQITABILITY SUBSYSTE[4 Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 Food Storage	 i
i
APOLIANCE FUNCTION	 Frozen Food Storag'e' 	 _	 I
	
F	 APPLIA'r;CE CONCEPT ,NO. /TITLE	 3/Air-cycle turbine/compressor
INryEX NO.	 1.1.3.3	 REF. 110.	 184	 s
DESCRIPTIO14	 In this concept, -air ,is alternately compressed and expanded in
a,closed refrigeration cycle. This concept was included for comparison since
it represents a typical commercial aircraft system. In an aircraft, ram
air is used to cool the heated working fluid, whereas in the spacecraft system
a motor and fan are used.	 {
FOOD LOCKE11
.____-.I NhULAT 1011












CONCEPT	 -	 t M^ l
APPLI NCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
I.1	 re a5	 E'ai^^ p	 Y	 - 'r e INDEX NUMBER^3..„	 ^:
l e lf 1{. 1 ^,	 ^l.16	 A	 ?'l -A,tt^)yzF,
ELECT RIC.AL
	
P 0 W E R	 RE4U.]REMENTS -




`3	 DE.t4 NND Q5 ©	 DEMAND
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLE
HR/




(REF) (WATTS)	 (WATTS) Q X(7j
Cc=tr, t^ t-^-,	 r,Y , ^	 ^rt r^ ^ '^ f^CI
MAXIMUM .	TOTAL- MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL'REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
^•
))	 )
^?s"'X .11Pn^	 1C'lT f: ^	 ••	 '— 185^ —^ ^	 _^
TOTAL	 O	 ?>'0 ^2 / (^
-_1 L2rn)










(BTU/HR/CYCLE),,	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 .8/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
^• I
TOTAL
WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE EKG/MISSION M3/MISSION
(BTU/IIR/CYCLC)






APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT^IC
	t^^/CO^hrrSSoY
	 t t'(aC : eY' INDEX NUMBER
F I X E D	 W E I G H JV O L U M E









L 7	 ? .^ a
KG (LBS) M3 (FT3)
,




• (PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF) 	 QI A2 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)
	
C1^XrA)





TOTAL WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
(LB) (FT3)	 1
TOTAL WT.





=	 sMISSION	 X	 X
CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT. M	 FT(FT3, YCLf








AMT.USED/CYCLE(REF) 	 <	 RECOVERY AMT LOS§ YCLEOXn	 U_



















HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 1.	 Preparation
F^	 APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 1.2.2 Warmi rig
i
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED	 3
ASSUMPTIONS
Since current planning in the spacecraft food system area does not include
a requirement for cooking, the concepts considered in this section apply to
food warming only and not cooking. In Reference 184, it is recommended,
for planning purposes, to size ovens based on80 percent of the maximum allotted
frozen food per man-day. Based on the Skylab food mix which was assumed in
!	 this study (which contained approximately 100 lbs. of frozen food for 420
planned man,-days), this would result in a warming unit sized for 0.24 lbs.
per man.. This value is obviously low, due to the relatively short supply of
frozen food in Skylab. Therefore, the design value of 0.8472 lbs. and 0.1696
cu. ft. of food per man (Reference 184, 276) was assumed throughout this study
to size the ovens. For Shuttle, the oven food capacity was therefore 3.4 lbs.
and 0.68 cu. ft. Three meld warmings per 24 hours were assumed. To compare the
food warming concepts on a common basis, the weight and volume of each food





APPLIANCE-CONCEP T-FUNCTI O N NATRII(
_	
--• ___￿- '_ _ _ -- _ _-- ------
INDEX N0.	 1.24	 *see	 FOOD WARNING (SHUTTLE)
-
CONCEPT	 USA GE	 CONSUMABLES A ND FLOW REQUIREMENTS ^REOMTSTHERMAL REOMTS	 -ELEC PWR RT;VOL REOMTS	 DE V ELOPMEN T RESUPPLY
NO*	 TLME COST




AMT* PK PRR	 AVG PRR








1	 3.000 _ -_ 0• —_	 197•	 .0 	 .0 36.6	 .14	 I	 5 •0
2-000 1	 0.)	 (	 672.1	 660.0	 197.0	 1 80.61	 t	 4.801 1	 -0)
2	 3.000 0•	 343•	 •0	 .0 24.6	 .1 6 	2	 30 •0








665•_ __2745.0 -.2745.0 ___ 37.6--
	
--13	 2	 3 0 .0 _
r 0 •167 0.)	 (234091	 00	 .0	 t 82.91	 (	 4.70) (	 .01—
AP ►LLANCE
co(i ? CONCEPT
_-- - - —	 -- --
01
V ( NO•	 C O N C E P T	 N A M E (*) r
t	 -	 HEA;INC TRAYS ^S1crLAe1 - -	 1 - CABIN AIR	 (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT31MIN) N
2_-	-MOT. AIR, CONVECT ION(ELECTRICALU_OVE --M Ai - CABIN AIR	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
3	 -	 OVEN-MICR OWAVE
	 (PLAIN) -	 3 - OXYGEN	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR




6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR-	 (LB/HR
7 - NITROGEN
	 (USED)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HP,;
8 - FREON	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
9 - WATER




(2) STATE OF THE ART 25-50%
? (3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED 50-751
;p.
-	






NO'•	 C 0'N C E P 
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`	 I •	 HEATING T R AYS ISKYLAE)^
















Food Warming (Shuttle) Concept Trade
B2-48
-NUMBER OF DAYS •	 -	 20•S
	 {	 906 YEARS) -
-USES MOD SUBROUTINE
	 0
THERMAL PENALTY - DI R ECT TO COOLANT(CLB/STUHI .0250
T H ERMAL-PENALTY --CABIN-MEAT LEAK	 fL8/8?UH!_a05SO
lY
POWER PENALTY	 (LBS/WATT)	 TYPE	 1	 .5310
PCWER_PENALTY_-(LOS/wATT1__TYPE_2_.__.4300—
SEL$CTION MATRIX	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • FOOD WAR
-KING	 (SHUTTLE)
—.MIN''	 -MAX	
- - - - - -c 0 -d- c E- r _T_
FACTOR	 VALUE	 VALUE	 PTS







POWER	 _._ 283.80	 .1454.8-	 15—,12.07--11.20---•00 -
3 O VOLUME	 3.9000	 4.8000
	 10	 000 1988 .2,1
i -	 THERMAL-36.960	 128.70	 15-1n.69-_7.50 900
RELIAB-Y	 .99997	 999997	 5	 2.09 .00 4.76 1v










cu 0 TOTAL PT	 .00000	 854000
	









	1 	 2	 3
-NORMAL- 55.35 30,29- 10.88—
O WEIGHT --51.09'-
_57.39_33.89_-,t.99_
VOLUME 52.28 2 9 065 10939O
THERMAL — .,56.65.__31.89._ 9.99"_
RELIAB-Y 54,97 2 9 .42 13.28
MAINTENC .56.22._29.42_
-13.01 —





J -ro SENSI Tau T-y-AN^I.Y5:I5. ~to ^`_p
RATING FOREACH CONCEPT AFTER	 INCREA52NG T-
SINGLE SELECTION PARAMETER_ WEIGHTING_F"AC_TOR 850 N
(BASED ON	 100 S MAX	 POINTS)
1
2	 3
rF NORMAL. 55.35 30e,2 9 	10.eA
WEIGHT 60.44 29. 88	 11.93
POWER	 _  52'.92:
_ 26.00 - 11 993
VOLUME 58.81 31.01	 11.42




MRIN T E NC 54944_._31921-8.61
N SAFETY 54.00 31921	 11.20
DEV_ COST 52.65_-.339,22
__1.1 •9.3






















- (3)* - 1 p
HOT AIR CONVECTION (ELEC. HEAT) 1 1 1 - 1 1
( pg .	 5-2)
MICROWAVE (PLAIN)(pg. 5-4)
- - - 1 1 1
*berated to 1 due to low
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION Food 'reparation
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 Food Warming
•	 i
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE• 1/Heating Trays (Skylab)'
• INDEX N0.	 1.L.2.1	 REP. N0. 255, 276
DESCRIPTION	 Ln this. 'concept,. an insulatedfood tray with three heating cavities
surrounded by imbedded electrical resistance heating elements is used. This
concept•was used on•*Skylab, and the actual Skylab weight/volume/power data were
assumed. A heating time of 12 to 2 hours is regoired to warm the food. Two
hours was.used for computing•thermal penalties to the cabin cooling circuit.
•Each'Skylab heating-tray weighed 10.9 kg (24 lb). However, of this total
weight, 2.7 , kg (6 lb) was a stainless steel-bracket used for a working surface.
To compare with the oven concepts, the weight/volume . of this bracket was not
included in-the heating tray weight/volume. Instead, the •data for a tray storage .
	I
rack was taken from Reference-276 and added to thebasic concept weight and
volume. No separate dish tray penalty was added -for this concept since the tray







CONCEPT Gri`';`t 21 , 716  	 1''tt ^/ '',
CONCEPT REQUIREI LN1S_AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
INDEX NUMBER
ELECTRICAL POIJER REQU IREMENTS
AC	 .	 POWER DC	 POWER
USE TIME O2 DFh1AN0	 @ ©	 DEMAND





(WATTS)	 CD X^COMPONENT	 (REF)	 (HR) (WATTS)	 (WATTS)
1
^ GGo • 39T
i
"MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
I ' THERMAL'	 REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT




Pv	 • 7r	 gin )	 67z 7Z
i
I
TOTAL	 D	 r m/ (624
—













	 WATTS/CYCLL KC/MISSION M3/111SSION
(87U/HR/CYCLE.)	 (BTU/Hit/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT-1/MISSION)
B2-53
D2- 118561-2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIRE14ENTS AND PJ:NALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT  	 j,	 INDEX NU14BER ^`I
F I xED	 W E I G H JV 0 t_UME	 R E QU•I R E M E N T S
	WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT
/ 	 ^)	 /	
. REfj	 (LBS)	 (FT3)
	
TOTAL	 N, f
KG '(LBS)	 M3 (FT3)
	
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WTVOL	 RE U IRE M E NTS	 {
WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE	 _ VOL/UNIT, (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE








O TOTAL WT/CYCLE	 O TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
• (LB)
	 (FT3)
















G A JL I Q U I D 	 E X P E N D A B L E S	 R E Q U„I R E 'M' E N T S
RECOVERY
	
AMT.RECOVERD/CYCLE 	 -AMT LOST CYCLE
•	 AMT.USEO/CYCLE (REF) 	 QI x Q	 Q1 - 3









Y LE Df%f	 ^T^YS/MISSION ' UTLI.0SI t -fC Uff	 KG (LB)









iaJ	 HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION Food Preparation
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Food Warming
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE' 2/Oven-hot air convection-electric
'INDEX NO.	 1.2.2.2	 REF. NO.	 276
	I	 DESCRIPTION ; This •concept'resembles a conventional electrical oven with
resistance heating-elements. Oven size is based on the requirement in Section'
1.2.2 of 0.0193 cu m`(0.68 cu ft) of food per meal:. A. heating time of 0.5 hours
was used, with an additional 0.5 hours alloYse -For t:he oven heat to dissipate to
the- cabin,gas. Thus, a total. time of l hour wa's assumed for compdting the thermal








APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIRLMENIS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT 0V C'!1 -	 o 	 •	 Qrlved iO1T -
	







DC	 P 0 W E R	
-USE 71 ME	 O2	 U3	 DCp1AND 05	 © DEMAND4
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEIIR/
COMPONENT
	
(REF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 (1 X(3}
PEAK	 AVERAGE (WYCLHR/
Q X^(WATTS)	 (WATTS)
70	 n1	 else+ Y~; ca^ s	 __	 3
`343
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL • 	REQUIREMENTS
'	 LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
v	
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
•




D	 34 3	 ^'	 0
i










HEAT LEAK -	 TO COOLANT
	
ELECTRICAL WEIGHT VOLUME




VWATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION t13/MISSIQ,1
(BTU/HR/CYCLE)
	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
82-56
D2-118561-2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT OVA_-	 ,^L con ve d io n - e /e c f r1'C	 I14DEX NUMBER. a . 2- • i^
( R e. C. :'/ 2 76
FIXED
COMPONENT	 -(REF)
.1 V C' 13	 40411
TOTAL
KG '(LBS) M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 EX PEN D A BLE Wi/V0L	 RE 4UiREMENTS














^:i^ION _' X X
•
CYCLES/DA DAYS/MISSION TOT.WT/CYCLE KG LS)-~
(LB).
TOTAL VOL - •
MISSION X X








TYPE (LB) FACTOR (LB) (LB
(
}.
' TOTAL WT.i MTssla^^ ' X _ X - .
3 CYCLE D Y'— ^AtiS/MISSION	 WTAL LOST/CYCLL KG (LB)
..
(L (`^	 (LB) (L Q
B2-51
-- -	 -	 I---- - - -	 --	 .	 I i J










2.0. 0 	 (intly-AP 1, in 1-s Q
.. w ...,+........,««»,
	
..ar,..rr«...«.w..v.i.: >•n++......«,^•w.t..,.e,...m.,r^r • .r•r,gw..n...,.e..y.r.•.»»w 	•... »r..p....,»,.'..«....,,..„^..,..+,	 .,......:.....^...-	 ..
D2-118561-2
SPACECRAFT	 Shuttle
ABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Food Management HABLTABILITY FUNCTION Food Preparation
APPLIANCE FUNC -PION - Food Warming
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE' 	 3/Oven-Microwave
'INDEX NO.	 1.2.2.3	 REF. NO.	 276
DESCRIPTION
	
This concept resembles a conventional microwave ovJ . Oven size
is based on the requirements described in Section 1.2.2 of 0.0193 cu m (0.68 cu ft)
.of food per meal. A.• 'heating'time of 10 minutes was assumed, with an additional
0.5. hours allowed for the oven heat to dissipate'-to the cabin gas. Thus, a total
time of 40'minutes was assumed for computing,the thermal penalty to the cabin
cooling circuit.
D2-118561-2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS







USE T ME	 U2	 +3^	 DEMl1ND U	 © DEMAND
j COMPONE NT 	 (REF)
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLE
HR/











LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT










WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/HR)
^J
WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR)
0PERATI0NAL	 PENALTI,E 5
'





SOURCE. (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/IiR/CYCLE),• 	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/1•IISSION)
TOTAL
• WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTSICYCLE KG/MISSION M3/MISSION.





APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT -_/f'11 - i)1 1C rt)waVC'
	
INDEX NUMBER 1, 2.•
FIXED	 WEIGHJVOLUME	 REQUIREMENTS
WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT	 •(REF)	 (LBS)	 (F733)

























TOTAL WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL/CYCLEV
(LB) (FT3)
TOTAL WT.
1T1 SSTON - X	 X `
CYCLES/DAY DAYS/MISSION	 TOT. WT/CYCLE KG	 LB
(LB) r
TOTAL VOL
M15S10N X	 X -
YCLES/DAY DAYS/MISSION—	 TOT. 0L%CYCLE M3-(FTTI
(FT3)
GA J—L19. UID 	 EXPENDABLES	 RE4UIREMENT'S
A14T LOSTO YCLE








CYCLUD X - fC SSION	
X
DAYS/111 T L LOST	 YCIT I Y	 Dr Y





HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM.	 1.0 Food Management
HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 1.3 Galley Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 1.3.1 Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED	 10
ASSUMPTIONS
All the automatic dishwashing data found have been for single integrated
washer/dryer units. All the dishwasher engineering data used for Space
Station were used.directly for Shuttle also after adjusting for a crew size
of four men (Space Station crew was six men). Therfore, only the total
values for each penalty are shown in the following data sheets. Each penalty
is 4/6 times the corresponding Space Station penalty. For an itemized break-
down of the various penalties, the Space Station data sheets in Appendix C
should be consulted.
Three washingsper day were assumed, with .4.53 kg (10 lbs) of water used for
washing and 4.53 kg (10 lbs) for rinsing. It is assumed that 0.093 kg (0.20 lb)
of residual water remains on the dishes after rinsing to be removed by the dryer.
The amount of dishes required by the crew, assuming an automatic dishwasher/
dryer is aboard, was computed and included with the washer/dryer penalty. This
was necessary to compare with the disposable, dishes case in Section 1.3.2. The
packaged weight and volume of the dishes were taken directly from Section 1.3.2
and the results shown in Table B2-3. The total dishes/utensils/cups required




APPLIANCE CONCEP T FUNCTION MATRIX
' --R!6'E •	 .	 • ••A•	 7^NMA3ME	 D^7^E (E-Z OM BI NAT ION TSMUTTLET---~ r
CONCEPT USAGE CONSUMABLES AND FLO W RE '-'--- THERMAL REGMT; EL EC PRR RE2MTS WT^VOL REQMTS	 DE V ELOPMEN T RESUPPLY C^
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s - USES/DAr TYPE	 USED fLOW PR:S5 TEMP COOLANT HT LEAK AC AC *EIGHT OLUME '^A V AIL I H DE x WEIGHT
MRS/USE (0};__.KG/USE• • I.MMHG• •DEG C-_ •WATTS• --WATTS- - OC OC-._! .KG- __Cu	 ,I- (••)
-
(•A_•) -KG.- --- -
C(18/USE1 (•) (FSIGI t0EG	 F) .(BTU/HR1 (BTU/HR) -WATTS- 1LBS) (CU	 FTI'
) --	 -3.000 t	 9.07200 .	 -•00 -- -•0 -•'p
-.
	 O
0• 247. 100.0 .p 321 .6 • q e - 3 - 65
-: 0
-2.000 110.0000)t 00)__ 1-e 001-4-_-'0).-I-.O • L_L. 845.1!_ So s o •0-1_7 p9.0!_f_,L6.40I __ t-•01_
2 3.000. 9	 9.0720_ •00 9 0 • Q 0! 900 • 900.0 .0 319.E .52 3	 _ 6 0 • O-
2.000 (2000000)t •00) (	 00) t	 •O1 (	 0.1 13076+) SO.O •0	 f 704+3) (	 18.201 (	 001
0
3 3.000 9	 1.0720 •00 •0 90 1640 2479 11100 •0 328.0 .48 SO 00
2.000 120.000011-_•001•--1-00)_.1- 0p1_1-561.1-( 845.3-_ 217.0_ •p__ 723.0)__(- 16.901 --r
1
7 3.000__L__9•O720 ► 0O • 0 .p 6S• 246. 116.0 •0 325+S .52 3 75 •0
co 2.000 (20.0OOOI( •00) (	 .0).( 001 1	 221.) (	 839.) 97.0 •0 	 t 717.71 1	 18.50) (	 001 N
N t
S 3.000 F	 90072p .00 00 •p 262• 170• 124.0 .0 338.4 .51 3 75 90
N + 2.000 1 20.000011_•00)-t-+01_x_.00) - 1^995.Lt 581.) 48.0 X0_.1_746.01. 1 _17. 9 01.__ (-•0) 00
A 3.000 9	 9.0720. •DO •O •0 0• 412.--167.0 •0 _328.5 .5'0 _3 70 •0
2.000 t20.00001f •001 f	 •0) (	 •01 1	 0•) 1140701 49.0 •0	 f 724.3) (	 17.50) (	 601 •...
tc
7' 3.000 1	 _9.0720 .00 00 •0 1610 4lq• 167.0 to 332.5 - --	 .51 3 65 00
2.000 12000000)(_• 001._ (-•O)__ t_-•O)__.t- SSI.1_(1414•1.-.^217.0 •0-Im733.01_(_17.9r0 - `.(_---.•O1
• 3.000	 t	 9.0720	 •00 •O •p 65.4510 167.0 10_._331.1, .SY 3 75
_	
•p
2.000 (20.0000)1 -	 •003 (	 00) 1	 •p) (	 221.) (15419) 97.0 •0'	 ( 730.0) t	 14.20) (	 -)01
9 3.000 1	 9.0720 •00 •'0 06 2630 170• 167.0 i0 34502 .52 ^3 7S' 00 v2 . 000 (20.00001_!001_(!01 f	 •p)-[-898.1 X58)•}_ 98.0 •0	 1 761.01 (	 18.501 (-Sol_
60 3.000 9	 9.020 :O0 00 •0 40. 234• 14.7 .0 305.9 .30 2 35 •0OK
2.000 IZ0.0000)l 000) (	 001 1	 00) f	 1350) t	 400.1 45.0 .0	 ( 674.31 (	 10.70) 1	 •O1
APPtIANCE
CONCEPTLL
NO V C 0 N C E ► T 	 N	 M E 
(	 )
1 - CABIN AIR	 (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT3/idIti)
2 - CABIN _AIR	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR)
i	 !
_	 _ _
HOT^MAIER SPRAYaENTRIFUGE DRYING 3 -OXYGEN	 (LOST)
	
, KG/HR (LB/HR)
2.-_.HOT W ATER' SPRAY- AIR 	 SPRAT	 DRY'---.	 _	 __ 4 - COOLItiG WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB ;HR)
3 MOT RATER SPRAY.FORCED HOT
	 AIR ELECTRIC HEAT DRY 5 - WATER	 (LOST)	 KG/HR (LB/HR)
I
i
I _M_._HOT. RATER S PR A Y -DESICCANT	 ELECTRICA LLY_-DEgOR EEO •6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR(LB/HR;f S	 • HOT RATER SPRAY-FORCED HOT AIR DRY-THERMAL STORAGE . 7 - NITROGEN	 (USED)	 , KG/HR
' 6	 . ULTRASONIC.RASH-CENTRIFUGE_.DRTING- 8 - FREON	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HP, (LB/HR)
' 7	 0 VLTRA50NIC RASH-FORCRD HOT
	 AIR	 DRYING 9 -WATER	 (PROCESSED) ,KG/HR (LB/HR)
0--V LTRASONIC_.PASM-FORCED_.COLO_DRT_AIR- DES ICCANT, ELECTRICALl7_"S9.RBED_
V ULTRASONIC BASH-FORCED HOT AIR DRY-THERMAL STORAGE





0 (1) AVAILABLE	 0-25%
(2) STATE OF THE ART	 25-505
(3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED 	 50-75%% —_ —
















C ON C E P T
	 N A' M E
__._.H OT WATER SPRAY-CENTRIF"IiGE DRYING---
2 a	 NOT WATER SPRAY-AIR SPRAY DRY%
3 ..	 HOT WATER SPRAY-FORCED HOT AIR ELECTRIC H EAT DRY
M	 HOT M A T ER SP R AY-DESICCANT ELECTRICALLY DESARBED
S 	 H 0 T V1A7ER SPRAY-FORCED HOT AIR DRY-THERM A L STORAGE
♦y	 ULTRASONIC WASH-CENTRIFIUGE_DRYING
7	 ULT'ASOt;IC 'MASrt-• FORCED NOT AIR DRYING
- -	 8 •	 ULTRASONIC ?LASH-IORCED COLD DRY AIR.DESICCANT.ELE C TRICALL Y DESORBED
9 .	 ULTRASONIC 'r±ASH-FORCED HOT AIR DRY . TMERMAL STORAG E___—_	 .-






























NUMBER OF DAYS .	 20.5 i 00&'YEARS)
USES MOD SUBROUTINE 23
	 -
-
THE RM AL PENALTY , DI R ECT -TO .. CO0LAiRT_IL8/BTUN_) .0250_
THERMAL PENALTY - S CAB4,P HEAT LEA K 	(LB/BTUH) 90550




POWER! PENALTY (LBS/WATT) TYPE 2
	 •4300
S ELECTION MATR IX	 • • • • DISH B AS HER/OR y ER -COMBINATION (SHUTTLE)
(01/25/751"
MAXMIN C 0 N C E p T
F.ACT0R__-VALUE - VALUE
	
?TS 1 -2,----:-3- ti 9 10
WEIGHT_ -~.674.30 761.00 15-_1.02-1.•I2 .75 •85 r30 •72 •55 .61--•00-•1+7.1
PovE
.R 1 Z7.141 498.50 15 12 .7 6 900 10.42 11.89 12. 4 0 11.70 9.53 11 . 0 8 11 . 72 14.18VOLUME...- 10.700-,._- 19.200. 10---1.20_ •5 2•_.3.20--._.36,.68 .89__,68--...00----936__. 4.93
-	 THERMAL 46.475 169.12 i5 10.88 900 9.63 10 .4 2 1 0 .18 8914 6088 6.99 10 . 1 7 10.80RELIAO-Y- ..98550 .999862• 5_____ 4913-3.893.62.,3958_3.66^..51 •00-_.00 +03`9.52
MAINTENC 999996 099999 5 3965 3.67 3.19 3.15 3.21 .46 900 .CO .02 4.28SAFETY-





-3933_1,.67•19 67 •00_-_.I967 ..00__5.00
	TOTAL PT - •00000	 85.000
	 8538.98_17.20_35.49_33.60_32.09-25.08^_19.64•^20.35_22.30_5.2.92
	 ^VZ
RATING	 • 00000	 100' 00
	 100 45 . 86 20. 23 41.75 39 .5 2 37 . 7 5 29. 5 
	
_ _ 	






R_ATING_FOR EACH_CONCEPT AFTER 	 INCREAS_[_N^,
SINGLE SELECTION PARAMETER WEIGHTING FACTOR BY	 50 A
BASED _ON _100_8_14AX_-PO I NZSJ.
C O N C E P T _ ..
1. _ 2_--3
	
9	 5-	 b	 -7. -8 _9^10
NORMAL- 45-•86__20.•23-41.75-39.52_37:75 	 29 . 51_239.10-23.99-2 6. 29.62.26
WEIGHT_ 42.70.__19.20 - 3 8 .77 __36.78._34.85-27.S1_21.53_22.33 .-24.11_58.14
POWER 49.04 18.59	 44.00
	
92.75	 41.39	 3344 4 	26.38 27.99 30.45 69.88
VOLUME 43.98-19.40-SD•09-37.53-36.03_28.36-_22.20.-22.61-24.99_61.26
THERMAL 48.02 1 8.59	 43.57	 91.95	 40.1 9 	 3 1.51	 2 4 . 9 5 25.78 29.61 63.05
y RELIAB-Y `f6•91-21.88-42.63_40.44_38.76	 28. 9.6_-22.44- 23 . 26_25 . 51-63.0 7-
t t4AINTENC 46;64 21.75	 42,9 38	 40.20	 38. 5 1	 28.9 3 	22.44 23.26 25950 62.93
SAFETY 46 . 4 6_22 . 51 91.5140.30+62_29.62-2294.4-_	 -- 7 24.21-25..'(9.-63.34





_R ' ATING. F O R'_EACH CONCEPT-_AFTER-INCREASLNG ^t
SINGLE SELECTION PARAMETER WEIGHTING FACTOR BY -SO E
7-_-. (BASED ON _100 __8 MAX _PWtT.S 1___
E
r




4S•86	 20923,41.75_ 39.52_3 797 5	 29:51_23.10_`23.94	 26.24_62.26-
01EIGHT	 49.64_21.47`4S•31 _42. 8 0_'41 . 21	 3 1.90_24.9 8 __25987	 2.8.78_67.19^
POWER	 42+07	 22 . 1 9	39.06	 35.68	 33.40	 24.61	
19.14.	
19 . 11 ^2 1 . 22	 59.14
VOLUME .,__	 47.98._.21.17___43.61-41.77-39.69 	 3pg80_24.13_25.44-27.65-_63.39_
THERMAL	 ^g 3.28	 22 . 1 9 	39.57	 36.63	 34984	 27911	 20.90	 21 . 75 	 22.22	 61.32
RE^jAB-Y
	
44.74-_18;49_yp.82_38.55-36.68	 3p. -10_23.80_24.67^27. p 2_61.41-
MAINTENC	 45.04	 18.62	 41.08
	 38.81	 36.95	 3 0.12	 23:.80	 24.67	 27.03	 61.55
_SAFELY 	 4 5 23	 17.82	 42.00_38. 7 0_3 7 . 88	29 93 9	23.60-23.66	 27.04	 61L12




APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX
APPLIANCE FUNCTION: 1.3.1-DISHWASHER/DRYER COMBINATION (PAGE 1 OF 2)














F-d cO N XN O CL'W W-j t-- N U N<c Cr WW J OF
r-^.
C) J= F--'d r-+ CGm CDz JC) Q Wca F- Jd U r-.c c JLi- o SAFETY
' Lr W ^.. c c N= W • d LL'. CL' O N m. F- N cO f0. > W Wd Zd F- F S E-W 3 F- '+^ +.cF- U 7_ S t-




CL Cn d 3 Cn LL. S W u F•- b :c S m O U F-- ITt,'^SO O O CAD) © Q gD 0181 ® ©I O
HOT WATER SPRAY WASHING, 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 - 1
CENTRIFUGE DRYING (pg. 98)
HOT WATER SPRAY WASHING, AIR 1 1 2 2 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - - - - 0
SPRAY DRYING (Pg•	 100)
vz HOT WATER SPRAY WASHING FORCED 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
HOT AIR ELECTRIC HEAT DRYING j
(Pg. 102)
HOT WATER SPRAY WASHING, FORCED' 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i1
COLD AIR-DESICCANT; ELECTRIC
GESORBED (P9. 104)
HOT WATER SPRAY MASHING, FORCED 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 - - 2




ULTRASONIC WASHING, CENTRIFUGE 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 - 1 - -- - 1 1 2
DRYING (Pg.	 109) ...
ULTRASONIC WASHING, FORCED HOT 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- - 1 1 3





N -U -M-BER	 OF	 C 0 M P 0 N E N T S
COMPONENT TYPE - w csC-1 • , >-
NUMBERo o ^ o w
F- d'. (n X W F- to U u) C7 w OF
' D Q O N O W J _ Z Q V) W J
-a F- ., C] L9 J Q W J =J
WZ
LLJ'. CD c cx f-) F- -<
O.2
w o SAFETY
d' t= Ln 4 w W Vto m:: F-N nCo a. > w w < = Q F- ! - 2 F- W 3 F- r--. w ^ 1--- CS Z = F-f- m: .^^ _	 c) F- a dw _j ¢c,3
_z^ C) a cnz w.-+ w CD= CRITICALO =) c:) c.. 4w coa --^+ wx C) __) wU w4 =z wci^ + O
APPLIANCE TYPE
w x w c.3 F- n = C) o ul F- w F- v ,ITEMSO O ® ® G g © ^9 ^8 ^^)N0.




ULTRASONIC WASHING, FORCED HOT 2 1 2 2 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1 3
AIR DRYING USING THERMAL
STORAGE (pg. 117)













I ABILITY SUBSYSTEM Food Management ' HABITABILITY •FUNCTION 	 Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE	 1/Hot Water Spray - Wash-Centrifuge Dry
INDEX NO-.	 1.3.1.1	 REF. NO.	 90
DESCRIPTION
In this concept, washing is accomplished by spraying hot water (with an
8 psig pump head) over the dishes in a slowly rotating drum. Drying is
assumed to be accomplished simply by centrifugal.force at high speed rotation.
This concept is included in the trades since conceptual data are available;
however, the drying method is unproven and doubtful
c,
"PC
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
^. ^. ^.CONCEPT	 o^	 lea Grp}/ — cfl1^ r;,rUg^	 < 1"	 111	 INDEX NUMBER
• ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 RE4UIRE!I	 NTS
A C
	 .	 P O W E R O C	 P 0 W E R^_




	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-HR/	 PEAK AVERAGE (WATT-HR/
Q1 X^COMPONENT	 (REF) (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 (D X13	 (WATTS) (WATTS)
.CSC D Ln z
•
00 50
MAXIMUM TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL REQUIREMENTS
LATENT SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT




...	 Wa ^"e r h el L 1055  0-0 F)
	
-
Wn^•^}'	 1r^r^ii 11ta 1
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQIIIREMLNTS AND 1 1BALTIB CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT__Pp	 `^a`r	 -	 ceml r i{«5e
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^!	 Imo`' HABITABILITY ''SUBSYSTEM Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 Cleanup
{APPLIANCE FUNCTION Dishwasher/Dryer-Combination
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 	 2/Hot Water Spray-Air Spray Dry
INDEX NO.	 1.3.1.2	 REF. NO.	 90
i
DESCRIPTION
The washing function for this • concept is identical to that used in Concept 1.
Drying is accomplished by a high-velocity air spray (30 fps) sufficient to












APPLIANCE CONCEPT kEQU1REMEN /TS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMLNTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT-4 i'Ca y - A;), Sprayy Dry	 INDEX NUMBER.
^	 Iy+r	 FIXED
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11ABITABIL1TY SUBSYSTCf•1 management	 HABITABILITY FUNCTION
	
Galley Cleanup
APPLIANCE: FUN ION Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 3/Hot Water Spray Vsh-Forced Hot Air Electric Heat Dry




The Oashing function for this concept is iddntical to that used in Concept 1.
Washing is accomplished by spraying hot water (with an S psig pump head) over
the dishes in a slowly rotating drum. Drying is accomplished by a circulati ng
flow of air over the dishes which is heated by an electrical heating element.
The heater also heats the dishes by radiation. Heater size is based on a




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS 	 v
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SPACECR UT	 Shuts l
HABITAWLITY SUBSYSTEM Management 	 11ABITABILITY FUNCTION Galley Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Dishwashcr/fryer Cowbination
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0. /TITLE 4/Hot Water Spray flash-F= orced Cold Air Desiccant Dry




In this concept, washing is accomplished by spraying hot water over the dishes
in a slowly rotating drum. A fan is used during washing and rinsing to trans
port air and excess water out of the washer. The same fan is used to circulate
air through the dishes for drying. The air is routed through a desiccant bed
upstream of the dryer to dry the air first; thus, no additional heat is assumed
necessary. The desfccant is desorbed using an electrical resistance heater














++	 APPLIANCE CONCEPTREQUIREMENTS ANO PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT Hj WC1AC ►
' 4"y was1
	^Torceel cb!J qir de iccq„}	 INDEX NUMBER_	 ^• /•^-
ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 REQUI REMENT S
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APPLIANCE CONCLPT REQUIReMENTS AND PENALTIESCALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)	 d
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HABITABILITY S95SYSTEPI Management	 HABITABILITY FUNCTION Galley Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
i APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 5/Hot Water Spray Wash-Forced Hot Air Dry- Thermal Storage




In this concept;, washing is accomplished by spraying hot water (with an 8 psig
-pump hhaQ over the dishes in a slowly rotating • drum. Drying is accomplished
by circulating a flow of air over the dishes. •Washer water is routed through
a thermal storage unit which stores heat to be usedduring the drying cycle





APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT	 +	
L,^	
wa SIT —	 Fo rG ack	 A4 air	 c.( r y —	 INDEX NUMBER	 - ^'
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t	 ' 62 81
D2-118561-2
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APPLIANCE. CONCERT REQUIREMENTS ANDP0A,iIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
I	
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Management	 HABITABILITY FUNCTIOtj Galley Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 6 /Ultrasonic Mash-Centrifuge Dry
INDEX NO.	 1.'3.1.6	 REF. NO.	 90,
DESCRIPTION
fThis` concept is identical to Concept 1 except that ultrasonic cleaning is
uspo' to clean the dishes instead of a high velocity water spray. No ultrasonic
elg-orgy damping is assumed. Drying is assumed to be accomplished by centrifugal
force at high speed rotation. The concept is included in the trades since
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTFM tlana-q- cent 	iIA13ITA'BILITY FUNCTION Galley Cleanup -
APPLL/INCE FUNCTION Di sh aaasher/Dryer Combination
APPLIANCE CONCEPT h0. /TITLE 7 /U1 trasoni c. Hash Forced Hot Air Electric Dry
INDEX NO.	 1.3.1.7	 REF. 110.	 90
DESCtIPTION
Ultrasonic cleaning is used to clean the dishes, with no ultrasonic energy
assumed lost due to damping. Drying is accomplished by a circulating flo g of
air over the dishes which is heated by an electrical heating element. The
heater also heats the dishes by radiation. Heater size is based on I hour
D2 •II8561.2
APP'IANCE CONCEPT REQ+IIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS	 v
^• ^• 1•7__CONCEPT	 l)	 Y61	 i3MjC, tvt(s h
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUiR[t•iLNTS AND PENALHUS CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM 	 Mananement	 HABITABILITY rUNCTION	 Galley Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
r APPLIANCE CONCEPT i10./TITLE	 8/Ultrasonic Wash-foiced Cold Dry Air-Desiccant,
F ectrica 'iyUesorbbed
INDEX i10.	 1:3.1.8	 REF.	 NO.	 90
DESCfIPTION
Ul tr`asoni c cleaning is used iro clean the dishes, iwi th no ultrasonic energy
assumedlost clue to damping. 	 Drying is accomplished by air circulated first
through a desiccant bed where it is dried 	 thus, no additional heat is assuiped
necessary.	 The desiccant is desorbed using an electrical heater sized for a
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I D?-118561-2
CONCEPT	 I	 1 1"!c 5p))I
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS	 C
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Management 	 HABITABILITY FUNCTION Galley Cleanup
i APPLIANCE FUG>'CTION 	
Dishwasher/Dryer Combination
APPLINCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 9/Ultrasonic Wash-Forced Hot Air Dry-Thermal Storage
INDEX
	 iiO.	 1,.3.1.9 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
Ultrasonic cleaning is used to clean the dishes, with no ultrasonic energy
assumed lost due to damping. Drying is accoinplished•by circulating a flow of
Me over the dishes.	 Washer water is routed through a thermal storage unit
which stores heat to be used during the drying cycle
•










APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS 	 q
CONCEPT UI^'rs SU111C	 lQCL51) —	 FO rC e t,	 h0+ (Ali— ^r"y 	—	 INDEX NUMBER	 ^• 3. ^• l
. ^ Fher ►r^^	 S^^rvge.
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SPACECRAFT shuttleI lk*	 food~
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Manaaemen t 	i{ABITABILITY FUNCTION Galley Cleanup
APfLTANCE FUNCTION Dish %%, asher/D Ayer Combination
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./T.ITLF. 10/Hanual 4Jash-ilanual Wipe Dry
INDEX 1.40.__f.3.1.10	 _REF. NO.	 90
DESCRIPTIO114
In this concept, the dishes are sealed in a Teflon bag equipped with a rubber
glove on both sides. The cre;•aman manually scrubs the dishes by fitting his
hands into the gloves, When washing is completed, excess water is squeezed
rg
	
bag and the dishes
 
0.13are 6ed  dry
	
0.3 lb
 with aof water i stowel. 	 is assumed,acco ding to Reference	 "0	 9 (	 )	 wiped.-by the
toclael, and that a clothes dryer is available to dry the towel. for this
purpose, clothes dryer concept 3.3.2.1 (forced hot air-electric) was assumed.
Since the clothes dryer penalties were based• on removing 0.454 kg (1.0 lb) of
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(FT3)
.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM	 1.0 Food Management
HABITABILITY FUNCTION 	 1.3 Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 1.3.1 Dishwasher/Dryer with Disposables
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED	 12
ASSUMPTIONS
All-the automatic dishwashing data found have been for single integrated
washer/dryer units. Three washings per day were assumed, with 4.5 kg (10 lbs)
of water used for washing and 4.5 kg (10 lbs) for rinsing. It is assumed that
0.09 kg (0.20 lb) of residual water remains on the dishes after washing to be'
.removed by the di°yer. Washing time and drying time are each assumed to be one
hour.
The amount of dishes required by the crew, assuming an automatic dishwasher/
dryer is aboard!, was computed and included with the washer/dryer penalty. This
was necessary to compare with the disposable dishes. The packaged weight and
volume of the dishes were taken from the disposable dishes study.(see results
in Table B2-5). The total dishes/utensils/cups required with the dishwasher
(	 for a four-man =crew is.4.6 kg (10.13 lbs) and 0.'023 cu m (0.81 cu ft)
The four highest rated dishwasher/dryer concepts from the trade studies
performed for appliance function 1.3.1 were.sele.cted to trade with eight of
the highest rated disposable dishes cases.
iAPPLIANCE"CONCEPT
------------------------
FUNCTION MATRIX - {
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CABIN AIR (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC 3(FT /MIN) - - O} t HOT RATER SPRAT - FORCED HOT AIR ELE CTRIC HEAT DRYING
2 -CABIN AIR (LOST) KG/HR (LB/HR)S _+ W ATER  SPRAr.FORCED AiRjDISICCANT/ELECTRi[ALLT HEATED.-_. 3 - OXYGEN (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR) C)4	 • MANUAL RA S H - MANUAL RIPE 4 - COOLING WATER (CI;RCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR)
C; S_P_DISPOSABLE CUPS-REUSABLE MFTALLIC UTENSILS AND DISHES­ 	 _ 5
5





(CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR) Ey
_. DISP OSABLE CUPS AND NO NME T ALLIC UT E NS ILS- REUSABLE METALLIC DISHES 7 - NITROGEN (USED) KG/HR LB/4R




REUSABLE CUPS' AND METALLIC UTENSILS AND DISHES
CUPS 9 -WATER (PROCESSED)) KG/HR (LB/HR ) O
11	 -
REUSABLE	 AND METALLIC UTENSILS.DISPOSABLE NO NMETALLIC DISHES
R EUSABLE- CUPS _A N D ,NETALLI_C_DISHES ` -D15POSABLE . NONMETAILiC
l2	 - REUSABLE CUPS-DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC UTENSILS AND DISHESO O
- (...)COST
(" )AVAILABLE INDICATOR4 _




	 (2) STATE OF THE ART	 25-50
(3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED	 50-755































.__ _D2A1185 61_ d2,__...
CONCEPT
N0'0 ,__,__. C 0 N C E P T ,_ N A 'N _E
HoT W A T ER SPRAY-LEttTRIFUGE DRYING
2	 MOT WATER SPRAY-FORCED MOT AIR ELECTRIC BEAT DRYING
H07 WATER SPRAY . FORCED AIR;D1SICCA N T/ELEC T RICALL Y' HEATED
y	 MANUAL WASH- M ANUAL WIFE
S_.	 DISPOSABLE C UPS AND 	
AND DISHES^._ 
b	 USABLE M ETALLIC UTENSILS
v_. 7 •_ DISPOSABLE C U P S AND NONMETALLIC UT E NS ILS- R EUSABLE METALLIC DISHES
A _w DISPOSABLE CUPS A'!^D NONMETALLIC UTENSILS AND DISHES
REUSABLE CUPS AND METALLIC UTENSI L 'S AND DISHES
In	 REUSABLE CUPS AND METALLIC UTENSILS-DISPOSABLE NO N METALLIC DISHES^^
11	 REUSABLE CUPS A ND METALLIC DISHES-DIS PO SABLE NONMETALLIC—UTENSILS—
12__REUSABLE CUPS . DISPOSABLF NONMETALLIC UTENSILS AND DISHES
NUMBER OF DAYS- -- 20.5 ( .Q6 YEARS)
^PSES MOD . SVR ROU.T INE
THERMAL PENALTY	 DIRECT TO COOLANT ILE/BTUM) 00250
THERMAL _ P.ENALT
_Y__-_CAB . lN _HEA1T LE . A1G	 ILR 8JU111^s.O5.5Q
POWER PE-IALTY ( LBS/WATT) TYPE i ' .S301D
	








ON_MATRIX,- • •	 • D IS H WASHER/D R YER SMITH DISPOSABLES - SHUTTLE_
	
j t	 -	 -	 --------- Cfl.
	
U-313 1.ZL	 -	 --	 -	 -
_ MIN	 -MAX
	






r	 FACTOR	 VALUE	 VALUE	 PTS	 1	 2	
3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12
WOr.,ER T- '00040 -
	





-VOLUME	 1,X00	 18.5,00	 10	 •R6	 .8b	 •00	 •4.	 .322	 68.1.14	 6.G5	 •76	 9-35	 11	 0	
3.73
-^ - THERMAL	 5. -3•.'±e^.•^10_-.-.	
3.25-15.00_-15.00-.15.00_-15.09-_15.00` 1:5,00`I`^.00_15.00
	
C	 REl2Ap-Y .99585	 1.00'CO
	
5	 1.95	 .14	 •00	 3,32	 S•00	 5.00	 5.OQ	 S•DO	 5.00	 5.00	 5.00	 5.00	 --
	
N	
-MAINTENC__•99999--l-1•C.000	 4_1; 37.	 . l 	 tC7-3.07 _ 5.00,. 5.00-_5. 0 0_ 5.00-. 5.00 _ 
5.00_5 . 00 -_5 .GO^^
SAFETY	 •00000	 29CODO	 5 - 2.50	 .00	 2.50	 5.00	 S.GO	 5.00	
5.00
	 5.00	 5+00	 5.00	 5.00	 5.00	 C-11
	
w	 DEV_COST-10^D00	 7.St00 0 	 t 5^2t0i1_5_.:00	 tQ0_8_•G0-13^-00_1.3.OJ_^3•-0!l 1 - 3.Op 13. p0,13.00_13
•p '.0 13
4 _ TOTAL PT •00000	 85.000	 85- 2C•10	 6.12•	 9 . 16 4Q+19 78#45 73.1
9 78.I5 72.83 81.64 76.38 81•g4 76.02	 r:,
1 r
~i
r RATING	 •900Cl0	 100.00	 100 23965	 7.21	 10 . 7






RATING'FOR EACH • CONCEPT	 AFTER INCREASING
SELECTION PARAMETER WEIGHTING FACTOR B Y 	 50 8
- - - -- -
SI NGLE
(BASED ON	 100	 A MAX	 POINTS)
C 0 N C F_ o T
NORMAL 23.65 7.2t	 10 . 78 	47.28	 92 . 30 Bb•I0 91.94 85 !Ti, 96.05 89986 95969 89.44
*EIGHT 21989 6.62	 9.96	 43.99	 92.42 86.72 92.11 86.34 95.99 90.28 95.67 89.91
_POWER _20.87- 6.62„12.265(;•11-92.92_87.23-__ .92.59_ 86.84_ 96.37 90.68 _ 96 .04 9 0.29
VOLU M E 22.8 7.29	 10918	 46999	 90.71 81 9 95 90.20 81.34 95.91 87.15 95.39-86.54
,THERMAL _-_23961-6.62_._11 • 07__95.20 __92.92- 87.23-92.59- 86.84 96.37_- 90.68_ _96904_90929__
i^ RELI,AB-Y 24.08 • 7.08	 10 . 47	 47.82	 92.52 86.50 92.17 86.09-96.16 9 0.15 95.82 89.74
__MAINTENC__--231 7 5_, 1 •07__I,0 • 47_97_.68 , _92.52:	 8,6. 50_. 92.17- 86.09__ 9 6 . 16--90.15 95.82__89.74
SAFETY 24.40 7.00	 11990	 48.79	 92.52 86.5(1 9 2 . 1 7 86.09 96.16 9 0 . 15 -95.82 69.79





--.--..S E,NS I T 1 V1 T Y A N A L Y S 15 _-- -- ---
RATING FOR EACH CONCEPT AFTER INCREASING '
51N_GLE_5EI,ECTiON-?ARAMETER WEIGHTING., FACTOR_.SY 54 8
--	 ^
(BASED"0	 100	 S	 MAX	 POINTS)




2	 3	 4	 5 6 7 8 9 1C 1I 12
E NORMAL 23.65 7.21.10.78.	 47.28	 92.30 86.10 91.94 85.68 °6 . 05 89.86 95.69 89.44:3
lew
^J
f' MEIGMT 25.75Y 7.90	 11.75	 51.20	 92.15 85.37. 91.74 84.90' 96912 89. 35 95972 88.87 -
1 POWER 21.00 9.01	 43990	 91955_7.90 84.76 91.16 _84.30 95.67 88.87 0 5.78 88.42_ --
VOLUOE 24•58 7.12+ 11.45	 47.60	 94.08 -90.77 93.90 90.57 96.21 92.90 96.03 97.70i
-





RELI AB-Y 23.18 7.34	 11 • 10	 46.70 - 92.06-- 85.689 1970 85.25 '95.93 89.55 95.56 89-12
MAINTENC 23.54 7.35	 11•_10	 46.85	 92.06 85968 91.70 8 5 . 25 95.93 89.55 95.56 89012
p SAFETY 22.85 7.42	 9.59	 45.68	 92.06 85.68 91 . 70 85.25 95.93 89.55 55.56 89.12
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^aQw QwacD _^-, Q c.wx z ^or. o^w.., Qwc^ cnzu^¢
APPLIANCE TYPE	 NO.
.- w T w n — ITE;S
O ©_ D © O Q ® ®7 0
01 0 10
HOT WATER SPRAY-CENTRIFUGE DRYING 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - 1
HOT-WATER SPRAY WASH-FORCED HOT -2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - j 2
AIR ELECTRIC HEAT DRYING
(P9 . 	102)
'HOT WATER SPRAY WASH-FORCED COLD 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
AIR-DESICCANT-ELECTRICALLY
HEATED (P9.	 104)
MANUAL WASH-MANUAL-WIPE 1 1 2 1 - - - - - - - - 0
DISPOSABLE CUPS REUSABLE METALLIC - - - - - - - - - - 0
.KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS REUSABLE
METALLIC DISHES
DISPOSABLE CUPS REUSABLE METALLIC - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
KNIVES, ;FORKS	 SPOONS
- . DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC DISHES
DISPOSABLE CUPS DISPOSABLE - - - - - - - - -_ - _- - 0
NONMETALLIC KNIVES, FORKS, -
SPOONS REUSABLE METALLIC DISHES




APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX
APPLIANCE"FUNCTION: 1.3.2-DISHWASHER/DRYER COMBINATIONS WITH DISPOSABLES (CONCLUDED) (PAGE 2 OF 2j
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C)- 3 F-j -+ ►-^w¢ CRITICAL
m: d Q 3 N ti z w L-) F- -icc < o U
TYPE	 Np, ITEMSG) ®© Q' 9 Q^® 0 0:'0
++
REUSABLE CUPS REUSABLE METALLIC - -
-
- - - - - - - - - I 0
KNIVES, FORKS', SPOONS REUSABLE
METALLIC DISHES
REUSABLE CUPS REUSABLE METALLIC - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS
DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC DISHES
REUSABLE; CUPS DISPOSABLE - - - - - - - - - 0
NONMETALLIC KNIVES, FORKS -.
SPOONS REUSABLE NONMETALLIC
DISHES


















!	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS A
E






AC.	 POWER DC POWER
USEC IME	 0^3	 DEM(A p Q5 ©	 DEM
`
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLE{R/(REF)	 (NR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 Q1 X^3
PEAK	 AVERAGE (CYCLEHR/
XaQICOMPONENT (WATTS)	 (WATTS)
• fL " o —	
---1--
ADO 5
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL	 REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
'
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
``:	
,




TOTAL	 2	 2	 Z	 it Z I{ $ ;	 if D	 --T





HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT	
ELECTRICAL WEIGHT VOLUME {
•
,




(FT /MISSION)- j..	 ::i
TOTAL
1
' WATTS/CYCLE 	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION M3/14ISSION











 of r t-Nf, C'	 d. r,/ INDEX NU.MBER_.[.a_
fI XED	 W F I _.H • TVOLUME	 RE	 U t REMEHTS
_J_	 _	 Q_	 _	
_; ___ 
WEIGHT VOLUME
COMPONENT	 _	 (REF)	 (LOS) (FT3)
TOTAL	
.3 3. S	 .I 7"+ D^ D.	 t^
KG (LOS) M3 (FT3)
! SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WT/V0L 	 R E a U I R E M E N T S-
f (	 (D (D
(D
	 1.1T/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE





Zp -^^^	 .D2_ _	 . X12 . OOOZ_	 00'L^
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t11SSION.	 3'	 X	 2 0•	 X	 2
DAYS-ION	 TOT.WT
\
^^• 3_	 _^t.. .J
'- KG (LOCYCLES/DAY	 /i•IISS/CYCLE
(LB)
TOTAL VOL
MISSION' _	 X	 z 0. t^ 	 X	 OOd?is  ^j 3 _	 Qz^









X2(	 Q - 3'
TYPE	 (LB)	 FACTOR (LB)	 (LB
Vr^^,b
	 Wa4-er  to
cP	 w^,ls r	 t O	 1..Q_	 1 U	 D
,









CYCLE70/1Y:	 DAYS/M155tON	 iOTAI LOST/CYCLE
0I	 _.._.... _.
KG (D




Food Plana , ement 11AU1TABILITY 1"1Ji1CT,IOd ( g alley CleanupH(113I^C`/1JILI'11 SlJUS1^Tl:J•1 	 ._.__.g 	.._..... _	 ^-
APPLIANCE RINCTION . Dishwasher /QrLer with 
AI'Pi_IANI CE: CONI CEPT 110./TITLE 2/11ot Water Spray - Forced Hot Air Cl c, ctri c Neat Drying




DESCRIPTION	 This is the same concept presented in Section 1.3.1.3. It is included
here to compare with the case where no dishviasher/dryer is used and dishes are










APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT	 ^O	 1+/ l-!'C'	 S	 INDEX NUI4BER_2^was^i -	 ^Drccc;. 	cIire),
	
J^ty	 )^u











DF.MMID Q ©	 DEMAND
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE
	 (WATT-HR/
COMPONENT . 	 (REF)	 (NR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)
	 QI Xa
PEAK	 AVERAGE (CYTLEIR/
r	 . (WATTS)	 (WATTS) © X<
Fn ii
}/Pn lo I`




LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
" SOURCE
	
(BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
r 1Ln	 IoSS
(a2..	 2 z Q: ^f5^ (05	 5	 1,^ {TOTAL
WATT (BTU/HR)
















	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION M3/14ISSION
(BTU/Ilk/CYCLE)	 (BTU/IiR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FTI/MISSION)
;::	 _ 42-110
D2•Il^^^ri
f	 APPLIANCE CONCERT REQJIRERENTS AND PBALT 1
ILS CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)	
1
CONCEPT	 D f' (:J ry 1^_r ^I^Lt ,/ Wa sk	 UP c—eA I) vi- air
	
IIIOEX NUMOER I.	 _.2 ____
ele,CAv- ic 1, ecd- ciry
`+ c	 F I X E D
	
W E I G If T/VO L UM E
	 R E QU I R E 1-1 E N T S
•	 WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT	 (REF)	 (LOS)	 (FT3)
t	 ,
1^1 ^ •le r 5 e^,C31;2^,^ t
Fn li
To c « %yJJ, CL
TOTAL
S 0 L 1 0	 E X P E N D A •B L E	 W T/V 0 L	 R E QU I R E M E It  S
QWT/UNI ( REF)	 WT/CYCLE	 VOL/UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)	 (DX 20	 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF) 	 O X-D
TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (L4)	 (LB	 (FT3)'	 FT3
,
(^39. ^ C88^,	 7.7 c16.9









•	 MSS ION X X
TOT.Wr
Q. . ^ ^.
KGCYCLES/DAY DAYS/MISSION /CYCLE (LB)
TOTAL VOL
MISSION ' X	 : X t7.00b ^ 	 l^•(^Z
CYCLES/DAY DAYS/I4ISSION TOT.VOL/CYCLE 143	 (FTi
(FT3)
G A S/L I QU I 0	 E XP EN D A B L E S	 R E,QU T H E t4 ENT S
© At4T.RECOVE^PFO
:I AMT. USED/CYCLE (REF). RECOVERY /CYCLE	
A14T LOST/CYCLE
0X Q?	 U] - 3
(LBQ	 (L B?TYPE (LO) FACTOR
Wad-cr
e,
ri p Fl O
`	 (
X X
TOTAL WT.^♦ 	 ` L?
C CL DAY
.




SPACECRAI T	 Shuttle	 --	 '
HABITABILITY SL[GS1'S1'[:P1 Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTIOtj Galley Cleani^
APPLIANCE FUNCTIb14^ Dishwasher/Dryer with Dishes•_
APPLIANCE CONCEPT 110./TITLE3/1lot Water array	 Forced Air/Desiccan^ Deso_rh d E-lectrical
F9I1401 E : [10.x.
	
_	
1*. 3x. 2.3	 _R EF. NO.
DESCRIPTION : This is the same concept presented in Section 1.3.1.4-. It is included
here to compare with the case where no dish,•las her/ dryer is used and dishes are






APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS Jh'ID PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT	 t^+n P_	 S1J	 WAS
	




AC	 PO W ER D C POWER
1
USE IME	 0	 DEH ND O$ ©	 OEMAPlO
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEIIR/
(HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 Q X^
PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEIIR/
,I COMPONENT	 (REF) (WATTS)	 (WATTS) Q X(}
j`A I.1
1
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
THER-MAL	 R'EQUIRfHENTS
WENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) ={BTU/HR)
W to 	 ^eA+ la5S 11(b°) - 1
., Nlo^ or
Fa fl
42	 t"Q	 20e,	 $3q y4,	 $3y 65 ?2TOTAL
- WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT.(BTU/HR)' WATT (BTU/HR)




HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT	
ELECTRICAL WEIGHT VOLUME




IATTS/CYCLE	 f WATTS/CYCLE F41/MISSIONKG/MISSION
(BTU/IIR/CYCLE)	 (UTU/HR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
:. 82 -.113 _ _
D2.11
APPLIANCE CONCLPI REQU 'ICEUHS XIO PENALTILS CALCULATIONS (CQYCLUUED)
CONCEPT	
_.w1	 1=^ ` ^?/^1, I qf,^t^	 `Orr—o'(4 CoIG' lilt' GteiI0001t1	 INDEX NUMIfER 	 ^•	 _	 -^
F I X E 0
	 WE I GIIYVOIUME
	 RE gU








_wv L .I r.^
^sti?!ri hr.
TOTAL	 ^3'?• S	 2 •rJ / . 5.2 5Z	 $ • ^j







(PKG,WT/UNIT)(REF)	 1 Y. Q2
ITS0 l
VOL/UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF) 	 (1^X 4
TYPE	
//	
U';	 /CYCLE(REF)	 (LB)	 0) (FT3)	 (FT3
















CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT.	 CYCLE t13-(FT^j
.(FT3)
'	 GAJL-iQUID	 EXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS
Q
AMT.RECOVEERI
AMT.USEO/CYCLE(REF)	 RECOVERY -.D/CYCLE	 A147 LOST/CYCLE0x-0	 O_rl












:—ISSION	 TOTAL	 S fTCYCL KGLO)
(L (
	 (LB) (L	 1O
B2-114
SPACE:CRAFT	 snuttle_
_ 	 _11AI ABILITY SUBSYSTEM Food Management HABITABILITY FUNCTION Gal le Cleanup 'y
Dishwasher/Dryer with DishesAhl'LI/;(1C1: f = UivCTIOfd 	 _	 - --	 ---
AM' LIANI CE CONCEPT 1 11 0./TITLE 4/Manual Wash - Manual' WpDry____,____^M.v
IhDC>; f;0. 	 1.3..2.4 PE F. NO.	
90
DESCRIPTION	 This is the same concept presented in Section 1.3.1.10. It is a
dishwasher concept-which is manually operated by a crewman. It is included [Jere'
to compare with the case where no dishwasher/dryer is used and dishes are either
disposable or hand-wiped clean,with wet and dry wipes.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Food Manaqement HABITABILITY-FUNCTION Galley Cleanup
APPLIANCE FUNCTION
	 Dishwasher/Diver with Dishes
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 5 through 12/Disposable-Reusable Dishes
INDEX NO.	 1.3.2.5 through 1.3.2.12 	 REF. NO. 100, 174, 177, 250, 276
DESCRIPTION
A detailed study was made of the,.food ute'hils, trays, and cups to determine the
optimum selection from among a wide variety of possible combinations. The
possible choices considered in each case are explained in the following paragraphs..
CUPS
Disposable nonmetallic. • This is a prefilled collapsible plastic bellows type
of cup used on Skylab. The cup is disposed of after use. Data for this case
were taken directly from the Skylab cups (Reference 250). The number of cups
used was based on the initial Skylab launch value of 1610 cups for 420 planned
man-days.
	 ^.
.Reusable metallic. This method of drinking resembles _drinking _from a cup with
a straw as on Earth. It was tried on Skylab and was found to be quite satis-
factory if the right size of straw is used.* Data for this case were taken from
Reference 276. It was assumed each man,had'two cups One wet and one dry wipe
were assumed to be used for each cup use, with the number of cup uses the same
as, fgr the disposable nonmetallic case.
UTENSILS - KNIFE/FORK/SPOON
Disposable metallic. This case was included for comparison purposes, although
it resulted in a high penalty. Utensil weight and volume for stainless steel
utensils, as on Skylab, were taken from.Reference 250 and 177. It was assumed
one knife/fork/spoon set per manfor each meal was used, with no spares.
Reusable metallic. The same utensils as in the -above -case were assumed, with
one wet wipe per man per meal allowed for cleaning as on Skylab. Since Skylab
had three extra utensil sets (Reference 250) for a three-man crew, it was
assumed one extra set was allowed per man.
Disposable nonmetallic. Data for'this case were taken from References 174 and
177,.with a 10 percent packagi ng factor i ncluded. One set per man per meal	 1
was assumed.
SERVING TRAYS
{ '	 Two basic types of` trays,were considered: (1) ordinary dish type and (2) food
warming trays. It was assumed the dish type oftray would be used with bulk
food packaging, while the warming trays would be used with individual food cans.
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 5 through 12/Disposable-Reusable Dishes (Continued)
DESCRIPTION
For direct comparison, a food packaging penalty was added to the warming trays
to account for the individual food cans. These penalties were taken from
Reference 276 for the food mix assumed in this study shown previously for
the Food Habitability System 2.0. The resulting penalties are shown in
Table B2-3.
Reusable heatin g ^ypee. This concept assumed reusable metallic covers fora
heating tray, wiith two wet wipes and one dry wipe allowed to clean the cover.
Data for the covers were from Reference 177, and include a 1 0 ;,.percent pack-
agi-ng factor. The food packaging penalty described previously for individual
cans was added to the total,weight and volume for this case. Based on the
Skylab use of five food trays for a three-man crew (Reference 250), it was
assuiped six heating tray covers allowed for Shuttle.
Reusable metallic dish. Data for the dishes in this case were identical
Reference 177 to the reusable heating tray covers discussed previously,
except that bulk food is assumed here with no packaging penalty. Again
two wet wipes and one dry wipe were assumed to clean the dishes per man.
Di_ • sposable metallic dish. Weight and volume for this type of dish were
assumed the same as for the two previous cases. One dish per man per meal
was assumed, with no wipes. Bulk food packaging was assumed; thus, no
packaging penalty was added.
Disposable nonmetallic dish. Data for this case are identical to those for
the disposable metallic dishes above except for dish weight. Dish weight
was estimated using the same ratio used previously for metallic and non-
metallic utensils.
The data for all the previous cases are tabulated in Table B2-4 for the Shuttle
case. The best eight cases were chosen by inspection, as indicated in the
table, and included in the trades. To compare the previous cases with a
dishwasher/dryer concept, a set of reusable utensils/dishes/cups 'to be used
with the washer was selected from the previous cases. The number, weight,
and volume for these iterns'are shown in Table B2-5. These penalties were
added onto the basic washer./dryer penalties given. in Section 1.3.1 for direct
comparison in the trades. The four best dishwasher/dryer concepts from the
trades of Section 1.3.1 were selected in thi's section to trade with the eight






TABLE B2 = 3	 <Y
^.	 PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF DISPOSABLE DISHES CONCEPTS
FOR SHUTTLE FOUR-MAN CREW
PACKAGED PACKAGED
D I S P O S A B L E
	
D I S H E S
	 -	 T Y P E NUMBER WEIGHT VOLUME
kg cu m
(lb) (cu ft)
Disposable Nonmetallic 314 (21.5) (5.95)
VEHICLE PENALTY 9.8 .169
CUPS Reusable Metallic 8 (2.0) (.187)
Wet Wipes 314 (5.84) (.135)
Dry Wipes 314 (3.12) (.125)
TOTAL (11.0) (.45)
VEHICLE PENALTY 5.0 .00127
Metallic Disposable Utensils 246 (61.2) (2.07)
VEHICLE PENALTY 27.8 .0586
KNIVES/
FORKS./ Metallic Reusable Utensils 6 (1.45) (.055)
SPOONS
Wet Wipes 246 4.58) (.106)
TOTAL 6.03) (.161)
VEHICLE PENALTY 2.74 .0045:5
Disposable Nonmetallic Utensils 246 (4.87) (,81)
VEHICLE PENALTY	 - 2.21 .0229
Reusable Heating-type Tray Covers 6 (5.58) (.252)
Wet Wipes 492` (9.15) (.211)
Dry Wipes 246 '(2.44) (.098)
Food Packaging Penal (42.6) (4.01)
TOTAL (59.77) (4.57)
VEHICLE PENALTY 27.1 .129
Reusable Metallic Dish-type Tray 6 (5.58) (.252)
TRAYS Wet Wipes 492 9,15 (.211)
Dry Wipes 246 2.44 (.098)
TOTAL (17,17) (.561)
VEHICLE PENALTY 7.79 .0159
Disposable Metallic Dish-type Tray 246 (230) (10.3)
VEHICLE PENALTY 104 __.292
Disposable Nonmetallic Dish-type Tray 246- (18.2) (10.3)
VEHICLE PENALTY 8.3 -.292
DISPOSABLE	 DISHES
	 (TYPE-) SHUTTLE
CUPS KNIVES, FORKS, . TRAYS W E I G H T	 - V 0 L U M E
CONCEPT
SPOONS NUMBERLBS KG CU FT CU M
REUSABLE HEATING TYPE 142.5 64.6 12,6 .357
DISPOSABLE METALLIC REUSABLE METALLIC DISH 99.9
45.3 8.5 .244
DISPOSABLE METALLIC DISH 312.7 141.8 18,3 .518
` DISPOSABLE NOIJtETALLIC DISH 100.9 45.8 18,3 .518
DISPOSABLE REUSABLE HEATING TYPE 87.3
39.6 10.7 .303
REUSABLE METALLIC REUSABLE METALLIC DISH 44.7
20.3
.6,7 .190 1.3.2.5
NDti'^ETALLIC` DISPOSABLE tS=TALLIC DISH 257.5
116.8 16.4. .464
DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC DISH 45.7 ' 20.7 •16.4 .464 1.3.2.6
REUSABLE HEATING TYPE 86.2 39.1 -11.3 .320
DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC REUSABLE 	 DISH	 _ 43.6
19.8 7.3 ^	 .207 1.3.2.7
DISPOSABLE METALLIC DISH_ 256.4 116.3 17,1 .484
DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC DISH 44.6 1	 20.2 17.1 I	 .484 1.3.2.8
REUSABLE HEATING TYPE 132.0 59.9 7.1 .201
DISPOSABLE METALLIC REUSABLE METALLIC DISH 89.4
40.6 3.1 .088
DISPOSABLE METALLIC DISH - 302.2 137.1 12.8 .362
► DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC DISH .°0.4 41.0 12,8. .362'
REUSABLE REUSABLE HEATING'TYPE 76.834.2
34.8 5.2 .147-
1.3.2.9i REUSABLE METALLIC REUSABLE METALLIC DISH 15.5 1.2 .034
METALLIC DISPOSABLE METALLIC DISH 247.0 112.0 10.9 .309
DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC DISH 35.2 16.0 10.9 .309' 1.3.2.10
REUSABLEHEATING TYPE 75.7 34.3 5.8 .164
DISPOSABLE NONMETALLIC REUSABLE METALLIC DISH
33.1 15.0 1,.8 .051 1.3.2.11
DISPOSABLE METALLIC DISH 245.9 111.5 11.6 .329
L.







WEIGHT AND VOLUME OF DISHES/UTENSILS/CUPS TO BE USED










DISH/TRAY 6 2.53 0.0071
(5.58) (0.25)
KNIVES/FORKS/SPOONS 6 0.66 0.00156
(1.45) (0.055)
CUPS 8 0.9 0.00530
(2.0) (0.187)
TOTAL VEHICLE PENALTY 4.10 0.014
(9.03) (0.49)
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2.2.1 Whole Body Shower
2.2.2 Partial Body gashing






The personal hygiene habitability subsystem provides for waste collection
transfer, body cleansing, and personal grooming. The concepts selected for
trade included consideration of the zero —gravity effect on liquid flow and
containment, the elimination and/or control of contamination which is easily
spread in a zero-gravity environment, and the . disposal of waste products
within the spacecraft in the absence of the normal terrestrial-sewers/septic
tanks. These requirements must be satisfied with maximum safety and minimum
weight, volume, and use of consumables. Waste collection appliance functions
accommodate all of the bodily waste functions. Both partial and whole body.
washing techniques were considered during the study. The remaining personal
hygiene appliance functions presented are for such crewman functions as
shaving and hair cutting.The appliance concepts were evaluated to be
functionally adequate and acceptable to the crewmembers•from both physio-
logical and psychological aspects prior to including them as viable concepts. i
The -fecal and urine collection/transfer appli.ance functions were considered
separately -for the purposes of trade studies. The two functions would most
probably be combined for a space vehicle because of the attendant reduction








HABITABILITY FUNCTION 	 2,1	 Waste Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 2.1.1	 Fecal Collection/Transfer
NUi;BER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED	 9
1I ASSUMOTIONS
•
(1) The fecal	 collection/transfer concepts consider wet, dry, chemical,
decomposition,'and incineration methods for disposing of fecal waste. 	 -i
(2) The study assumed one defecation per day per man. 	 The concept use time'
required per defecation is dependent on the concept type.
(3) Filter weight and volume were included if a high replacement frequency
is required.	 Periodic filter replacement was not included in , the study.
(4) Component power requirements were normalized to provide a faiir comparison
of all concepts.	 The potter requirements were not based on the latest
fecal collector designs. 	 This was done because the various manufacturersf
were in process of a competitive proposal. response for the Shuttle waste
collection, system and could not be contacted for additional information.
(5) Overboardventing was not allowed with the exception of nonfilterable
gases.	 Concepts • were modified to satisfy this requirement by adding a 	 1
vacuum pump to the concept. 	 1
(6) Fecal collection concepts requiring a day for decomposition of wastes and
jcooldown were allocated at one per crewman. 	 The remaining concepts were
f
I







A PPLIANC E CONCE PT FUNCTION MATRIX
INDEX NO. 2.1.1 FECES COLLECTION/TR A NS F ER (SHUTTLE)
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__._..__ __._^_. ___^___ _.___	 1 -CABIN AIR	 (CIRCULATED),-LITERS/SEC (FT
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KG/HR	 (LBiHR)Sb FLUSH FLOW OXYGEN INCINEPATIONPYROLYSIS/BATCH-INCINENATIOtF— g -WATER	 (PROCESSED) , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
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} (1) AVAILABLE 0-25%
t
_	
(2) STATE OF THE ART 25-50X
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SINGLE SELEC.T.ION PARAMETER kNEIGHTING	 FACTOR	 BY- SO S
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FOR EACH CONCEPT AFTER INCREASING—
S114GLE SELECTION PARAMETER W EIGHTING FACTOR BY -SO 9 |r\j /
cnwccpr
- - ------- - x -__o -_ 3 _-y '- s - a
	 p .
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX
APPLIANCE FUNCTION: 2,1.1-FECAL COLLECTION/TRANSFER





cc w OFG W O J Q
0 oc H ¢ o -j 9= =D SAFETY'
- La Z w ^C w N^ _.. w cc c' Q w cc w m:
^wJ- 3o U^w-1 NSw cv F--j G- F wz ^7z-j OE-- Q v CRITICAL
.. Q O J = Q Cr. w +--^ 4 .•r Q Q O w U
N0,
7N co U^ dd LL 0- UF- ^ <
ITEM;SQ3 Q ©2 11 0 0 19 1 Q 1 Q R 0'
VACUUM DRY 4 1 2 1 2 1 1 - 2 - 1 2
o NO ANAL WASH
o.NONVENTED
VACUUM DRY 6" 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
o ANAL WASH
o NONVENTED
GERMICIDE 2 1 1 - 2 - 1 1 2 - 2 1
o NO ANAL WASH
INTEGRATED VACUUM DECOMPOSITION _ 14 2 2 - 2 - 1 - - 6 6 1
o NO ANAL WASH
FLUSH FLOW OXYGEN INCINERATION 21 - • 2 2 - 2 - 1 -, - 6 6' 1
o NO ANAL WASH
PYROLYSIS/BATCH INCINERATION 21 2 2 1 2 - 1 - -. 6 7 1
-o NO ANAL WASH
WET OXIDATION 27 1 - 1 2 1 1 - 1 6 7 2
o NO ANAL WASH
SEMIAUTOMATIC BAG SYSTEM (SKYLAB) - 1 6 - 2 - 1 7 - 3" - 0.
o NO ANAL WASH







AX	 HABITA61LITY'SUBSYSTEM-Personal Hygiene HAQITABILIT,Y FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 	 1/Dry John	 l
I
INDEX NO.	 2.1.1.1	 REF. NO. 207,209,250; & 273
I
DESCRIPTIO,,1 The dry john commode assembly serves as a waste collector and 	 ?
feces storage processing unit. The seat is similar to the terrestrial type
with modifications necessary for zero-gravity usage. The feces are transferred
--
fo the storage/processing  section (collector) via the fecal trader duct.
The fecal transfer duct contains provisions for entrainment airflow for
separating and moving t e stool rom the anus to the	 lector. Air positioning
jets shown on'the schematic are used to assist the`user in positioning properl y
on! t eseams-fhi s portion of e system was not considered part of e
appliance, since recent tests have shown the jets are not necessary.' The 	 j
interface–betweene ace betweer t'e transfer duct and the feces collector is the collector
valve. The valve is manually actuated and seals the collector after use to
permit vacuum drying of the feces. A sun:ger i si ncorpa ted to maximize the-
feces and wipes area exposed to vacuum bydepositing the feces and wipes on the
wa R of 
the 
collector.  n rai nment air and air removed by ' the vacuum pump are
passed through filters and returned to the cabin. The schematic does not shoat
a vacuum pump; nowever, the vacuum pump was a cTed t he app iance concept to
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATI005 (CONCLUDED)
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY 'FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE. CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 2/Dry John with Anal Wash
INDEX NO.	 2.1.1.2	 REF.. NO.	 207,209, & 273
DESCRIPTION Same as Concept 1, Dry John, with the incorporation of an anal
wash.- The anal` wash and air dryeliminates the need t orexpen a e wi pes .
The addition of the anal wash requires the feces collector duct be rinsed with
a biocide.	 anal was	 an commo e rinse wader are assume 	 o	 e recovere
I
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE	 3/Liquid Germicide
INDEX NO.	 2.1.1.3	 REF. NO. 100,207,209,244,250, & 273
DESCRIPTION The liquid germicide commode assembly incorporates a strong biocidal
Wtagent throUg	 t e excreta o i	 he microorganism popu a ion and main —Jiff
sterility in storage. The waste collector is provided with a blender and germi-
cl al metering equipment. The blender is usedto ensure thorough mixing of t e
wastes and germicide. The collector gate valve is open only during waste
coTTec^i on. ^l en tFie container is u	 e tan , s sea e remove o s orage ,
and replaced with an empty tank. The waste collectors are sized for replace-
—men every	 ays, ome iqui is recovered, separa e ,'an re urnelhe
water waste management system. Air entrainment of the feces as previously
aescr	 fin-Goncept 1, is utilized with	 e air returned	 roug filters to
the cabin. The collector when transferred to storage will weigh 332 pounds.
e and— r wipes are used TOis concept and -are assume a0-b-G—di^posttjed-_
into the collector. The concept was not given credit for liquid recovery, since
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SPACECRAFT	 'Shuttle
Waste Collection/
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTE14 Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Fecal Colloction/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 4/Integrated Vacuum Decomposition
INDEX NO. ' 2. 1.1. 4 	 REFS NO. 100,250, & Skylab data
DESCRIPTION The integrated vacuum decomposition concept utilizes vacuum and
high temperature to decompose the waste materials into gaseous products which
can be exhausted to vacuum. The chamber requires cooldown and must be vacuumed
at the end of the cooldown period. The process does not require oxygen; how-
ever, requires over to sustain the chemical process for 12 hours. Six commodes
were assumed to be required due to the 12-hour cooldown time (i.e., one unit
can be used once per day). Incinerable collection bags with a hydrophobic patch
(Skylab type utilized) were used to eliminate the maintenance and nlicroBiologi -
cal problems of filter replacement, _ since clogging is not anticipated with
collection bags which are replaced every 24 hours. The residual ash was not
considered as a concept penalty. Air entrainment of the feces, as previously
described in Concept 1, is utilized with the air returned through fiTt—ers to
the cabin. Wet and dry wipes are used for this concept and are assumed to be
deposited into the collector.
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1 ,^r	 HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Fecal Collection/Transfer
• APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 5/Flush Flow Oxygen Incineration
INDEX NO.	 2.1.1.5	 REF.. N0. 100,250, & Skylab data
DESCRIPTION The flush flow oxygen incineration utilizes a contihuous oxygen
flow to the collection chamber fort e 12 hours requi red —forin6neration.
The wastes are collected by same process of air entrainment used on the
previous concepts, sealed in the chamber no vent to vacuunm)—, eat is app ze
for a specified time period. The resulting sterilized/vaporized gas and
vapors are exhausted to space, Thvalve  is left open an
	 ea is app ied- -
to bring the incineration temperature to 1000 0F, while a controlled flow of
oxygen is continuously supp iea'tot chamber .e incinera io process
takes approximately 12 hours with 97 to 99 percent reduction in process waste.
' 1wel-ve` ors are al-1owed  o -coosown which requires one commo e per man. e
collection bags described in Concept 4 are also used for this concept. Wet
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Fecal Collection•/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 6/Pyrolysis/Batch Incineration
INDEX NO.	 2.1.1.6	 REF. NO. 100,250, & Skylab data
DESCRIPTION The pyrolysis/batch incineration concept utilizes a three-step
process to minimize oxygen consumables. The wastes are heated to 250()F and
held at this temperature for 30 Minutes to ensure sterilization. The vent valve
is . then opened and the water•is flashed to space as a vapor. The chamber is
then heated to 1200 0 F, with the vacuum valve remaining open, and the wastes are
pyrolytically decomposed (vacuum decomposition) and the gases are vented to
space. At the end of the pyrolysis process, the vent valve is closed, the
chamber is charged with oxygen, and several batch incinerations are performed.
The batch incineration step reduces the ash residue from 12 to 2 percent of the
total wastes processed. After final venting to space, the chamber cooldown-takes
12 hours. The pyrolysis/batch incineration process is identical to the schematic
shown for Concept 5. The pyrolysis/batch incineration takes 12 hours. The
collection bags described in Concept 4 are also used for this concept. Wet
and dry wipes are used for this concept and are assumed to be deposited into
the collector.
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS ANO PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE	 7/Wet Oxidation
INDEX NO.	 2.1.1.7	 REF. NO. 100,250 & Skylab dates 247
DESCRIPTION The wet oxidation concept is a moderate temperature, hiah pressure
catalytic process. The system employs an insulated chamber similar to the incin-
eration and decomposition concepts. Waste treatment is accomplished by charging
the chamber with 500 psia oxygen at ambient temperature and applying heat to
bring the chamber up to oxidation temperature. The final pressure and tempera-
ture are approximately 1750 psia and 550 uF. The advantage of the wet oxidation
-process is the production of water which can be processed and reused in the
spacecraft. The system requires a high pressure oxygen source, assumed in this
study as a compressor. A stirrer would enhance the wet oxidation process, but
was not considered in the study due to lack of engineering data. Based on two
data sources the process was assumed to take 12 hours, most of which is cool-
down time 10.2 to 6 hours	 The collection bags described in Concept 4 are
also used for this conce pt. Wet and dry wipes are used for•this concept and are
assumed to be deposited into the collector.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 8/Semiautomatic Bag System (Skylab)
INDEX NO.
	
2.1.1.8	 REF. NO. Skylab data,283,250,100




collector unit using a collection bag, with air entrainment of the feces. The 	 -
fecal collector consists of a fecal collection receptacle, a mesh liner, and
hinged seat. The hinged seat provides access to the mesh liner to permit
manual installation of a fecal bag. The seat is contoured and contains airflow
holes to allow cabin air to be drawn into the fecal bag as a gravity substitute
airflow. The seat upon closure provides an integral seal between the fecal




blower unit is utilized to arovide feces entrainment into the fecal bag. Cabin
air is drawn into the fecal bag and is exhausted through the collection bag's
vapor port, through the mesh liner and into the fecal collection receptacle.
The
 
cabin air is then passed on to the fecal collector filter and blower unit
and returned to the cabin. The fecal bag is manually removed from the fecal 	 j
co ector after each defecation and replaced immediately with a new bag. The
fecal bag with its contents is then vacuum dried in a waste processor to
a litate on-orbit storage. The waste processor is a separate unit and is
s .	 included as apart of this concept.
1
FECAL BLOWER UNIT
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 Fecal Collection/Transfer
E.,
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 9/Dry Bags (Apollo)
Apollo dwgst V36-601029,V36-601398,
INDEX NO.	 2.1.1.9	 REF. NO.V36-601267,V36-601398,V36-787819,
and V36-787809
DESCRIPTION The dry bag concept consists of bag which is taped to the buttocks
of the * crewman. The collection system is manual and requires a large amount of
crew time per defecation. The un^i t i s compactly folded for storage and each unit
contains biocide and tissues. The bag is unfolded, taped to the buttocks the
botus is separated using the built-in finder, and the tissues are deposited into
the bag. The bag is closed, sealed and the biocide is kneeded into the feces
for germicide control. The collection bags are deposited into a lame bag which
has a capacity for 16 feces collection bags. The dry bags were used on Apollo
and were provided as a backup for Skylab.
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS ACID PLNALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM 2.0 Personal Hygiene








(1) The urine collection/transfer concepts consider air entrainment and
intimate male adapter methods of collecting urine.
(2) The study assumed a total of 42 urinations per day (seven per day per
man). The concept use time required per urination is dependent on the
concept type.
(3) Filter weight andvolume were included if a high replacement frequency
is required. Periodic filter replacement was not included in the study.
(4) Component power requirements were normalized to provide a fair comparison
of all concepts. The power requirements were not based on the latest
urine collector designs. This was done because the various manufacturers
were in process of a competitive proposal response for the Shuttle waste
collection system and could not be contacted for additional information.
(5) In the case of Space Station, the urine and rinse water was assumed to
be collected and processed through a vapor compression distillation unit.
Urine recovery was based on 24.8 grams of solids per-1000 grams of urine.
The solids were then ratioed by the amount of flush water used. The
recovery factor used was 98.15 percent. The Shuttle concepts were considered
to be dumpedoverboard or collected, but no.water processing was applied..
(6) The urine collection devices were allocated one per vehicle.
(7) The urine collection devices considered are adapta)le to men only; however,
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_CONCEPTi
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Urine Collection/Transfer (Shuttle) Concept Trade
B2-159
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STANDUP URINAL 1 1 3 2 2 1 1. 2 0
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INTIMATE MALE ADAPTER URINAL 1 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 0
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r	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 1/Standup Urinal
INDEX NO.
	
2.1.2.1	 REF. NO. 209, 273, 207
DESCRIPTION
The standup urinal concept consists of a collector utilizing air entrainment
for collection and transport of the urine and centrifugal separation of the
air/urine. The cabin air used for entrainment is filtered and recirculated
back into the cabin. The unit is mounted on the wall of the spacecraft. The
unit is activated by opening the cover. After use, the cover is closed;a fixed
quantity of flush water is used to flush the urinal. The unit automatically
shuts down after the flush is completed. The total operating time was assumed
to be one minute using 45 seconds as an average urination time. The flush
water-assumed used per cycle was 0.8 pound and was heated to 90 0F. A pre-
treatment chemical was added to the flush water.'
(MALE u R\n1E CO\_^_ECT \ON) .
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WATER
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
INDEX NUMBER_2,., L.^:_I^
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sfer
APPLIANCE I UitCl'IO^^	 Urine Collec tion/Tran sfer__^_^_
APP L1 All C - COINCEPT i!0 • /I - TTLL _2 ./Commode Ur inal
INDEX 110•,.
	
2. 1 ' 2. 2 	_ 	 REF. ^^0. 207, 209, 273
DESCRIPTION
The commode urinal concept consists of a urine collector, centrifugal separator,
and flush unit. This unit would be used where combined feces and Urine col-
lectors are • defined. The unit uses a flush as..described in Concept l; however,
0.33 pound per flush was used because of the smaller surface area requiring	 I
biocide treatment. Air entrainment is employed coupled with a properly directed	 l
urine stream. The operating time is the same as specified for Concept 1.
Cabin air used for urine entrainment is filtered and returned to the cabin.
CABIN AIR-
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
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+4 ► 	 HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Urine Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 3/Intimate Male Adapter
INDEX N0,	 2.1.2.3	 REF. NO.	 283, 250
DESCRIPTION
The intimate male adapter concept consists of a wall mounted unit similar to
the unit used for the Skylab fecal/urine collector system. The adapter can
be used when seated or in a standing position.. Air entrainment is used to
provide a substitute for gravity collection. The cabin air used for entrain-
ment is filtered and recirculated back into the cabin. One wipe per cycle
was assumed to be used because of splashback during urination. The flushing
and operating time are the same as for Concepts-1 and 2. The flush water
used was assumed to be 0.33 pound per flush. The second aperture unit pictured
below uses an iris-type seal for the penis to prevent cabin contamination.
The unit is designed to minimize spashback using-a splash retarder. This
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HABITA13ILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY 'FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Urine Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE	 4/Aperture Urinal
INDEX NO.
	
2.1.2.4	 REF. NO.	 236, 273, 209, 207
DESCRIPTION
The aperture urinal concept consists of an aperture and centrifugal separator.
Urine is collected as described-in the previous concepts. The study assumed
0.33 pound of flush water per cycle. The operating time is the same as
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APPLIANCE, CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Urine Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 5/Liquid/Gas Flow Cuff-Type (Apollo)
INDEX NO.
	
2.1.2.5	 REF. NO.Rockwell Dwg. SEB140('0)1O-303
DESCRIPTION
The liquid/gas flow cuff-type concept is the'system used on Apollo. A cuff
is utilized which fits snuggly to the penis. Urine transfer was acco;alodated
on Apollo using a vacuum; however, a centrifugal separator could also be
utilized. The concept presented assumes vacuum transfer since the intimate
male adapter (Concept 3) is similar and uses air entrainment. The operating
time was assumed to be 1.75 minute using a 45 second urination time. Filter
change was considered for this concept due to the frequent changeout required
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SPACECRAFT	 Shuttle
Waste Collection/
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene	 HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Urine Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 5/Liquid/Gas Flow Cuff-Type (Apollo)
INDEX NO.
	
2.1.2.5	 REF.	 N0, Rockwell	 Dwg. SEB14000010-303
DESCRIPTION
The liquid/gas flow cuff-type concept is the system used on Apollo. 	 A cuff
is utilized which flits snuggly to the penis. 	 Urine transfer was accommodated
on Apollo using a vacuum; however, a centrifuga•1'separator could also be
utilized.	 The concept presented assumes vacuum transfer since the intimate
male adapter (Concept :) is similar and uses air entrainment. 	 The operating
time was assumed to be 1.75 minute using a 45 second urination time.	 Filter
change was considered for this concept due to the frequent changeout required
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1
FIXED!,	 -WEIGHJVOLU!I j 	 REQUIREMENTS
WEIGHT VOLUME
COMPONENT 	 (REF) ^(LES) (FTT33)^Q
TOTAL
•	 KG (LES) M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 W 	 L	 REQUIREMENTS
VOL/UNIIT(REF)	 VOL/CYCLEWT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE
©	 _(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)	 IQ X2 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)	 I X 4
(FF3)	 (FT34TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 ,(LB)	 (LB
•	 •
TOTAL WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL/CYCLL
(LB) (FT3)
TOTAL WT.








MISSION -	 ^2	 X _	 ZZo.S	 X	 . oao^z
CYCLES DAY	 DAIS/MISSION	 TOT.VOL/CYCLE M	 FT
(FT3)





Qt	 Q^	 QiX	 - 3





9l' 7 ® -9 ¢7
^ TOTAL WT.
'
-MISSION 	 x,	 z 4 ^ .__ •	 +	 ice •-c.
^^YMiSSION
2¢6.(^
KG L^}~CYCLED	 OS^T^TOST /C1'aE
(y Q)	 (LD) (L, Q
Q2-177
D 1 -<<`^ <s(^ ^r
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM 2
' 0 Personal Hygiene
{ABITABILITY FUNCTIO14	 2.1 Waste Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 2.1.3 Vomitus Collection/Transfer
NUifBER OF C014CEPTS CONSIDERED_ 4
ASSUMPTIONS
(1) The vomitr- collection/transfer concept considered portable and fixed
methods. The collection devices used in conjunction with the fecal
collector or waste disposal unit were considered fixed. The fixed method
I	
is not the most ideal since a sick crewman may not always be able to
	
	 reach the collection device prior to vomiting. Fixed methods, however,
were considered for the purpose of comparison.
(2) The study assumed .84 cycles per day for Space Station and .56 cycles
per day for Shuttle. The concept use time required per cycle is dependent
on the concept type.
(3) Filter weight and volume were included if a high replacement frequency
s	
is required. Periodic_ filter repla::ement was not included in the study.
(4) Flush water, if required, for a vomitus collection concept was assumed 	 3










__AP.PLIANCE.CONCEPT FUNCTION M ATRIX^_




	 CONSUMABLES AND FLO W REQUIREMENTS	 THERMAL REQMTS PWR REQMTS	 WT/VOL REQMTS	 DEV ELOPME%TELEC RESUPPLY- v
j
is
NQ.^._.TIME 	 .:_ _	 - _.-_ COST- _
r.. --.-.	








	 TYPE	 USED	 FLOW	 PRESS	 TEMP	 COOLANT	 ,HT LEAK AC,	 AC	 WEIGHT	 VOLUTE	 AVAIL I N DEX WEIGHT
I MRS/USE_it) •KG/USE•-__.._P-
	
-MNHG- -DEG C-_.WATTS •_-WATTS- DC	 DC_.__.KG-R-..	 -.._•CU	 __•('•)_ j0 001^. _KG.,}
(LB/USE)	 t!)	 IPSIG.)	 (DEG	 F)	 19TU/HR')	 (BTU/HR) -WATTS- -WATTS-	 (LBS)	 (CU ► T) 4LBS1,'.1	 ,..




	 I	 •0000 9.9 y 	 *0	 21.{
	
0•	 0. .0	 -	 .0	 ^' 6 •Ol 25 •D,S^0	 , 
_.0000}t_20.00J^L-:.0)-â _TO.p .i-(- 0.3_t.- . O.J .0	 .0
2	 '.9 S60	 I	 .0000_Y _9.x4 4	 •.Q-2111	 Me_.	 0♦ t0	 .0	 17 tot	 2 25 r 0
•016"
	 1	 .0000)(	 20.001
	
t	 • p ')	 t	 7000)	 1	 '061	 t	 Got .0	 .0	 (	 1 .6 )	 1 .33) 1	 •Dl
3	 .560	 0.	 0• .0	 .0	 .s .00	 â 0 40
t	 0s-rot•	 _00	 -) A0_.0	 -1-_.1:.21_x- •0)l t _^•0) -M__
i W	 .560
	
I	 •0000"9-t45	 !0	 21 l	 p•	 249.	 230.O__L8I3 tC
	
-_10 * 0	 sok_2 30 •p












APPO NCE 1 - CABIN AIR	 (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT311-lIN) r-I
2 - CABIN AIR	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR)
Noe-	 C 0 N C E P T'	 N A M E 3- OXYGEN	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR) ^
4 - CODLING WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HP. (LB/HR)
E^â 	 INTIMATE PERSONAL ADAPTOR,DISPOSABLMAYES WITH COMMODE) 5 - WATER
	
(LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR) 
^2	
_1NTI MATE, PERSONAL-ADAPTC R . 01' SPOSABLE. _t HATES. W I TH. COMMOD E 1 6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR)
3	 •	 PORTABLE DIS P OSABLE COLLECTOR	 (TYPE USE COMMERCIALLY) 7 - NITROGEN	 (USED)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR)








w r, (**) AVAILABLE INDICATOR
eb (1) AVAILABLE 0-25A
^d (2) STATE OF THE ART 25-50p
LrT q (3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED 50-75, i
eb ^ (4) EXTENSI VE DEV. REQUIRED 75-100: ' )_




t .. ^.	 r
-APPLIANCE.
CONCEPT
NO•	 C O N C E P T	 N A M E
—'	 wf
_	 i	 INTIMATE PERSONAL ADAPTnR,DISPOSAOLE (MATES WITH COMMODE)
2 .	 INTIMATE PERSONAL ADAPTOR,D)SPOSABLE (MATES WITH COMMODE)
Z . 	 PORTABLE DISPOSABLE COLLECTOR - (TYPE„ USE COMMERCIALLY.)_.___...._
















NUMBER OF DAYS	 20.5 1 •06 YEARS)
I	 USES MOD _. SUBROUTINE 26	
-
THERMAL PENALTY
	 DIRECT TO COOLANT 1LB 4BT UH ) .0250










'i RFACTO+ VALUE'~ VALUE PTS 1 2 3 9
WEIGHT 1.1500 22.Oy0 15 19 . 12 1 3 .92 1 4 .22 •,OC
POWE R ' --- . • 000QO _ ^ 132.5p _ I5^15•CO ---15 • p0_15 . CA _+00-
VOLUME 010000-01 0 92 000 10 5065 6.95 9,99 400
.
--THERMAL— * 00000 _ 4b.860_ 15Y1So00
-- 15.00 -15.Oa •00_















TOTAL PT .00000 7.5.000 75 52.27 52,97 7 14 011 5.00





C O N C E P T




WEIGHT -71091=--72.52.x_989 415 —..6`06








DEV COST 64987 65.60 98.92 6906
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS	 r.
R .A_T.ING _ F O R_ EAC H - CONCE ?T_. AFT ER—I NC;REA NGq
_ StNGLE SELECTION FACTOR BY -SO S
++I
PARAMETER WEIGHTING
BASED _ ON_100. _ S MA%_POINT51




i, NORMAL 69.69 - 70-4 9_98. 8I —6 67
HEIGHT- 66.98
-
68.01 „_ 99 . 2b^ 7'41,
POAER 66.32 !67.22 98.68 7.41 0 0
a; YOLVME 70.63--70.93„98.807:•1 9
THERMAL 66.32 67.22 98.68 701
•SAFETY 72.09_,_.72.92_98.77-3.45 Q





APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX











m =^ ITEMSIIg ^ O 01000100 O O O ` O Q Q
INTIMATE PERSONAL ADAPTER, -
DISPOSABLE (MATES WITH COMMODE)
INTIMATE PERSONAL ADAPTER, LINED, - - I
REUSABLE (MATES WITH COMMODE)
PORTABLE DISPOSABLE COLLECTOP, - - 0






HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Vomitus Collection/Transfer




2.1.3.1	 REF. NO. 209,186,187,236, & 207
DESCRIPTION The intimate personal disposable adapter concept is made of
lightweight plastic or paper and is shaped o in eMr ce wi-htH e reces collecMn
tube of a commode. The ada p ter blocks the air transport inlet ports. Holes
in the top of the unit provide the air inlet or vomi us en rainmen 	 etup-
of the unit is formed to a crewman's face affecting a seal over the nose, around
the mouth, and under the chin. All vomitus material is expell^ect_1y 5To
the feces collection unit. After use, the adapterr is removed and processed in
the -feces collector. A dispenser for storage of clean vomitus adapters is
-located near the feces collector.
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APPLIANCI: CONCLPT REQUIREMLNTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS 	
_ S :S
CONCEPT	 1tit'^Mt^t E ^'^^x^rsa.^ 4I^ tpl'r^(L ^1?^`^T'"St^F,Ck	 INDEX NUMBER ^•
COMPONENT	 (REF)









ACC•	 POiJEIt OC PO^ WER
1
_ ^—
US TlLi 0 O3 0E^4A)ND O5 0 DEMAND




© X^(HR) (WATTS) (WATTS) (WATTS) (WATTS)
TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTALMAXIMUM
RE	 ETSTHERMAL	 IR	 MENU4__•------T S
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
TOTAL





HEAT LEVY.	 TO COOLANT
WEIGHT VOLUME








WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION M3/MISSION




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPTit11^	 "fir - -Z.N9,W4-
 ^JI^f,P/L-^^p/S,r^oSABGL	 INDEX NUMBER	 7 _^.	 •1



















(PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)	 ] X 4
Q73TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB) (FT3).,
f	 3	 • /
^O
7










TOTAL VO L 
__	 r
MISSION	
..^^	 X	 X ^^_	 '7y ^. oc779	 .
CYCLES/DAYDAIS/1/111 SS ION





2	 3	 40 
/CYCLE	 AMT LOSOCYCLE
AMT. USED/CYCLE (REF)	 RECOVERY	
AMT.RECOVERRED
TYPE

















w.^	 HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene 	 HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Vomitus Collection/Transfer




2.1.3.2	 REF.	 NO.	 187,250, & 207
DESCRIPTION
	
The lined intimate personal reusable adapter concept is fabricated
+	 of metal with provision for attachfont of a plastic or paper liner on 'the inside
surface.The adapteris shaped to 'interface with the feces collector transfer tube.
The.1iner and adapter are provided with holes to'allow cabin air into the adapter
for vomitus entrainment.	 The liner is deposited into the feces collector after
usage.	 The adapter is cleaned to maintain hygienic acceptability and stored
near the feces collector.	 One biocide wipe and one dry wipe were assumed to be
adequate to clean the reusable liner. 	 Skylab wipe data were used to determine
'the wipes penalty.
	














APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
1't:Q.Sr,^.IAL.
	 A^':: ,	>> t~•-BIZ	 1,tJF_L7^^
	 U`slit l^) MINDEX NU M B E R
' ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 REUIREMENTS
—	 --	 — — — —	 —----Q—	 --I, --__
AC	 POWER 0C POWER
D ^ 	 DEMNOUSE 11t E•	 O2	 G	 OEVt ^5
CYCLE^
	
PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-HR/ PEAK	 AVERAGE (WATT-HR/
la
COMPONENT
	 (REF) CQX(3^(HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS) (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 QX^
•{
3




LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT




WATT (BTU/NR)	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR)








(BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)	 s
TOTAL
UAT1S/CYCLE
	 WAYS/CYCLE KG/MISSION t•la/MISSION




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCL^'T^  
	
!AI176 f)/^/f PfG^. G/^!E'I^^ 44 tJS/1 ALE	 INDEX NUMBER Z• ^.	 ^7
FIXED







SOLI D 	 EX P END A BLE	 Wi/V0L	 REQUIREMENTS
O	 WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE	 VOL/UNITT (REF)	 V(L/CYYCLE(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)
	 QI X 2	 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)	 (])X(A)
TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB)	 (LB	 (FT3)	 FT3
/)QL . aosi ^^ .00,5-1
F, 
O	 Lr 0fl TOTAL 4;T^	 /CYCLE 0	 1'`  . CYCLE
(LB ) (FT31
TOTAL WT.
I1TSSI:ON - ..^^ ^_ X 4S-^^^ X












GAJLIQUID	 EXPENDABLES RE QUIREMENTS
'	 i
RECOVERY	 AMT.RECOVEQRED /CYCLE	 AMT LOSTQCYCLE! AMT.USED/CYCLE(REF) ox
	
Q _





JN X	 X ♦ 	 • L
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D2 . 118561 'r
. .	 SPACECRiIFT	 Shuttle
Waste Collection/
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Vomitus Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0. /TITLE 3/Portable Disposable Collector (airline type)
INDEX NO.	 2.1.3.3	 REF. NO. 187,207,250, & 209
DESCRIPTION The portable disposable collector is a light flexible bag with a
drawstring closure device The bag is used on all airlines and is made of
thin gage plastic. The crewman ''can store the bag in a clothes Pocket where it
will be ready for use at any time. The bag is unfolded and grasped near the
opening y both hands and held against the face enclosing the nose and mouth.
Proper placemient of the bag against the face provides the seal
	
The bag is
sealed after use bytying a knot in the closure cord and discarding the bag and
contents into the feces collector.
EDGE
•	
_ 	 • •^'	 ^	 ovER F,u^Fe s
1
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT	 C'T^15C C^^ E	 CS^I.I ^C ^C^^^ INDEX NUMBER
ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 REQUIREHEIITS
ow
AC	 POWER... D 	 POWER
Q1 j	 r







QI X^j)COMPONENT	 (REF) (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS
	





LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT	 -











HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT	
ELECTRICAL WEIGN7 VOLUME'







VATTS/C1CLE^	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION M3/111SSIoil




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT. 12,l,,5f-7e,S/161-C- CTOL.LE INDEX NUMBER_ R_. . _I.



















VOL/CYCLE O '	 WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF) 	 Q1 X(2^ (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)(I^Xn4
TYPE UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB)	 (LB (FT)	 FT








X	 ZU. J	 z Jr2
CYCLES/DAY
	





X 'S	 X	 •_.^4s'S.L _	 ---C.G)CY^t
CYCLES/DAY	 DA^S/MISSION	 TOT.VOL3CYCLE M,	 (FT
(FT)





AMT•RECOVERED /CYCLE	 AMT LOSTZCYCLE
Q XO	 Q






'MISSION X--- — X +	 C-CYCLC D	 `"GAS /MISSION	 YTT7^I.OST^CLE- KG	 LB
- 
(L ®)




HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Vomitus Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 4/Reusable Portable Collector
INDEX NO.	 2.1.3.4	 REF. NO.	 207
DESCRIPTION
The reusable portable collector-is constructed of a lightweight metal (aluminum
for study) canister type collector with a provision to draw cabin air through
it during vomitus expulsion. The resulting entrainment will prevent cabin
contamination. The vacuum provision makes sealing at the face less critical
than other concepts. A sealing cover prevents spillage. The collector can
be used at any vacuum source in the spacecraft. The collector is washed ou.t
in a feces collection commode or other suitable debris trap by connecting a
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AC.	 POWER DC POWER







(HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 (a X^3
PEAK	 AVERAGE (CYCLE[IR/
7>(WATTS)	 (WATTS) Q1 X
I .2212R-Uy07^ .0/7	 Q	 ^1 0	 .^,OG -
Zf7o	 3•b^ •
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL	 REQUIREMENTS
• LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) '(BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)a
i
C	 TOTAL





"-	 HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT WEIGHT VOLUME

















INDEX NUMBER 2. ^.^, rt _^
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HABITABILITY SUGSYSTE	 2.0 Pers onal Qgiene
AABITABIL1TY FU^1(TIOd^-2,2^C1eansind
T
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 2.2.1 Whole Bcdy Shower
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED 	 4	 .
ASSUMiPTIONS
(l) Whole body shower concepts enclose the entire body to accomplish whole
body cleansing. The showers are similar to terrestrial type; however,
water usage is much lower,
(2) The shouter frequency used is one shower per man per day (Ref.. 127 and
273). The use time for one shower is 15 minutes (Ref. 127).
(3) Towels used for drying after showering, if required, are discarded after
60 drying cycles.
(4) Washer/dryer penalty was based on washer Concept 7, Water Spray Agitation,
and dryer Concept 1, Forced Hot Air-Electric Dryer.
(5) Water used for Space Station body cleansing was assumed to be recycled
minus the water loss associated with suspended solids. Shuttle water -








)APPLIANCE CO NCEPT FUNCTION MATRIX
-- 1 g DEx w0.	 2.2.1	 •••• p.(OL£ OOOY . _SHOREtt	 1SHUTTLEI




...	 .-... .............. . .. ...- ---------------- .. -.• ...
- -'	 - ANT:- PK PWR AVG PWR
USES/DAY	 TYPE USED __ __FLOW PRESS TEMP COOLANT HT LEAK ► L AC wE1GHT VOLUME AVAIL	 INDEx	 WEIGHT
4. -	 - )fp.54USE
	
1.1 •- K G/USE- • - -MMHG- -DEG C- -WATTS- -WATTS- DC _OC -K G-	 •CU M- t+•1	 t • • • 1	 -KG-
V(LB/USE) _ (•) - (P5IG) (DEG F) _(BTU/HR)	 (BTU /HR)_ -_ . -aATTS._ ,,.WATTS- (LBS)	 ICU	 FT1 _- IL5SI
1,_____1	 _q•000_^- •0000 . .21.24 .	 .0__ 21.1 3179 .._ 2929 .- . 250 . 0 ___250.0___._ 433.0
	
2141__ -1 _-_..25 __-_	 90
.250	 1 •00001'1 45.001 1
	 -0) 1	 70.01 1	 1084.1 4	 997.) 16-0	 _-.____16-0	 1 954.61	 1	 85.03)
._
f	 -01 T-
-t-2.2680 .-.00 _1551.4 __	 40.6
l S.0000)( .00) 130.01 t105.01
-14 . 000 ' -0000 221.81 90 21.1 4665• 79. S37090 537090 359.3	 2.20 2	 '(0 ^0
•250_ _4 .0000)(470#00) ­ ( -0). t	 70.01 15 9 31-1_._.9.3 .27191___ 1690. _.. 16.0__1_792.01 -1. 77.57)., __ __1...._
9 202660 .00 155t.4 40.6
1_S.000O)1_.00)__(30.01_1105.01._
, 2.2680 , .00 __1551 -4 40*6 -­- 12 g f __. 9 s9•. ____.33 7. 0 •0... 761.6	 2.69 -	 1
	
I5 ^_ .__ _ _	 •v _
A250
	
l 5.000011 .00) (30.0) (105-01 1	 924•) (3378.1 ..0 .0	 (1679.0) 1	 9S.081 1	 .01
p 9	 4.000	 9 2.7216 •00 1292.9 41.1 77• 292• 99,p 86.0 394.0	 1•73 1	 S 00N
.250	 f 6.00001( .GO) (2500) (106.0) ,	 1	 2649) t	 99791 .0 .0	 _,1 $68.6)	 t	 63.11) f	 .0)
y` CONCEPT 1 - CABIN AIR (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT3/MIN)
_ NO
	





- CABIN AIR (LOST)




set 3 - OXYGEN (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR)
_1.- ,. VACUUM PI CKUP H - _	 4 - COOLli1G WATER (CIRCULATED), KG /HR (Ls/:ir^,)
2	 AIR	 DRAG ^.y 5 - WATER (LOST) KG/FR (LS/HR)
G k 3	 MECHANICAL_ ^^ ^! 6 - NITROGEN '(CIRCULATED), Y.GjHR (	 +?(LB/i	 )
a	 s	 GOLLAPSI8LE 7 - NITROSEN (U-ED)	 , Y.G;H? (LB/PR)
8 - FREON (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR)




( 1 ) AVAILABLE 0-251
-- (2) STATE OF THE ART 25-501
(3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED FO-75%
_^-	 (4) EXTENSIVE DEV. REQUIRED
	 75-100.	 ^__-,
D'2.11.811561
_ A P P L I A14 C E _____. __..	 --
+	 CONCEPT	 -
_NO • __ ___ . C 0 N C _ E P...T___N , A _M
I	 VACUUM PICKUP...... .



























NUMBER OF	 DAYS	 •	 20.5	 ('	 .06 YEARS)
_USES MOD SUBROUTINE 30 . --­
__...__.---_:..
T H ERMAL PENALTY - DIRECT 	 TO COOLANT ILB/BTUH1	 .0250
THERMAL PENALTY . CABIN HEAT LEAK' 4LB/BT,UH.	 *0550__.—. —







SELECTI ON -MATRIX	 • • •	 + WHOLE BODY SHOWER	 (SHUTTLE)
(02/O1/75)^
M I N _	 MAX- —^_ C- 0 N C E-__P,—T




792900	 1679.c 15 6947 7.92	 *00 7.24
POPtER	 52.470,	 7.953•u IS 1 4 .27 000 ^14.Q6_,14!72
VOLUME	 616107	 95.083 10 1.06 1.64	 900 3.57
61 •435	 413.16_THERMAL 16-12.03_•00,--.7.87.._12.77
RELIAB • Y	 •00000	 099998 5 5.00 900	 5•DO •00
r MAINTENC-.2554,.0	 I.00000 5^S•00,.—._ ► 00___..5900 _--•D0 IV
. DEV COST
	 5.0000	 90.000' 15 5.63 000	 9.38 13912 =^
















NUS IBERil -W J
>APPLIANCE
o z ¢ w o ¢ SAFETY
^ W
wW. `!f Of ¢ a'`L' W Y.w w CoZW QW t.
L4-
W w JW
'- JC3 Ct{:TICALt—O OW 4w ^O+wxZ ^. ¢ U F— a¢ W J..¢w w ZtiAO0¢_J J Z J¢¢ C)v J JwQw¢L m — a v ^ = w ^cn w v ^ F-c^ cn o'a ITE,^SQ 18	 ' ® 6 ® Q . 0 ^1 i UN0.!
VACUUM° PICKUP 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 - - - - 0
AIR DRAG 3- 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 - - - - 0
MECHANICAL - - - - - - ' - 1 - - - 1 - - - 0




HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Whole Body Shower
F	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 1/Vacuum Pickup
INDEX NO.
	
2.2.1.1	 REF. NO. 127,278,273,236,209, & 129
DESCRIPTION
The vacuum pickup concept is a shower stall, which includes a transparent door,
and is sufficient in size to allow adequate movement of the crewman during
showering and stall cleanup. Water is retrieved by a vacuum pickup system and
pumped to the water waste management system. The pickup system allows the
crewman to collect water from free air and the stall wall, floor, and door. •
The shower includes a water distribution system which insures proper cleaning
with minimum water usage. A fan is used to circulate air to the shower with
a cabin air bleedfor carbon dioxide control within the stall. The circulated
air is heated to provide a comfortable shower environment. The crewman uses
terry towels for drying after showering. The terry towels used for the study
are 16 x 24 inches and are assumed to contain one pint of water after drying
(278). This concept has been brought to the prototype stage and is scheduled
to be tested at NASA JSC.
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT1 (^ lU f^,^ 	 ,VG/^ INDEX NUMBFR 0, Z,	 1





kC	 POWER 0C	 POWER
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USE ME DDIAND
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEHR/
(HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 QI Xt3^
PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-HR/CYCL
COMPONENT	 (REF) (WATTS)	 .(WATTS) Q1 Xt,77
^- 11s.L,	 I- / o ^	 a 111	 2 ca -
^1s:f1s^1t!:/'1^- r ^ a ir^.i1111^y 	— _L^	 _-L^—
}
t
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' LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Whole Body Shorter
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 	 2/Air Drag
INDEX NO.	 2.2.1.2	 REF. NO.	 278, 127
DESCRIPTION
The air drag concept is the same as Concept 1 with the exception of body drying.
Body drying is accomplished by heated air passing over the crewman's body while
in'the stall. The concept eliminates the requirement for towels and the asso-
ciated washer/dryer penalties; however, it is a high power consumption unit.
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_APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND
CONCEPT
PENALTIES CALQLATLONS
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 Body Cleansing,
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Whole Body Shower
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 3/Mechanical
INDEX NO.	 2.2.1.3	 REF. N6•	 278
DESCRIPTION
The mechanical shower concept is whole body showering without air recirculation
and vacuum water retrieval systems. 	 The water is picked up manually using
towels.	 The towels are washed and dried after use.	 Five towels' per shower
(Ref.	 278) are required for crewman drying and water pickup.	 Each towel is
assumed to hold 1.0 pints of water.	 The stall and water distribution system
are identical to Concepts 1 and 2.	 Water recovery from the towels is accom-
plished by spin drying in the washing machine.	 The amount of water left in
the towel after spin drying is neglected since it is equivalent to towels being
washed and then dried.	 This is a valid assumption because the towels are -
washed after each shower.













APPLIANCE CONCEPT REOUIRCMLN'IS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT IZEQUIRDU NTS AND PENALTILS CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Whole Body Shooer
APPLIANCE CONC"'PT NO./TITLE 	 4/Collapsible (Skylab)
INDEX NO.	 2.2.1.4	 REF, NO. 279,283,291,782,255,209
DESCRIPTION
The collapsible shaaer concept was used on Skylab. The shower stall is folded
down for use to minimize space. The shower enclosure consists of two end ring
closures and a translucent Beta cloth skirt with stiffening rings. One end
ring attaches to the floor and the otner to the ceiling when the shower is in
use. Water is delivered through a nozzle with vacuum pickup of water. The
waste water is centrifugally separated and routed to the water waste management
system. Six pounds of water were used for this concept per shower (Ref. 282).










APPLIANCE CONC r^PT N0./TITLE	 4/Collapsible (Skylab)
INDEX NO.	 2.2.1.4	 REF. NO. 279,283,297,282,255,209
DESCRIPTION
The collapsible shower concept was used on Skylab. The shower stall is folded
down for use to minimize space. The shower enclosure consists of two end ring
closures and a translucent Beta cloth skirt with stiffening rings. One end
ring attaches to the floor and the other to the ceiling when the shower is in
use. Water is delivered through a nozzle with vacuum pickup of water. The
waste water is centrifugally separated and routed to the water waste management
system. Six pounds of water were used for this concept per shower (Ref. 282).
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CAI CULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTErl 2.0 Personal Hygiene
^HABI'rABJLITY FUNCTION
	 2_2^Bodv Cleansing
APPLIA14CL• FUNCTION 	 2.2.2 Partial Body Washing
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED	 6
ASSUMPTiONS
(1) The partial body washing is the washing of-local body areas (i.e., feet,
hands, face).
(2) Washer/dryer penalty was based on washer Concept 7, Water Spray
Agitation,and dryer Concept 1, Forced Hot Air-Electric Dryer.
(3)`Water used for Space Station body cleansing was assumed to be recycled
minus the water associated with the suspended solids	 Shuttle water used
is not recycled.
(4) Partial body washing frequency used for the study is 10 times per day per
man with a use time of the wetting unit or equivalent of 2.25 minutes per
a
use.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Partial Body Washi ng
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 I/Disposable Wet Wipes
INDEX NO.	 2.2.2.1	 REF. NO. T 236, 186
DESCRIPTION
	
The disposable wet wipes concept is a sponge bath technique used to clean local 	 a
areas of the body. A wetting and soaping unit, -with hand holes is supplied
for the function_. The unit has a water supply outlet, a storage area for soap
and'a fan for providing water entrainment during use. A centrifugal separator.
is__provided upstream of the blower to collect used water. Water temperature
is controlled by mixing hot with cold water in a temperature controlled mixing
valve. The crewman first "soaps up" the wipe in the wetting unit, then uses it
to clean the required areas of the body. The wipe is wrung out.and rinsed
i nside the wetti ng unit. The rinsed damp wipe is used to wipe excess soap from
the body. A final rinse and wringing out of the wipe is accomplished and the
wipe is disposed of by depositing it into a vacuum drier to remove excess water.
The dried wipe is then deposited into the refuse system. The disposable wipes
are 12 inch squares of 4 ply wet strength paper, 10 of which are supplied per
crewman per day.
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALC!1LATIONS
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION.	 Partial Body Washing
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE	 2/Reusable Wet Wipes
INDEX NO..	 2.2.2.2	 REF. NO.	 236, 186
DESCRIPTION
The reusable wet wipe concept is a` sponge bath technique used to clean local
areas of the body. The wetting unit described in Concept 1 is also required for
this concept. The reusable wipes,; however, are wrung out in the'wetting unit
and reused. Reusable wipes are provided on a per man basis. The wi pe is washed
and dried using a washing machine and dryer. After 60 washings, the wipe is
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIRE14LIlTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT
	 ^.	 L	 LS1C-r W/f'C-S INDEX NUMBER_. 0. 2. Z-





D rDEMAIZUSE TIME	 O2 O3
CYCLE	 PEAK AVERAGE (CYCLEIR/	 PEAK AVERAGE (CYCLEHR/
COMPONENT
	
(REF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS) (WATTS) Q X 3	 (WATTS) (WATTS) (T X
.Qt2_ 9 oz
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL	 REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HP.)
1	 L^1E}Tf^c-71T L^^ s^	 ^^^ot	 -C^ vsab
orai?s	 9 ^8 -
't	 TOTAL	 Z 78	 !8- O of	 c1 ID.^Ia ^J Q
WATT (BTU/HR)
	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR)




























APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREHLNTS AND PENALTICS CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCLPT







TOTAL	 12.9	 Qg- S^S)
KG (LBS) M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WT/V0L	 REQUIREMENTS
VOL/UNIITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLEWT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE





QFTTYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB), (FT3)
!	 TOALT	 WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL/CYCLE{	
(LB) (FT3)
TOTAL WT.
j	 -}11SION	 ^C^	 X	 x_ ► ^^^? . (^ZJ^	 D.^S
-FACYCLES/DAY
	
YS%MISSION	 TOT.WT/CYCLE KG	 LB
(LB)
TOTAL VOL _
m I S—s I c7,j- —40	 x	 20,	 x ^00s z—
r
CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT,VOL/CYCLE M	 FTi	 (FT3)
GAJIIQUID	 EXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS 1
0
AMT.USEO/CYCLE(REF)	 RECOVERY	
AMT.RECOVERED /CYCLE	 AMT LOST CYCLE
©X p 	 3





. _— . X 
^	
?o.	 r ._	 Z^ _
	
__615	 _.	 ,l9¢, 9	 ^z).7;1^






`	 HAQITABTiwITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene NABITAGILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
IAPPLIAI CE FUNCTION	 Partial Body Washing
i	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 3/Disposable Wipes (Skylab)
INDEX NO.
	
2.2.2.3	 REF. N0, 250, 283
DESCRIPTION
The disposable wipes concept is made up of prepackaged wipes which were used
on Skylab. The wipes are contained within a package to eliminate water evap -
oration during storage. The units are used and discarded. The'Skylab size
wipe weight and volume were ratioed ` (6.3) to the 10 inch square wipes used in



























APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
^--




AC	 POWER DC	 POWER
m_
DEMANDUSE TIME	 QZ	 O	 DEI',AID (5	 QG
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	
(WATT- HR/
COMPONENT	 (kEF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 QI X(3^
PEAK	 AVERAGE (CYCLEIR/




i	 TWERMAL	 REgU LREMEN T2: .
{	 t'	 LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT






















FIATTS,/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION t-13 /141 S510:1
}	 (BTU/III'/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/14ISSION)
B2-227
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)










9^+.I . G^,3	 2, Z)
KG (LBS) M3 (FT3)
SOLID EXPENDABLE	 WT/V0L	 REQUIREMENTS
VOL/UNITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLEWT/UNIT ((REF)	 WT/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)I X 2
O(LB
(PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF) 	 IQ X 4
(FT3)	 (fT3^TYPE UNITS/CYCLE(REF) (LB)
51. J- _ .^^ L! 7?- e LL1)_ ^/11c/^	 : Ol>^
j
TOTAL .FT-^ LE !^ TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
(LB) (FT3)
TOTAL WT. _
r1I"SSTON O X	 O. S	 XR^^ 77
/MISSION	 TOT	 /CYCLE




14 M I cFfi X __,,_C7.,5 	 X	 . C90 Z ^7
-
(_
CY LES/DAY DA^S%RISSION	 fiOT.VOL/CYCLE M	 FT
(FT3)
•
{ GAS/LIQUID	 EXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS
`
0
AMT.RECOVE^rED /CYCLE	 AMT LOSTUCYCLE
AMT.USED/CYCLE(REF)	 RECOVERY 01 x ?	 U_	 7
.	 (LB(LgTYPE (LB)	 FACTOR
— 3
:














HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene
	
HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Partial Body Washing
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE_ 	 4/Automatic Sponge
INDEX NO.	 2.2.2.4	 REF. NO.	 236,	 100
DESCRIPTION
The automatic sponge concept is•,a hand-held scrubber head connected by coaxial
flex tubing to a water supply valve and an air transport system. 	 Water is
fed into a sponge in the scrubber head for use in cleaning the body. A water
pickup housing connected to the vacuum line surrounds the sponge.	 A water
separator is used to collect water from the cabin air.	 A pump unit injects the
water into the water waste management system. 	 -Each crewman has a sponge and
is provided with one sponge per month to fit the scrubber head.
i
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTILS CALCULATIONS
	 A
CONCEPT








	 .	 P O W E R DC P O W E R
USE TIME	 O2	 O3	 DEM;, ND ^5 ©	 DEMAND
CYCLE
	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-HR/CYL
(HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 QI X^3
PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEHR/
a7COMPONENT	 (REF) (WATTS)	 .(WATTS) (	 X
MAXIMUM
	 •	 TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
r
THERMAL.	 REQUIREMENTS
' LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
•
 SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
N TOTAL L 7ZZ.




HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT 
WEIGHT 'VOLUME




WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG,/MISSION M3/MISSION




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)





	 (REF)	 (LOS,)_	 (FT3)
(j /j111 TIC SlbAl , ['^,liT	 ,)	 a70. ^.	 /^.^_
TOTAL 
	 9 ,35	 O-	 ^^ Sxv
•	 KG (LBS) M3 (FT3) 






(FT3)	 (FT3YTYPE UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB)	 (LB)









A4o	 X	 20..T	 X .	 C90 Q Q




MISSION 40	 X	 20.5 	 X _ .00091c0
CYCLES/DAY	 DA^S/MISSION	 TOT.VOL/CYCLE MJ	 JFT J)
(FT3)
GAJLIQUID	 EXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS,
©	 © /CYCLE	 AMT LOSTOCYCLE
AMT. USED/CYCLE(REF)	 RECOVERY
AMT.RECOVERRED
QI X 22	 (I^- 3







4	 /[•	 TOTAL WT.Y..	
-H^fts^bl7
.	
OS X	 20..5	 X	 /,d +
"DABS/MISS-^0	 7TfY LE/0^(Y
	






HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing






2.2.2.5	 REF. N0, 236,237,245,209
DESCRIPTION
The reusable washcloths concept • is the same as Concept 2; however, terry
washcloths are used for cleansing cloths. The terry washcloths are 6 inches
square. The washcloth is used for 60 washings then is discarded and replaced.
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT S^,^rlt^/1f^'/_/" //l^^c^ry^s	 INDEX NUMBER
I	
'-	 ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 RE	 !jjgEMfNTS
A C	 ,	 P 0 WER D C	 P O WE`R
USE TME	 U2	 - 'DEM ID Q5	 Q DEM ND
'	 CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-HR/
CQI 
$ PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (WATT-HR/CYCL
(1) X^(HR) xCOMPONENT	 (REF).
	





MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM •TOTAL
THERMAL.	 REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
'	 ^^^^^T cuss	 ^^v-	 ---• 3Gd
:
1	 TOTAL	 A	 c,9l0	 Z_7,9 9J' ^G^^ 105-, 6 r ^>
WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR)
L
i
0 P E R A 
I 










_(BTU/HR/CYCLE) 	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
1
.^^'^.;^'	 X9'.9	 5'6..5	 Z¢. 6 G. ^9 ^, 45
r














APPLIANCE CONCEPT REOUIREMLNTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT/( BLC Ct/fISWGC4;^Tf/C-3'	 INDEX NUMBER 2,,?, Z.S
FIKED	 WETGHT VOLUME	 REQUIREMENTS
WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT	 •(REF)	 (LOS)	 (FT3)
y1^7T/^lCi ►'JN^ T	 / 236>, I2 _-





-	 SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WT/VDL	 REQUIREMENT
WT/UNITG(REF)	 WT/CYCLE	 VOL/UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
©	 (PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF) 	 IQ X_0	 (PKG.VOL/UN1T)(REF) 	 1 X 4








T	 AL WI/CYCLE	 VOL/CYCLE
(LB)	 (FT3)
.	 TOTAL WT.
—F1rSSfON	 X	 zD.	 X	 —00-3









MISSION _	 X	 00,-5	 X	 . coo g^	 <oZ^	 X796/
a
CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT.VOL/CYCLE	 M
3






AMTUSED/CYCLE(REF)	 QI X 	 3
TYPE	 (LB)	 FACTOR	 (LO)	 (LB
t	 Lll!}^SlIC--^ 1^^ 3
Lois ^'^,//IGTf^	 .^f3^	 /^l A-	 ^	 .9G^ i
TOTAL WT.
--m-^-sTt71e -_	 X	 Zo.	 _ X	 /.4l . _11.1i^	 ,	 4114^
--	 --WfS IaT
,'S 3 //53





HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Partial Body Washing
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 6/Disposable Washcloths (Skylab)
INDEX NO.	 2.2.2.6	 REF. NO.-,. 236,263
DESCRIPTION
The disposable washcloths concept is the system used on the Skylab vehicle.
The terrycloth washcloths are wetted by depressing a water supply valve. The
unit will provide warm water from a heated storage tank. After the cloth is
used, it is squeezed using a manual squeezer unit. The water-squeezed from
the washcloth is recovered androuted to the water waste management system.
One washcloth is provided per man per day. The washcloths are disposed of
by deposit into a vacuum drier to remove excess water. The dried cloth is
then deposited into the refuse system.
WMC HZO
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• APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPTsp^/5Fi37SA^LL- L^J^JSNGGOTfC^
	
INDEX NUMBER Z1 T_, Z, ^i
•
• LkECTAICAL -	 POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
----^r
( • 	 A,C	
'	
P O W E 0 C
	
P 0 W E R
Q
.USE TIME	 O2	 03	 OEM JD'- - ©	 DEMAG	 ND




(WATTS)	 .(WATTS)	 01 X^COMPONENT	 (REF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 - 01
7-5:	 1.^
-yMAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMUM	 .TOTAL
THERMAL	 REQUIREMENTS
• LATENT	 SENSIBLE 'HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR)	 (8TU/HR) (BTU/HR).	 (BTU/HR)
11LL6
^















- - - -
	















APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT,	 L S WLC !, 415"C'.GtJT//Ls
	








TOTAL	 + /Os7	 ^/.24)
	
F—. ZSG ^y,IO)
KG '(LBS)	 M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDADLE	 WJVOL	 REQUIREMENTS
( PKG/WT /UNI REF) )	 /X	 (PKGYCLE	 VO L /UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
	Q 	 OL/UNIT)(REF)	 1 X 4
TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB).	 (LB)	 (FT3)	 (FT3Q
l^.Sl^ c^?l^ ..^) ^- L(^ 237 . ai^78 _ Z	 _ n^o9L
4
	















r X	 c	 . 257	 X	 ^(^9Z













RECOV R D /CYCLE
1	 X 2
AMT LOSTT	 YCLE
1O - 3	 9
TYPE (LB)	 FACTOR (LB) (LB
-T (z36)
	 ZIA
&14n7z Li 4? S Ta , oaS
TOTAL WT.










HABITABILITY FUNCTION	 2.2 Bod y
 Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 2.2.3 Partial Body Drying
NUtrBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED 	 3
'
ASSUMPTIONS
(1) The wipes and towels considered for partial body drying provide the means
for drying local body areas after partial body washing.
(2) Washer/dryer penalty was based on washer Concept 7, Water Spray Agitation,
and dryer Concept 1 Forced Hot Air-Electric Dryer. 	 1
a
(3) Vacuum drying, if used, assumes the residual water in the item to be
dried is lost to space. Cabin air loss is also computed, since the








(2) STATE OF THE ART
(3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED












AP PLIANCE CONCEPT FUNCTION MATRIX
........ I ....................... ..
I NCE1{_NOS.'_2r2^}^^1^!^C.^R.LIAL_.oODX_QRCING ISHUTTLEI_.__._.-.
1  CONSUMABLES ANDCONCE P T	 USAGE * FLOW REQUI R E MENTS , THERMAL R EOMTS—,ELEC PNR ..REQMTS—WT/ V OL REOMTS_ DEVELO PMENT RESUPPLY





AMTr PK PRR	 AVG PRR
TYPE	 USED_USES/DAY	 --_ FLOW PRESS	 TEMP COOLANT_ HT LEAK AC	 AC WEIGHT VOLUME	 AVAIL INDEX.___•QEIGMT
MRS/USE




DC	 DC -KG-	 -CU M. (••)	 (see) -KG- 7
_(LB /USE)I!1-,(PSIG1 (DEG	 F) (BTU/HR)_(BTU /HR) . WATTS-_	 .WATTS._-- (LOS)	 ICU FT1___ _-- (LB51
••^^•ee••^.•e•e.•e•.ec••••••s•^••••••e•.••^••.••e••••^• t•se•^•••• e•••9.•..e e••••••,••••.•••••••••• •.•a•••eee•••••iee••e•••ee•e••e
I1 ROe000^S	 3.1298 .00 00	 00-- --"25• 198• - __ ^-67.2_	 •0___ 2582.8- . ► 9 -- I_-5 90 -
Q •056	 1	 669000)1 ,00) 1	 00 1	t	 e0) 1	 6591 1	 675.) 00	 •0 (5693.9)	 ( S.121 1	 e01
2	 40.000
	 S	 .0111 900 00	 00 Or Ce 00	 00 19.6 017 1	 S 90
n .056	 t	 0 024S-) t 0001 1	 001	 (	 .0)—h Or81 _ Del_ , +0	 .0^L^v3.31_1_Se891 (	 •Ol
t 3	 SO.000,
	 I	 !0000-70979 90,21x1- 09 769^.1725.0e0:_793 _.x02_-.l _S 90




-	 _	 __ _
__ .. -
1 CONCEPT
NO,	 C 0 N C E P T	 N A M E ^.--
- 1—•T REUSABLE DRY WIPES -	 - 1 - CABIN AIR (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT3/"tIN) N
2	 DISPOSABLE.RIPE5-DRY 2 - CABIN AIR (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR)
•
3^	 T ELECTRIC DRYER 3 - OXYGEN (LOST)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR)
4 - COOLING WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR)
5 - WATER (LOST;)	 , KG/HR (LB/HR)
6 - NITROGEN (CIRCULATED), KGIHR jLa/H3)
—— 7 - NITROGEN (USED)	 , KG/HR ,1a/HR)
8 - FREON (CIRCULATED), KG/HR (LB/HR)








NO*	 C 0 N C E^P T__ N A M E
REUSABLE DRY WIPES
2 •._^ DISPOSABLE ORY_WIPES.-














bNUMBER OF DA YS	 20.5	 1	 006- YEAR51
— _ —
USES MOO SUBROUTINE 29




THER M AL P E N A L-T'( --7 CAB I N_ MEAT. .L'EAX—_(LB /BLUH)	 •0550
POWER	 PENALTY.(LBS/WATT).
	 TYPE 1	 95300
- POWER PENALTY	 ( LBS/Y! A T T) 	 TY PE 2	 94 300
SELECTION MATRIX	 • •	 •	 s	 • PAR T IAL BODY DRYING	 ( SHUTTLE)
( 02/01/75.)_
s. M I NMAX
_
..^C^O^N_C E P T
'	 };
_
-'FACTOR	 VALUE	 VALUE PTS	 I 2 3
--WEIGHT	 16.000	 5693*9 I5	 000 14+89 14.96
POWER	 900000
	
914025_ 15_14. 42._159 00 -_.'00_
r VOLUME	 •53000
	 -	
S•8900 10	 1.31 +00 9•"10
THERMAI,,_900000
	
39.242 15,^!.00-15.00 9051 rl_
^REL• IAB -Y	 999975	 1.0000 5	 5000 5900 •00 (Q
MAINTENC	 099999	 1.0000 5	 5.00 5•QO 900
DEV COST	 5.0000	 5.0000 15	 •00^ •00 000
coTOTAL - P. T•0000080•_000 80_25±:72_5y.89 33,P57
$N RATING











SINGLE SELECTION PARAMETER_WEIGHTING FACTOR B Y 	 50 E(BASED
	 ON 	 100	 8 - MAX	 POINTS)
C O N C E P T
1 2	 3	
,
NORMAL 32915 68.61	 41.96
HEIGHT 29.40. 71.23	 46.91
POWER 37.64 71.30_.38.37
VOLUME 31.03 64.57	 44985
THERMAL . _29.40 X.30_93.80
t + RELIAB • Y 34.21 69.S6	 4r 69	 t^MA,INTENC 34.21 69.56	 CJ	 tO__40969
0EV COST 21.40 62'.73	 38.37




ANALYSIS	 ^	 ^• ►
N= ^1
FOR _EACH CONCEPT AFTE R 	INCREASING__,_•_RATING
SINGLE
-
SELECTION PARAMETER WEIGHTING FACTOR BY •50 8
(BASED	 ON	 100	 S	 MAX	 POINTS)"
C O N C E P T
NORMAL  32@1568961-14199k,
NEIGH? 35.48_65.94_35.99
!POWER 25.54 65936	 46.30
VOLUME 33.43. 73.18 _38969
THERMAL x'35.48 65.36	 39.74
–RELIAB-Y 29.97_67c59_43932
MA I NTENC 29.97 67.59	 43932





APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX
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REUSABLE DRY WIPES, - - - - I 0
-DISPOSABLE DRY WIPES - - - - 0







HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing__
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Partial Body Drying
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE	 1/Reusable Dry Wines




The reusable dry wipe concept consists of wipes made of terrycloth. The
terrycloth wipes are 15 x 30 inches and are used 10 times per day before
washing. The concept includes the weight and volume of the wipe dispenser.
The towels are washed and dried after one day of usage and -are .discarded after
60 washings. The concept is penalized for the washer/dryer function required
to recycle the wipes. The terrycloth wipes are smaller and lighter than the
terry towels used for whole body drying after showering.
TOWEL DISPENSER
i
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D2•-118561-:2
CONCEPT ^fJS/^B —
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
Y^.C'J^ G(J/F^C'S INDEX NUMBER S I
I' ELECTRICAL POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC	 .	 POWER DC POWER
Q















T H E R M A L''	 R - E Q U I R E M E N T S
' LATENT SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
t	








	 -- TO COOLANT WEIGHT
VOLUME
SOURCE, (BIU/HR/CYCLE) (BTU/HR/CYCLE) ,	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)t •
wAS^ 30 --	 Zq.7 ZS. I 2,2457 
84.7
	
.3 7 S W.0 Z. Z
' ! 95.1 Z^ 8 . /Z6	 '15.9
TOTAL ^ 5^ 6 T Z
W^
^^
NATTS/Cl'CLE CY LE KG/MISSION 3/MISSI 6j4	a
(BTU/tlft/CYCLE) (BTU/tiR/CYCLE) " (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
B2-245 __
D2.-118561.2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES .CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT •,,4gC1,{1,r^i	 '94y WIA-ez	 INDEX NUMBER





•,2s o^s-^^rs^-,e	 rz.^^^ .	 __ .71 ^	 ^, • 3z
TOTAL	 . 3eo	 (8 7^	 , oL,/,1C 102>
KG (LBS)	 M3 (FT3)




©	 WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE	 VOL/UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)	 I X 2	 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)	 1^ X 4
O(LB4TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB).	 (FT3)	 lrT3f
^1^^A^L ii/iF^3' . o/^G /^G) _, 009 ^23G) . ^0/ 4-3 	 ,:1^D3 G ^3L) . U^^y^D^
F
. L700/ 	 ^y	 sO	
TOTAL WTO	 TOTA	 a/CYCLE
(LB)	 (FT3)
TOTAL WT.
Flissi^r^ =	 x —_2G^.5	 X	 . ODO/¢^' 
CYCLES/DAY
	




	 X _^O. j	 X
	
F+W/7',j^
CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT.VOL/CYCLE	 M3	 FTC	 TT
(FT3)
G'AJLIQUID	 EX PEND'A8LES	 REQUIREME- N,TS	 7
O	
2	
(I	 O ©DAMT.RECOV/CYCLE	 AMT LOSTUCYCLERECOVERYAMT.USED/CYCLE(REF) 	 Q X 7	 VI' —
TYPE	 (LB)	 FACTOR	 (LB)	 (LB




x +^ (.,6"	 6.58L










HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Partial Body Dry ng
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE	 2/Disposable Dry Wipes
INDEX NO,





The disposable dry wipe concept .  consists of wipes made of 4 ply • "wet strength"
paper.	 The paper wipes are 12 x 18 inches and are discarded after two uses.
The wipe usage is based on 10 times per day per man.
	
The wipes are disposed
of by depositing into a vacuum drier to remove excess water. 	 The dried wipe
is then deposited into the refuse system.
	 The concept includes the weight and

















` ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 RE	 UIREMENTS
 Q-I - - -	 ---	 --- ----
AC	 POWER DC	 POWER






( WATT- 	 i
7G (FEF)COMPONENT (WATTS)	 (WATTS) QI X
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL TOTALMAXIMUM
THERMAL	 REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
j
TOTAL








(BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSIOtt)
T
TOTAL
WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION M)/MISSION
(BTUMR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/NR/CYCLE,) (LB/M1SS1014) (FT3/141SSI011
62248
D2•-118561_-2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIRE14ENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)




COMPONENT	 .(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT3)








S O L I D	 E X P E N D A BL E	 WI/V O L	 R E Q U 1 R E M E N T S
WT/UNIP((REF)	 WT/CYCLE	 VOL/UNITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)	 1 X 2	 (PKG.VOL/UNIT)(REF)	 I X QQ
TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB).	 O(LBa	 (FT3)	 QFT3.)
'-.!^1H F , ^ . 5 ('^ S,! - oz 2.83 <^3G) _..011^^_ - o^^^rf^3^ ^^11^^—
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Partial -Body Dryi ng
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 3/Electric Dryer
INDEX NO.	 2.2.3.3	 REF. NO. Electric-Air Corp.
DESCRIPTION
The electric dryer concept is identical to the terrestrial type used in
restrooms. The concept incorporates a fan for blowing warm-dry air on the
local body areas requiring drying.,
 A nozzle is provided which can be used to
direct the air stream. The concept does not require wipes for .drying 1 A
large "button" switch its provided for ease of actuation and the unit uses a
timer to automatically turn off the unit after 40 seconds of operation. The
automatic shutdown is incorporated to save power.
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT .3 lFL FCTelG• Dl?-qX INDEX NUMBER
iy
	r €EfCT	 ICAL	 P 0 W E R	 REQUIREMENTS
AC	 .	 POWER DC	 POWER
USE TIME	 Q2	 Q3	 DEii YD O5	 © OEr Ji0
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE
	 (CYCLEHR/ PEAK	 AVERAGE (CYCLEHR/
^7COMPONENT	 (REF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS)(WATTS)
)
	 (DX (WATTS)	 (WATTS) tJ1 X
1725
1 Zzg.	 l8.
MAXIMUM	 . TOTAL MAXIMUM TOTAL
T H E R M A L	 R E	 U • I R E M E N T S
-	 LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE
	




WATT (BTU/HR)	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR)
	 HATT (BTU/HR)
-O PE RATI,0NAL
	 PENALT 1 E 
THERMAL
	 ELECTRICAL
r	 HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLANT IJEIGIi7 VOLUME




	 WATTS/CYCLE "KG/I4LSSIOt4 M3/IrISSIOtI
• (BTU/11R/CYCLE)
	 (BTU/tiR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/14ISSION)
- 62-251
D2•-118561.2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT,,vai—rGr2/G im SILI2	 INDE X NUMBER
FIXED	 WEIGHT/YOLUME	 REQUIREMENTS
•	 WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT	 •(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT))
^G C-C..112^L n 2 ^^^^L^S'^''_..GE=cc u^'^c ^ 	 ^ ^	 j ^S 3
TOTAL ' 	 7 ZC.
	 . O f s •	 S3
KG '(LBS)	 H3 (FT3)










•	 ^^ TOTAL WT/CYCLE D TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
(LB)	 t	 (F73)
TOTAL WI. zi	
`ftTSS ION X	 X ^^
CYCLES/DAY DAYS/MISSION	 —TOT.WT/CYCLE KG LD^^
TOTAL VOL
MISSION X	 X




O AMT.RECOVEUREO/CYCLE AMT L05TOCYCLE
TYPE
AMT.USED/CYCLE(REF) 	 -	 RECOVERY OX r„ O_!^	 J
(LB(LB)	 FACTOR (LB
-	 TOTAL WT. (`
MTS51 N , X X	
. + l
CYLLE /OI^Y' DAYS/MIS51071	 T51-AL lGST CYCLE KG LDa QH (LB)	 $ a
62-252...
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IIABITA8ILITY SUBSYSTEM	 2.0 Personal Hygiene
IIABITABILITY FUNCTION	 2.3 Personal Grooming
2.3.1 ShavingAPPLIANCE FUNCTION
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED
ASSUMPTIONS
(1) The shaving concepts are mechanical, electric, and vacuum operated with
methods incorporated to retrieve cut hair particles to prevent cabin
contamination.
(2) The study assumed one shave per day per man.
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--I— CABIN AIR	 (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT31MIN)
A►ILIANCE
	
2 - CABIN AIR	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
tOdCEPT	 3 - OXYGEN	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)_..	 _ _____ _ _	
--	
—	
4 - COOLING WATER	 CIRCULATED!. KG/14R
	 (LB/HR)NO•	 C. o N C E P 1
	 N A M E
	 5- WATER	 (LOST)
1	 -	 PET SHAVE P ITH SAFET' RAZOR ANO CREAM 	 6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR(LB/HR)
2	 ORY_SHAVE-ELLCTKIC KAZOR/VACUUM-COLLECI10 11 	7 - NITROGEN	 (USED)	 , KG/HR	 LB/HR
3	 .	 DRY SHAVE-01NOUP RAZOR
	
8 - FREON	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
Y --'—DRY SHAVE-VACUUM UHIVEN RAZOR.___ 	 ___	 9 - WATER	 (PROCESSED) , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
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6At	 (" )AVAILABLE	 INDICATOR
jo
(1) AVAILABLE
(2) STATE OF THE;ART
(3) SO1',E DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
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l ^«— WET SHAVE WITH SAFETY RAZOR AND CREAM
__. 2: 	 DRY SHAVE-ELECTRIC RAZOR /VACUUM„COLLECTjON
3 •	 DRV SHAVE —WINDUP RAZOR
_!^ -•	 DRY_•SHAVE-VACUUM ORIVEN:RA-20R
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0SE5 (40O-SVaRUUTINE
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	 92.8J	 6•9Q 83.29 71.46 28•49
Pu11E3 88.23 6.9U 81.12 7u.65 32.50	 -
VOLUME __89.d9 6.67 -82-10 71,73 - 26.41?	 THERMAL 88023 6.9u 81. 12 7C•65 32.58
RELI .AB!t-Y 88.99,6045-.85.56.75.77-279 25
MAINTENC 88099 6945 85 . 56 75.77 27.25
11CV_CO5L.__. 8 b9 23_3 . 45_ 61.12-77955_32.58.
__C 0:N.0 E P
1 2 3 4 5
NORMAL 69 9 33 6+25 82.8-9 73s'41 29.52
WEIGHT 86045 5.71 22.55 75902 30.42
POdER 9,j•24--_5.71.- 84.35" _ 75.69 _. 26.99
VOLUME. 88.`84 5.88 83 . 58 74.91 32.27
^TM;tRMAL .
 _^_9u•^•4 _- 5 . 71_ 84.35 ,75.69-.26.99
RELIAB-T 89.65 69 j6 80.37 71.18 31.66
K AZNTENC 89. 65-69rj6-8u9 37..-71.18-31.66DEV COST 8957 26.9990a14= - b4 • 35 69.97-^-
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ITO 0 _APPLIANCE TYPE	 ._.	 NOEMS0. - 0 O .__O 0,0
WET SHAVE WITH SAFETY RAZOR - 0
AND CREAM
DRY-SHAVE-ELECTRIC RAZOR/VACUUM 1 0
COLLECTION
DRY SHAVE-WINDUP RAZOR 1 0
DRY SHAVE-VACUUM MOTOR-DRIVEN 1 0
RAZOR













	 I/Wet -Shay -Safety Razor-and Cream
INDEX NO.	 2.3.1.1	 REF. NO.	 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The safety razor and cream wet `shaving concept consists of a safety razor ,nd
,cream. The safety razor is -an, injector type an'd the shaving cream is contained
in aerosol cans. The Skylab crew felt shaving cream should be dispensed using
an aerosol can. The safety razor is provided with an arm which is actuated
to remove the hair particles and cream prior to wiping the razor. One new
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS- (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT ^YzMk(/ . 91-ere Ae4ao e gA1,o G&, e4-" 171
	
INDEX NUMBER ^, 3 I 2
F I X E D	 W E 1 G N1/V 0l U M E	 R E t)U I REM E N T S.
	
WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT	 .(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT3)
a go




KG '(LBS) M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE 	 WJV0L	 REQUIREMENTS	 j
2	 ,
©	 WT/UNIT (REF)-	 WT/CYCLE VOL/UNITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)1 X 2
O(LB3T
(PKG,VOL/UNIT)(REF) 	 I X 4Q
QT3)TYPE UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB). (FT3)










^_ X	 20, s	 x	 , o 57
CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT.WT%CYCLE KG	 LB
(LB)
TOTAL
MI SS I ON X	 ZO, S	 X	 , iAog 100123_
























HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal_Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Shaving
V	









The electric razor/vacuum collection dry shave concept consists'of an electric
razor with vacuum collection of the cut hair particles. The electric razor
incorporates a hood to aid vacuum collection. The unit requires a vacuum for
collection of the hair particles. The concept, therefore is penalized for
a vacuum unit based on operating time. The vacuum unit used is identical to












APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS-AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT,ZZ/ ^SFL^^L - 99 C0- IC 	 CQ[ LL ^jION
	
INDEX NUMBER i^	1. Z
€L'ECTRICAL POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC	 POWER DC	 POWER
USE TIME	 OZ G)
	
DEMAND	 G © DEM7?ND
CYCLE	 PEAK AVERAGE	 (WATT-1R/PEAKCYCL AVERAGE
(CYCLEHR/
Ql X[j7COMPONENT	 (REF) (HR)	 (WATTS) (WATTS)	 ^1^Xb^
	
(WATTS) (WATTS)






° MAXIMUM TOTAL	 MAXIMUM DOTAL
THE'RMA'L	 RfUU I REM£NTS
' LATENT	 SENSIBLE	 HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE {BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
TOTAL






	 TO COOLANT VOLUME
•	 SOURCE, (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATT3/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION) 




^-	 ^^^4 r^_75,1,_.^/P. - ­C;^?•.-j WA TS/ CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE
	
KG/MISSIOII M5/;15510'1
(13TU11IR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (LO/MISSION) (Fv/K355ION)
B2-263
D2••113 5 61.2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT ZZpe/lA!/C^ELC-"C-;rDC /^201?141 CW41 9 COGLEG7_10AJ	 INDEX NUMBER,
i
FIXED	 WEIGNTVOLUME	 RE	 U,IREMENTS
WEIGHTVOLUME
COMPONENT •(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT3)	
I
. .'Now 4, a	 , ¢
TOTAL	 48	 ^•o)	 . a//3	 ^^^	 ^
KG'(LRS)	 M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WJVOL	 REQUIREMENTS
-
-. WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE	 VOL/UNIITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.WT/UNIT)(REF)	 Q X 2
	
(PKG. VOI./UN I T) (REF) 	 Q1 X p4
TYPE UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	 (LB),	 (LB)	 (FT3)	 tFTI
3	 S	 ^









TOTAL 1	 lfff IbN' _ X	 X





CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION	 TOT.VOL/CYCLE	 Mj (FTJ)(1'T3)





AMT,RECOV RED/CYCLE	 LOST CYCLE
AMT.USED/CYCLE(REF)	 QJ X(2)	 (D-ET
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 Shaving
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./T,ITLE 3jDr y Shave-Windu p Razor (Skylab)
INDEX NO.	 2.3.1.3	 REF. NO.	 NASA JSC, G.E.
DESCRIPTION
The windup razor dry shave concept consists of a mechanical windup motor
shaver with a hair particle-reservoir. The unit was used on Skylab and the
weight and volume figures specified are for the flight weight unit.
°i	 \ a
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'r AC	 P 0 W E R DC	 POWER
Q	 ^d}_
USE TIME	 Q2	 Q3	 OEMA;ID DEMAND
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEHR/
(HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)	 Ql X^3
PEAK	 AVERAGE (CYCLEIIR/




LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)• (BTU/HR)(, 4
I TOTAL







SOURCE (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
T.t^p
TOTAL	
— - ^^—WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTSICY CLE KG/MISSIOtr F1j/fo,1SS10tI






APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIO145 (CONCLUDED)
C0NCEPTi3/,QgY 	(l,,C--- 'f///(/!Wa e4aaL ^,SOL-'YZ j6)	 INDEX NU14BER z•3• ^•3
FIXED	 WEIGHT /YOLUME	 REQUIREMENTS
•	 WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT	 .(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT3)
.977_	 oZZ¢
TOTAL	 ,`*3	 •OCY..3 ^.o
KG '(LB_;)	 M3 (FT3)
TYPE
AVA•-













TOTAL WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
(LB) (FT3)
TOTAL WT.
-HTS-S-FORF X _ X
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Ml $S1 (SF X
tCLC D Yc	 / `^AYS^SSION	 YET L i. ST CYCLE KG	 LBa G)	 (LB) Gl
62-267
.	 D2.118561,-2
SPACECRAFT	 _ _ Shuttle
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Shaving
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 4/Dry Shave-Vacuum Motor- Driven Razor
INDEX NO.	 2.3.1.4	 REF. NO.	 280
DESCRIPTION
The vacuum motor-driven razor dry shave concept consists of a vacuum driven
motor with a hair particle reservoir.
The motor runs on space vacuum which turns the shaver` at 2500 RPM.
rD2•-118561--2





^JACVV	 I-%oj(Z 2 -^j ` pZC7(L	 INDEX 7-	 `iNUMBER	 •3•	 •Up^/E - -DK{Vt
ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC	 POWER DC	 POWER




COMPONENT	 (REF)	 (HR)	 (WATTS)	 (WATTS)




(WATTS)	 (D X a1
MAXIMUM	 TOTAL	 MAXIMUM	 TOTAL
a
THERMAL	 REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
- TOTAL









SOURCE (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
•
TOTAL
WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION MI/14ISSION
(UTU/Ills/CYCLE) 	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT 3/141SS1Oil)
;' B2-269
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREEIENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT ^(/ _04et&,lW MOTae -4)ZI!/C,C1,e^ ooK.
	
INDEX NUMBER G, . 1,
F1 X E D




COMPONENT	 .(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT3)
r
TOTAL r
'	 KG '(LBS) M3 (FT3)
.	 SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 W I/VOL	 REQUIREMENTS r
©	 WT/UNIR REF)	 VT/CYCLE VOL/UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE















 - X	 X l
CYCLES/DAY
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r
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(D X 0	 n -(3
TYPE (LB)	 FACTOR (LB)	 (LB)
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Shaving
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE5/Wet Shave-Safety Razor/Vacuum Collection
INDEX NO.	 2.3.1.5	 REF. NO.	 236,206
DESCRIPTION
The wet shave safety razor/vacuum collection concept consists of the same
razor described in Concept 1 with the addition of vacuum collection. The
vacuum unit used is identical to the Skylab power module. The concept is

















CONCEPT (. lCT 'l^A^F^
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS, AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
j^,[>IjCC^!/,^JGtJU^>? COLG.^Q/ O^	 INDEX NUMBER 2	 /.
ELECTRICAL
	 POWER REQUIREMENTS
AC, POWER DC POWER
USE. TIME_	 ^2 0	 OEt"AND O5 ©	 DEMAND
CYCLE	 PEAK AVERAGE
	 (CYCLEIIR/ PEAK AVERAGE	 (CYCLEI1R/
(WATTS)	 Q1 X7COMPONENT	 (REF) (HR)	 (WATTS) (WATTS)	 pl X3 (WATTS)
MAXIMUM TOTAL m=MUM TOTAL
THERMAL REQUIREMENTS
' LATENT SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
TOTAL
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT_Clj$^f(/^GG7f^ /^o^/!/i^CI^vIYI ^'OLGCrG^//CYV	 INDEX NUMBER7. ^ ai
I >1 F I X E D	 W E I G H T V O L U M E	 R_	 U, I R E M E N T S
WEIGHT	 VOLU14E
COMPONENT	 -(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT3)
pt
I





, 9^U	 ^.^.	 ^	 .0023	 r^
KG '(LBS)	 M3	 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WJV0L	 REQUIREMENTS
CLE©	 WT/UNIT ((REF)	 WT/CYCLE
	
VOL/UNIT 	 VOL/C
(PKG.WTiLNB ,T)(REF)	 QLB^	 (PKG.V(FT3,IT)(REF)	 Q 734TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)
O -,-LQL -E7	 -	 F, O ^_	 o5'z	
-
T01AL WT/CYCLE	 TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
(LB)	 (FT3)
TOTAL W.
Wl ssS- 'ON	 4	 X	 Zo. S 	 x	 ^97
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	 2,.0 Personal Hyaiene
HABITABILITY FUNCTION
	 2.3 Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Hair Cutting




(1) The hair cutting concepts are mechanical and electrically operated with
methods incorporated to retrieve cut hair particles to prevent cabin
contamination.
(2) The study assumed one haircut every 14 days for Concept 1 and every
7 days for Concept 2.
(3) Hair cutting is assumed to take 15 minutes for Concept 1 and 5 minutes
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	 15 I.s2.-c----.ZS2.._	 .. L_sD).— p P
O _APPLI ANCE,_— _—
CONCEPT (*)
N0 t_	 C _O_FL.C_.E P_L—N_A M_E__J
--_
	 1 - CABIN ,AIR (CIRCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT 3 /MIN} -
i 2 - CABIN AIR (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
Ni 1	 -	 POWER Cl<[PPF_R, A_CR0M COLLECTION —	 3 - OXYGEN !LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
2	 -	 RAZOR COMB/VACUUM COLLECTION 4 - COOLII4G WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
— 5 - HATER (LOST)	 KG/HP,	 (LB/HR)
•6 - NITROGEN CIRCULATED), KG/HR
	 (LB/HR
7 - NITROGEN (USED)	 KG/HR	 (LB/HR# — G^
8 - FREOH (CIRCULATED), KG/HR
	 (LB/HR)
9 - WATER (PROCESSED)




(2) STATE OF THE ART	 25-50%
l^ (3') SO..E DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED	 50-75%
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX
APPLIANCE FUNCTION: 2.3.2-HAIR CUTTING
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Hair Cutting
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 11Flnctrie Clipper/Vacuum Collection
INDEX NO.^^.3.?.l
	
REF. NO.	 236, 207
DESCRIPTION
The electric clipper/vacuum collection concept cw;i sts of an electrically
driven clipper ti,J th vacuum collection of the hair clippings. The clipper is
similar to the terrestrial barber type. The unit used for vacuum collection is
the pop.ver module used on Skylab. A hood is employed over the clipper area to
assist in the pickup of the hair clippings. 	 .





HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
a
Y APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Hair Cutting
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 1/Electric Clipper/Vacuum Collection
INDEX NO.	 2j.2-1	 REF. NO.	 ?36.207
DESCRIPTION
The electric clipper/vacuum collection concept consists of an e"I ectri cal l.v
driven clipper with vacuum collection of the hair clippings. The clipper is
similar to the terrestrial barber type. The unit used for vacuum collection is
the power module used on Skylab. A hood is employed over the clipper area to















APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT,  C.§]G7' •[_G ,^.L_./pi^^ /tiff
 CtJUIS7 C_0LL6CT/oN 	 INDEX NUMBER	 3• ^ • /
€LECTRICAL POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC.	 POWER DC	 POWER
















MAXIMUM TOTAL MAXIMUM • .	 TOTAL
•	 THERMAL' R'EgU1REMENTS
LATENT SENSInE HEAT LEAK. TO COOLANT
SOURCE	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (8TU/HR) (BTU/HR)
TOTAL X3,3. ¢• LLB 33.-
-














^yTS/CYCLE WATTS/CYCLE KG/M1SS10?; M /MI	 ION
(BTU/HR/CYCLE) (BTU/HR/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT31MISSION)
B2-•281
JD2.-118561.2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIRE14INTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT 41ECL06M45 ^G^V^c-^^^/srcvt^i^r ^c c. ^c^7o c!
	
INDEX NUMBER 2..3. ^•
F I X E D	 W E I G li j/Y O L U M E	 R E 9!1. 1 R E M E N T S
	WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMP014ENT	 •(REF)	 (LOS)	 (FT3)
--1 uV,4-14T/r/off	 60-
-	 —	 r
TOTAL	 , 907 (z, Oj
	 2.Od ?I)	 Zs)
	
KG `(LBS)	 M3 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WI/V0L	 REQUIREMENTS
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^CYCLES/DAY	 DAYS/MISSION TOT.VOL/CYCLE	 — M3 (FT J )
(FT3)







(LBTYPE	 (LB) FACTOR	 {LB
d, 0
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY' FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Hair Cutting'
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 2/Razor-Comb/Vacuum Collection
INDEX NO.
	
2.3.2.2	 REF. NO.	 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The comb/vacuum collection concept consists of a razor comb with a hand-held
vacuum pickup device. The concept requires two' men to operate which is a
disadvantage from the crew time aspect„ The unit used for vaMiM collection
is the power module used on Skylab.
FiAAR (x i
AI lr,?OR. FOR	 r,,







APLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS{^L'	Cr'n^ 1,7 pcv
',-'
t 1.-j- Z. ZCONCEPT	 /	 ' V	
--
A COL.L
—F— C—I'p t.1 INDEX NUMBER
• ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC.	 POWER DC POWER










MAXIMUM	 TOTAL MAXIMU14 TOTAL-
r THERMAL	 REQUIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
s SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
TOTAL
WATT (BTU/HR)
	 WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR) WATT (BTU/HR)
OPERATIONAL	 PENALTIES
- THERMAL
HEAT LEAK	 TO COOLAtIT
	
ELECTRICAL WEIGHT VOLUME
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X14 ^  _  	 -  	 _
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS- (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPI
'^^ -^	 ^- 
	 , 4CUlJ/9? GGGLCGT/D.A—/ INDEX NUMBER Z.	 Z. Z 
-- —
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APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT^^l>2 ^^J^^l^/fG!/l.^I^I ^4LLLrGT/D^	 INDEX NUMBER Z.3Z.Z
`r)	 ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC,	 POWER	 DC POWER
Q
USE TIME	 20	 ®	 DE11 ND	 Q5 ©	 OEt1^tID
CYCLE	 PEAK	 AVERAGE	 (CYCLEHR/	 PEAK	 AVERAGE





MAXIMUM	 TOTAL	 MAXIMUM TOTAL
)
TNERMAL'	 REQUIREMENTS
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	 ELECTRICAL	 WEIGHT/	 HEAT LEAK
	 TO COOLANT
VOLUME
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APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 2.3.3 Nail Care
NliiDER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED
	 2
ASSUMIPTIONS
(1) The nail care concepts considered are manual operations using bag and
vacuum collection of nail clippings.
(2) The study assumed nail cutting once every 14 days.
(3) Nail cutting is assumed to take 5 minutes per use.
APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 Nail Care
E;F	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 1/Manual Nail Clipper/Bag Collection
INDEX NO.	 2.3.3.1	 REF. NO.	 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The manual nail clipper/bag collection concept consists of a terrestrial type
nail clipper enclosed by a bag to contain nail clippings. The bag incorporates
a finger cuff and ring to form a seal around the finger during nail cutting.
The collection bag is transparent to observe nail clipping.
CLTPM
RETAr. ii G S1G
	
J






1	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
/	
-^• '
CONCEPT	 MAIJU AL— +JAIL LL11 1'C Q-7/ pas ^^>r ^,-(-^p	 INDEX NUMBER Z
•	 ELECTRICAL POWER
	 REQUIREMENTS
AC POWER DC	 POWER
TMUSEE ^2
(d^^
O3	 DEhN40	 ^5 © DEMAND
CYCLE PEAK AVERAGE
	 (CYCLEHR/	 PEAK
(WATTS)	 (	 Xt3^	 (WATTS)
AVERAGE (CYCLE R/
	 '
Q1 X^,7)COMPONENT	 (REF)	 (HR) (WATTS) (WATTS)
MAXIMUM TOTAL	 MAXIMUM TOTAL
THERMAL	 RE Q UIREMENTS
LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
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ELECTRICALHEAT LEAK, WEIGHT VOLUME
SOURCE	 (BTU/11R/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MISSION)
TOTAL
YIATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION M3/141S5IOtl
(BTU/IIR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/itN/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT3/M15SItlN)
' B2-290
D2•-118561.2
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT c. Avge^ CG/P/vC-I^  ^g/f(^j CD((^-Ljlp,</ INDEX NUI48ER	 7.	 3. I
F I X E D	 W E I G H I/V O L U M E	 R E Q U• I R E M E N T S
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TOTAL	 ^^	 . /4S
	. 3^ r . C^OOO2	 00©8)
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SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WT/V0L	 REQUIREMENTS f
Q
WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE VOL/UNITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
(PKG.WT(LB,T )(REF)	 QL82
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-
Cvc	 U^o%	 ,(^	 ./	 . co/&,7(^^ _055'9	 .DO0)93
i
E ®^a^l
TOTAL WT/CYCLE TOTAL VOL/CYCLE
(LB) (FT3)
TOTAL WT.
'ffi mON -	 . Z
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 	 Nail Care
V	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./T .ITLE 2/Metal Nail File/VaCUUm Collection
INDEX NO.	 2.3.3.2	 REF. NO.	 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The metal nail file/vacuum collection concept consists of a nail file with
vacuum collection of nail filings. The file has a hood around the file to
improve the vacuum collection efficiency. The concept is penalized for a
vacuum unit based on operating time. The vacuum unit used is identical to











APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
CONCEPT^^^L NfI /G G/LE/G^^GVV^YJ G^DGG^CT/O^(,/ 	 INDEX NUMBER ^.3..3.Z
ELECTRICAL
	 POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC.	 POWER	 DC POWER
Q































AL	 ELECTRICAL	 WEIGHT	 VOLUMENEAT LEAK 
SOURCE,	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION)	 (FT3/MISSION)
TOTAL	 eK/^^1 
'"'WATTS/CYCLE
	 `	 KG/MISS ON	 M3/M ,ION
(BTU/HR/CYCLE)




APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATION) (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPT2_^ ?_^ L /l//j/L F/GE1/1,jGUI Wl 6,01,LG`G77 DAI	 INDEX NUMBER
F 	 X E D	 WE I'GNJVOLUME	 REQUIREMENTS
WEIGHT	 VOLUME
COMPONENT •(REF)	 (LBS)	 (FT3)
All-	 /GAD (	 ^. 2	 . D¢
TOTAL 	 S	 ^.2)	 .OD
KG '(LBS)	 M3	 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WT/VOL	 REQUIREMENTS
CYCLEO	 WT/UNIT( (REF)	 WT/	 VOL/UNIITT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE  (PKG.WT(LB,T)(REF)	
O L84	
(PY.G.V`FT3,IT)(REF 	 QFT34TYPE UNITS/CYCLE(REF)
4.
__









GAJLIQUID	 EXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS a
©
RECOVERY	
AMT.RECOVEERRED/CYCLE	 AMT LOST( CYCLE
AMT.USED/CYCLE(REF) 	 (JI X(72	 Ql -
(LB)	 FACTOR	 (L6j	 (LB)^TYPE
^a
i
Y	 ' TOTAL WT.
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APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 2.3.4 TP.P.thbrushina
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED 	 3
ASSUMPTIONS
(1) The dental concepts are manual and electric. Manual brushing and water
flushing are the concepts considered by the study.
-(2) The study assumed four brushings per day per man.
(3) Teethbrushing is assumed to take 5 minutes per brushing.
(4) Dental floss is provided for each concept for cleaning the crevices of
the teeth. Each crewman is supplied a number of 50-foot rolls of dental
floss as deerinined uy mission length. The usage is. ,based on approximately
one foot per day per crewman.
APPL IA NCE CONCEPT FUNCTION MATRIX
i IHDEX _NO.-2.3.4— ••••-	 TEETH BRUSHING ISHUTTLE)	 .
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No.	 C O N C E P T	 N A M E (*)1 -CABIN AIR	 (CIPCULATED), LITERS/SEC (FT 3/MIN) -'-- -
2- CABIN AIR	 (LOST)	 KG/HR	 _	 (LB/HR) Co
1	 TOOTHPASTE eiTH DENTIFRICE
_ -^-
3 - OXYGEN	 (LOST)	 , KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
Z	 NATEH _P1X ►Cr' •	 4 - COOLING WATER (CIRCULATED), KG/HR 	 (LB/HR)
3	 ELECTRIC TOOTmORUSH 5 - WATER	 (LOST)	 KG/HR	 (LB/HR)
Y.G6 - NITROGEN	 (CIRCULATED),	 /HR(LB/HR)
--
- _1"




8 - FREON	 (CIRCULATED), KG/HR 	 (LB/HR)
9 - WATER	 (PROCESSED) ,.KG/HR 	 (LB/HR) V
(***)COST -- - 1
(**)AVAI LABLE 	 INDICATOR -_-
(1) AVAILABLE	 0-25% -
(2) STATE OF THE ART	 25-50%
(3) SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED	 50-755
	 --- -- - -
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NUMBER OF DAYS	 2G95 ( .U6 YEARS)
USES .MOU._SU4ROUTINE
THE RM AL PENALTY - DI R ECT TU COOLANT ( LB/STUH) 96250
THERMAL PENALTY- _CABIN.-NEAT LEAK----(LB/bTUH) _•G550	 —
POWER PENALTY (LBS/ V ATT) TYPE 1	 05300
.
S E L ECTION HATRJX ,_!__^_
0 1/15/75)
+	 !_ '-7EETH._bRUSHING __( SHUTTLE.I-
MIN MA X C 0 N C E P T
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kE6IA8 – Y— .99967 -1•E;5uU 5- 5• v i, — • ^,a7 — 3.45
MAI^JTENC .99999 1•ui.JG 5 59GV •Co 2.91
OEV COST +UOGUil 2U•uuCj 15– J5•uu•— ___ v ua -- 7.50
-	 i	 1 TUTAL PT •UUOUu bU•OLU 80 55•uu 21 . 34 44.35
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i 1	 2	 3
NORMAL 68975	 26.6 8	55.44
WtIGHT 62.66	 31.31	 51. 33 ^2
71.43
	
_24.3 9 	 - 57.12	 _ 0
VULUME 64.71	 30.54	 56.25 Q
.-THERMAL.-...71.43 -.24.39_-	 57.12 O










_ -_-_.RATING.FOR EACH CONCEPT AFTER INCREASING-
SINGLE SELECTION P ARAMETER *EIGHTIwG FACTOR BY -50 A
N{ (BASED -ON__I0G-3-hA"OINTSI
C O N C E P T
2 _ . -_ _ 3. _-
	 --
• NORMAL 68 •75_..26.68 _55.44
HEIGHT 75.d6
	 21•x9. 6J.44
POiiEN 65.52	 29.44	 53.42


















---'------'- .RATING FOR EACH CGNCEP T
 AFTER INCRcASING -
_SINGLE._SELECTION.PARAMETER.AL IGHTING FACTOR BY.--_ 54-S
t	 (BASED ON 100 % MAX ?UINTS)
APPLIANCE CONCEPT COMPONENT SUMMARY MATRIX

































_" ITEMSC ® © 0 Q-0 O 010 O O• O O Q
TOOTHBRUSH WITH DENTIFICE - - - - - 0
WATER PIX	 _ 1 1 1 - - 0
ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH WITH 1 - - - - 0
DENTIFICE










-	 SPACECRAFT	 -	 Shuttle
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Teeth Brushing
a
E>	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE	 1/Toothbrush with Dentifrice
INDEX NO.	 2.3.4.1	 REF. NO.	 236
DESCRIPTION	
1
The toothbrush with dentifrice concept consists of a terrestrial type toothbrush
with dentifrice. The dentifrice is digestible to be nonhazardous if accidentally
swallowed and is dispensed by a roll-up tube. Mouthwash is also provided in
a soft plastic "squeeze bottle." One squeeze bottle per each crewman is pro-
vi deb for hygiene reasons. The' mouthwash is used to mix with the dentifrice
and is expectorated into a sink or fecal collector. This concept has flown
on Apollo.,







CONCEPT	 Tc"YkA 6`-Q kS
APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS
W %-T 1
-i -I)E^4r,F-v-Ac-E	 •	 INDEX NUMBER Z• 3. 4.
( ELECTRICAL POWER	 REQUIREMENTS
AC	 POWER DC	 POWER
Q


















LATENT	 SENSIBLE HEAT LEAK TO COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/HR)	 (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR) (BTU/HR)
N C
TOTAL







j SOURCE (BTU/HR/CYCLE)	 (BTU/IIR/CYCLE)	 (PK WATTS/CYCLE)	 (LB/MISSION) (FT3/MTSSIOtI)
TOTAL
I WATTS/CYCLE	 WATTS/CYCLE KG/MISSION 143/14ISSION(BTU/IIR/CYCLE)







APPLIANCE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES CALCULATIONS (CONCLUDED)
CONCEPTf1Top72-lig&2-e,[Z G l"I INDEX NUMDER_,^'.
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 . ^Z	 Cl7% l 5^ O.'^^
	 o z3y
KG (LBS) M3	 (FT3)
SOLID	 EXPENDABLE	 WJV0L
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O	 WT/UNIT (REF)	 WT/CYCLE VOL/UNIT (REF)	 VOL/CYCLE
TYPE	 UNITS/CYCLE(REF)	
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`	 1^1^T/	 O/	 .	 7^ SlZ3G) ^/.	 l2 36^
1
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GAS/LIQUID	 EXPENDABLES	 REQUIREMENTS
2
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"f 	HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene
	
HABITABILITY FUNCTION Personal Grooming
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Teeth Brushing
F	
APPLIANCE CONCEPT N0./TITLE 	 2/Water Pix
INDEX NO.	 2.3.4.2	 REF.	 NO. 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The water pix concept is the same as the terrestrial type.	 One'unit is
provided with individual	 tips for each crewman.,	 The unit is plumbed with
water and wired electrically for power.
	
The water pix creates a high velocity
spray which is directed at the tooth crevices to loosen debris.	 The water is
collected in the mouth and expectorated into a sink or fecal	 collector.	 The
water is assumed to be recoverable by the study with the exception of the water
loss due to suspended solids.
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SPACECRAFT	 Shuttle
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Pet
APPLIANCE FUNCTION	 Teeth Brushing"
!4	 APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 3/Electric Toothbrush with Dentif ric_
INDEX NO.
	
2.3.4.3	 REF. NO.	 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The electric toothbrush with dentifrice concept consists of a motor-driven
toothbrush with individual brushes for each crewman. The same dentifrice
and mouthwash used for Concept 1 are utilized for this concept. ' The vibratory
action of the toothbrush has the advantage of massaging the gums as well as .
cleaning the tooth. The unit is wired electrically to provide power to the.
unit.
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